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Before the sampling plans can be implemented at TM, the accuracy of the 
simulated production process must be considered. The entire evaluation 
process must be repeated, using collected production process data, if the 
simulation is inaccurate.
This project report investigates the feasibility of applying statistical 
test procedures ( or sampling inspection ) to reduce the time spent on 
inspecting electronic modules produced on the various production lines 
of Telephone Manufacturers ( TM ). The effect of these procedures on such 
factors aa the average outgoing quality and the production yield, is ex­
amined. h-.
Two inspection situations exist at TM but no information concerning the 
production process ( distribution of defective products ) is available, 
this data must therefore be simulated.
A number of sampling plans are chosen for evaluation. The relative per­
formance of each of these sampling plans is then assessed using the sim­
ulated production process data. The sampling plan that produces the best 
results, is selected for implementation.
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1 .0  IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 B A CKGROUND T O  TH E PROBLEM
Consumer products, such as telephone instruments, are continuously be­
coming more complex in a functional sense. The main problem as far as 
inspecting is concerned is not the complexity of the product, but the time 
spent in inspection and fault diagnostics. As a consequence of high pro­
duction volume, test equipment becomes a significant part of the pro­
duction lif/i and thereby has a direct influence on production yield.
An increase in production yield can be achieved by purchasing more test 
equipment. The new test equipment would supplement the existing test 
equipment at each test station, thus allowing more products to be in­
spected. Alternatively, we could attempt to reduce the time spent on in­
specting each product. If the inspection tine per product could be 
reduced, while maintaining a Required quality level, one of the following 
situations would occur;
1. More products would be inspected using the existing test equipment,
2. The same number of products would be inspected using less test 
equipment, allowing other products to be inspected using the remain­
ing test equipment.
This would lead to the increased efficiency of the test equipment in both
Various telecommunication products are manufactured by Telephone Man­
ufacturers (TM). Each of these products contain a number of electronic 
modules, each of which must be inspected to ensure their correct opera­
tion. The existing inspection procedure used at TM is complete inspection,
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otherwise referred to as 100% inspection, of each electronic module. The 
tests include, the measurement of electrical parameters, which have to 
be within a specified range, and the checking of the various functions 
of the electronic module. This form of inspection is time consuming and 
expensive, as each test of every electronic module is checked, even if 
there is little or no chance that it will fail.
The object of this project report is to investigate the feasibility of 
applying statistical test procedures ( or sampling inspection ) to ef­
fectively inspect the electronic modules produced on the various Hi pro­
duction lines. The effect of these procedures on such factors as the 
average outgoing quality ( the quality of the outgoing modules ) and the 
production yield, will be examined.
1-2  OV ER VIE W  T O  T H E  PROJECT REPORT
A review of sampling inspection is given in Chapter 2. This chapter in­
troduces the reader to the terminology and general concepts of sampling 
inspection and may be overlooked by the reader who is familiar with the 
subject.
In Chapter 3, the inspection situation at Telephone Manufacturers (TM) 
is considered in detail. A number of sampling inspection plans are then 
chosen, each compatible to the inspection situation, for further evaln-
Chapter 4 briefly describes how the sampling plans chosen in Chapter 3 
can be integrated into the inspection situation at TM.
The general requirements of the sampling plan evaluation system are in­
troduced in Chapter 5. A simulation of the production process at TM is 
proposed. The product which is inspected, is introduced and a method is
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devised whereby it can be used to simulate the inspection situation found
Chapter 6 outlines the approach adopted when designing the evaluation 
system hardware. The system hardware is designed to fulfil the require­
ments laid down in Chapter 5, and includes; the external circuitry for 
the product under test ( D.P.S. module ), the interface unit circuitry 
and the automatic KEY operation circuitry.
Chapter 7 outlines the approach adopted when designing the evaluation 
system software. A top-down structured design procedure is adopted. The 
software is designed according to the requirements laid down in Chapter
In Chapter 8, the accuracy of the results produced by the process curve 
simulator, is discussed. Two sampling plans are chosen, one for the in­
spection of long production runs of continuously produced products and 
the other for the inspection of short production runs of continuously 
produced products. This is done by comparing the results of a number of 
trials and selecting the sampling plan that ensures the best overall re­
sults ( ie. the lowest average outgoing quality ( or the least amount of 
defective products passed ) for the least amount of time spent on in­
spection) in each case.
The concluding chapter discusses the limitations and possible extensions 
of the investigation into the use of sampling inspection to inspect the 
products manufactured by TM. These extensions relate to both the work that 
is in progress and the implementation, and evaluation, of alternative 
sampling plans.
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2 .0  SA M PLIN G  IN SP EC TIO N  : REVIEW
2.1  IN T R O D U C T IO N
The importance of sampling inspection and quality control procedures is 
very widely accepted, and there is a long history of applications to 
various branches of industry.
Now in industry it is sometimes necessary to defend inspection by samples 
against 100% inspection, and to explain why some procedures are reliable. 
Clearly there are some situations in which 100% inspection is desired 
rather than sampling inspection, but such situations are infrequent. The 
reasons why sample methods are preferred are as follows:,
1. We never require absolutely accurate information about a batch or 
quality of goods to be sentenced. For the purpose of sentencing the 
batch, an estimate of the percentage of defective products is quite 
sufficient.
2. A point allied to (1) is that under the usual assumptions, the 
standard error of an estimate reduces as the number of observations 
increases, approximately as the reciprocal of the square root of the 
number of observations. Therefore in order to halve the standard error 
we must take four times as many observations. Beyond a certain point 
it is either impractical or not worth while achieving greater accu-
3. Even if the entire batch is inspected we still do not have an absolute 
accurate estimate of the percentage of defective products unless in ­
spection is p e rfe c t . In industrial situations inspection is very 
rarely perfect and Hill (1962) quotes a probability of 0.9 as being 
"not unreasonable" for the probability of recognising defects by 
visual inspection. Some experiments have indicated that if inspectors
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are faced with batches .of 100% inspection, then the inspection tends 
to be less accurate than if sample methods are used.
4. In some cases inspection is very costly and 100% inspection is obvi­
ously ruled out. One case of this is destructive testing, as in 
testing of artillery shells. Another case of costly inspection is when 
complicated laboratory analyses are involved.
When sample methods are employed it is usually assumed that the sampling 
is random. Thus a sample should be taken in such a way that every item 
in the batch is equally likely to be taken. In practice this assumption 
is rarely satisfied and this has to be taken into account when drawing 
up an inspection plan.
Sometimes it is possible to stratify the items to be sentenced, and use 
this to draw up a more efficient sample procedure. For example, in the 
transport of bottled goods in cartons, the bott" . nu t to the face of 
the carton are more likely to be damaged than tl ,-t i interior.
The attitude to the use of samples by the industrialist who is unin­
structed in the subject ( we may term it the naive attitude ) is apt to 
take one of two extreme form. Some industrialists say that they cannot 
afford to risk making the mistakes that are inevitable if samples are 
used, that they can be content with nothing less than 100% inspection.
Doubtless such an attitude is sometimes Justified, but such industrial­
ists can sometimes be persuaded that 100% inspection can have its errors 
and their associated risks of mistaken decisions about the batch, that 
the risks associated with sampling can be calculated and controlled, and 
that it is often economical and justifiable to run calculated risks and 
use samples. At other extreme there is the uninstructed attitude of the 
industrialist who has based his decisions on samples for years ( perhaps 
the destructiveness of the tests on the articles compels him to ) and is 
unconscious that sampling errors exist. Such an industrialist will often 
use samples that are hopelessly inadequate in size; he must be persuaded
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that sampling errors exist, and that the associated risks should be cal­
culated and taken into account.
2 .2  A C C E PTA N C E SAMPLING : B A SIC  IDEAS
The purpose of acceptance sampling is to recommend a specific action; it 
is not an attempt to estimate quality or to ontrol quality directly. 
The basic action recommended is to accept or reject the products repres­
ented by the sample. When planning a particular inspection plan, it is 
important to bear in mind the various possibilities for inspection, the 
type of inspection plan which is appropriate in the particular situation 
and the aims in view.
2 .2 .1  A D VA N TA G E S AND D IS A D VA N TA G ES O F SAM PLING
Compared with 100% inspection, sampling has some attractive advantages:
1. Economy due to inspecting only part of the manufactured products.
2. Less handling damage due to inspection.
3. Fewer inspectors, thereby simplifying the recruiting and training 
problem.
4. Applicability to destructive testing, with a qualified lave! of as­
surance of batch quality.
5. Rejections by vendors or shop departments of entire batches rather
than merely returning of the defective products. This provides
stronger motivation for improvement.
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Sampling also has some inherent disadvantages:
1. There are risks of accepting "bad" batches and of rejecting "good” 
batches.
2. There is added plfzming and documentation.
3. The sample usually provides less information about the product than 
does 100% inspection.
2 .2 .2  O P ER A TIN G  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC  (O C ) CURVES
A sampling plan specifies the sample size (n) and the associated number 
of defective products (c) that cannot be exceeded without rejecting the 
batch from which the sample was taken. The capability of the plan to 
discriminate between acceptable and unacceptable batches is revealed by 
its operating characteristic (OC) curve. \
The horizontal axis of an OC curve indicates the percentage of defective 
products in the batch being sampled; the vertical axis shows the proba­
bility that the batch will accepted. A condition common to all OC curves 
is that a batch with no defectives will always be accepted. As the per­
centage of defective products increases, the probability that it will be 
rejected also increases.
Two ways to make OC curves more discriminating is to increase n while 
maintaining c and to decrease c while maintaining n. These recourses are 
intuitively logical; larger samples tend to more accurately represent the 
batch, and a decrease in the acceptance number tightens the restrictions.
The ideal OC curve can be obtained only by a 100% inspection of the entire 
batch made without inspection errors. It takes the form shown by the bold 
lines in figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Ideal OC Curve and Approaches to it.
If the total number of defectives in the lot .is more than the indicated 
4% ( shaded area ), the lot is rejected without question.
The two curves in the figure show how increasing the sample size while 
maintaining the same acceptance proportion tends to make the OC curve come 
closer to the ideal Z-shaped curve. The best sample size to apply to each 
set of inspecting conditions is a compromise between the value of greater 
precision resulting from larger samples and the inspecting cost of col­
lecting 'the larger sample.
2 .2 .3  PROCESS CURVE
The long run distribution of the quality of batches of items arriving 
at the inspection station is called the process curve. It is possible that 
a stochastic process of some kind governs the quality of incoming batches.
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but this is usually ignored in batch inspection, partly on the grounds 
that it is very difficult in practice to obtain information on the proc­
ess. With continuing production inspection, there is no meaning to the 
process curve without either arbitrarily batching it , or else bringing 
in the stochastic element. A typical process curve is shown in figure 2.
ftp)
p = fraction of defective products 
f = process curve = distribution density of p 
for products being submitted for inspection
Figure 2. Typical Process Curve for Percent Defective Products.
Published data on process curves is very scarce, but some data was col­
lected by Ford ( 1951 ), part of which is quoted by Barnard ( 1954 ). 
Horsnell ( 1957 ) proposes some theoretical models for process curves 
which he says fits practical data quite well, but Barnard says, in the 
discussion following Horsnell's paper, that data he has seen does not bear 
the slightest resemblance to Horonell's models. The scarcity of informa­
tion is due to two reasons;
1. Such data is almost always regarded as industrial secrets.
2. Production conditions are sometimes not held constant for long enough 
to accumulate sufficient data.
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Haaaker ( 1958 ) sui.y« the theoretical models assumed for process 
curves. The vital quest is to krow how accurately we need a knowledge 
of the process curve. The research to date indicates that our knowledge 
of the process curve does not need to be very precise ( Pfanzagl, 1963; 
Wetherill, i960; Wetherill and Campling, 1966; Hald, 1967b; Chiu, 1974 ) 
provided that the form of the curve chosen is reasonable.
It should be pointed out that in nearly all inspection situations some
knowledge of the process curve is needed to arrive at a satisfactory
sampling plan, although, this knowledxe is often used subjectively. We need 
to know ( roughly ) how likely it is that batches of any quality will
occur, in order to decide how much protection vs need at various quality
levels. The importance of the process curve was pointed out by Hood (1943 
), who concluded that there is no point in sampling when the batch quality 
is stable. Sampling only makes sense with variable quality. We therefore 
need to take care about schemes worked out on a basis of stable pro­
duction.
2 .2 .4  D E F IN IT IO N S
S p o tty  Q u a lity  - In a recent paper, Horsnell ( 1957 ) assumes that what 
he calls normal production produces a binomial process curve, and, 
though this is not explicitly stated, it is evident from his article and 
the discussion following it that in addition he assumes the occurrence 
of bad batches with a much higher fraction of defective products. This 
high fraction of defective products will be referred to as spotty  q u a lity
A ve rag e  O utgoing Q u a lity  (  AOQ ) - Consider batches having a given
percentage of defective products when presented for inspection this per­
centage is termed the "ingoing quality". For a given sampling scheme, a 
calculable portion of these will be accepted without change, the remainder 
will be rectified and will be passed forward with zero defective products.
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The average percentage of defective products in these batches after in­
spection is the AOQ; and the AOQ is always better ( corresponding to fewer 
defective products ) than the ingoing quality.
it is not difficult to see that if, for a given scheme, the AOQ is cal­
culated for a series of ingoing quality and the results are plotted, the 
graph will be something like the curve in figure 3.
Figure 3. Average Ingoing and Outgoing Quality.
A ve rag e Outgoing Q u a lity  L im it ( AOQL ) - On referring to figure 3
we find that for low values of ingoing quality few batches are rectified 
and the AOQ is a little lower than the ingoing quality. For high values 
of ingoing quality a large proportion of the batches are rectified and 
made perfect and the AOQ becomes very low again. In between, the AOQ rises 
to a maximum known as the "average outgoing quality limit ( AOQL )". For 
a given sampling scheme, the average percer'sge of defective products in 
outgoing batches cannot exceed the AOQL whatever the ingoing quality. Each
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rectifying sampling scheme has its own AOQ curve just as i. has its OC 
curve, and the AOQL is one criteria of the degree of control given by 
the scheme which has proved to meer the requirements of many industrial-
U n res tr ic ted  A ve rag e Outgoing  Q uanty Lim it (  UAOQL ) - Certain
properties of continuous sampling schemes are computed on the assumption 
that the probability that a unit is defective, p, is constant over time 
( ie. the ingoing quality is constant ). While the possibility of runs 
of spotty quality has been mentioned in literature ( Hamaker, 1958; 
Horsnell, 1957 ), such parameters as the AOQL make no allowance for such 
runs. Lieberman ( 1953 ) recognised the doubt that could arise in the mind 
of a user of a continuous sampling scheme because of the questionable 
validity of the assumption. He shows that even without the assumption of 
a constant p, there exists a limit on the outgoing quality of the product. 
This limit has come to be called the "unrestricted average outgoing 
quality limit ( UAOQL )".
2 .2 .5  C LA S S IF IC A T IO N  OF IN SPEC TIO N  PLANS
Any system of classifying inspection plans is unsatisfactory ir, that 
borderline categories exist. Never the less it will be found useful to 
have some classification system. Different inspection situations are 
first listed and alternative sampling plans are given.
2 .2 .5 .1  Inspection S ituation
Batch Inspection o r Continuous Inspection - Batch inspection occurs when 
we have items presented in, say, boxes, and it is desired to pass sentence 
on each box of items together, and not on each individual item. If on
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the other hand we have a continuous nylon thread, or a production line 
of continuously produced small items such as chocolate bars and items are 
not treatod in batches for sentencing, then we have continuous production 
inspection.
R ec tify in g  Inspection o r A cceptance Inspection - If batches of items are 
presented for sentencing and the possible decisions are, accept or reject, 
or accept or sell at a reduced price, etc., we have acceptance inspection. 
Rectification inspection occurs when one of the possible decisions is to 
sort out the bad items from a batch and adjust or rectify them, or else 
replace them. That is, with rectifying inspection, the proportion of de­
fective items may be changed.
inspection b y  A ttr ib u te  o r Inspection b y  Variab les  - inspection by at­
tributes occurs when items are classified simply as effective or defec­
tive. The opposite of this is inspection by variables when the result of 
the inspection is a measurement of length, voltage at which a voltage 
regulator works, etc. An intermediate classification between these is 
when items are graded.
2 .2 .5 .2  Sampling Plans fo r  Continuous Inspection
T h e  Dodge Plans - In 1943, H.F.Dodge of Bell Telephone Laboratories 
published a continuous sampling plan, ( Dodge, 1943 ), No formal provision 
for the adjustment of the machine was includod and the plans have, 
therefore, been adjusted accordingly.
Normal Stage : Inspect a fraction (1/f) of the products, If a defective 
is found, the plan passes to the probation stage.
Probation Stage : Inspect 100% of the products. If i consecutive
non-defective products are passed before k further defectives are found.
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return to the normal stage. Otherwise, examine and, if necessary, adjust 
the machine.
After the machine is adjusted, the plan begins again at the probation 
stage in order to ensure that the adjustment has rectified the fault.
The plan is determined by the three quantities f, i and k. The quantity 
k is usually small and often equals 1. Dodge also considers the particular 
plan where i=4 as being appropriate for many cases.
M u lti-L e ve l Plans - An inconvenient feature of many continuous sampling 
plans is the abrupt change from partial inspection to 100% inspection. 
Not only is this feature inconvenient administratively, but also the in­
troduction of this large amount of inspection is usually made at the first 
sign of trouble. It is felt that for many situations a smoother transition 
might be desirable and, Liebetoian and Solomon ( 1954 ), published the 
theory for multi-level inspection plans. The introduction of several 
levels of inspection natural'y complicates the inspection procedure to a 
degree which many will consider prohibitive. The plans, however, will he 
described briefly. \
Normal Stage : Inspect a fraction f^ of the items, where 0<f<l and k is 
an integer greater than 1. When a defective product is found, proceed to 
the probation stage.
Probation Stage : The probation stage consists of several levels of in­
spection. At level j, l<j<k-l, a fraction fJ of items is inspected. If a 
further defective product is found before i non-defective products have 
been inspected at this level proceed to level j-1. Otherwise, proceed to 
level j+1. The probation stage begins at level k-1 and returns to the 
normal stage whenever i consecutive non-defective products are found at 
this level. The lowest level,level 0 , consists of 100% inspection of 
products. If i consecutive non-defective products are found at this level 
the plan proceeds to l^vel 1, but, if a defective product is found, the 
machine is adjusted. After adjustment, the subsequent production is in­
spected using the plan at level 0 of the probation stage.
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This procedure may be tightened in several ways. When a defective product 
is found the plan could specify dropping several levels or all the way 
to level zero of the probation stage. These modifications, however, tend 
to destroy the smoothness of the transitions from the different levels 
of inspection.
Wald and W olfowitz Plans - Wald and Wolfowitz ( 1945 ), Read and Beattie 
(  1961 ) and Shahani ( 1979 ) gave plans of the same general type as the 
Dodge plans, but they were modified to fit various practical conditions. 
The inspection rate on the line is held constant and the product is ar­
tificially batched. Depending on the results, some batches are set aside 
for 100% inspection later. This plan forms a link between the Dodge type 
constant inspection plans and batch inspection plans.
O th e r Plans - Other plans do exist but most of them are variations of 
the plans discussed above.
2 .2 .5 .3  Sampling Plans fo r  Batch Inspection
S ing le  Sampling Plans - Suppose we have batches of items presented, and 
the items are classified merely as effective or defective. A single sam­
pling plan consists of selecting a fixed random sample of n items from 
each batch for inspection, and then sentencing each batch depending on 
the results. If the sentence is to be either accept or reject the batch, 
then each batch would be accepted if the number of defectives r found in 
the n items were less than or equal to the acceptance number c.
M u ltip le  Sampling Plans - In this plan a first sample of nl items is 
drawn, as a result of which we may either accept the batch, reject it, 
or else take a further sample of n2 items. If the second sample is taken, 
a decision to accept or reject the batch is taken upon the combined re-
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M u ltip le  Sampling Pla
suveral still smaller 
truncated nfter some 
reject is obtained.
Just as it had been, found that double sampling requires less inspectin' 
than single sampling, it was found that multiple sampling, with an n.- 
limited number of scmplea from a batch, generally requires a smaller av­
erage total inspection than double sampling. ( Dodge, 1969; part I ).
Sequential Sampling Plans - A further extension of the multiple sampling 
idea is the full sequential plan. In this plan, items are drawn from each 
batch one by one, and after each item a decision is taken as to whether 
to accept the batch, reject the batch or sample another item.
- In multiple sampling plans, one, or 
imples of n individual items are taken ( 
mber of samples ) until a decision to s.<
2 .2 .6  ECONOM IC ASPEC TS OF SAMPLING
The choice of a sampling system for acceptance sampling has been con­
trolled by two concepts ever since statisticians have been engaged in the 
field - risk and cost. Firstly, a given "amount of protection" is laid 
down, and then a sampling system is chosen from those available on the 
basis of achieving the minimum "amount of inspection" for the required 
amount of protection. At any rate that is the theory. When in practice, 
it is found that the desired amount of protection leads to an unacceptable 
amount of inspection even in the most favourable circumstances, the 
technical requirement is relaxed somewhat and a compromise is sought, 
which turns out to be more acceptable economically. In recent years 
various papers have been published on the subject, some of which are as 
follows : Anscombe ( 1950 ); Barnett ( 1974 ); Chasxpernowne ( 1953 ); Chiu 
and Wetherill ( 1973 ); Hamaker ( 1951 ); Horsnell ( 1957 ); Satterwaite 
and Grad; Sittig ( 1951 ); Weibul ( 1951 ), and Wetherill and Chiu ( 1975 
).
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M ultip le  Sampling Plans - In multiple sampling plans, one, or two, or 
several still smaller samples of n individual items are taken ( usually 
truncated after some number of samples ) until a decision to accept or 
reject is obtained.
Just as it had been found that double sampling requires less inspection 
than single sampling, it was found that multiple sampling, with an un­
limited number of samples from a batch, generally requires a smaller av­
erage total inspection than double sampling. ( Dodge, 1969; part I ).
Sequential Sampling Plans -  A further extension of the multiple sampling 
idea is the full sequential plan. In this plan, items are drawn from each 
batch one by one, and after each item a decision is taken as to whether 
to accept the batch, reject the batch or sample another item.
2 .2 .6  ECONOM IC ASPEC TS OF SAMPLING
The choice of a sampling system for acceptance sampling has been con­
trolled by two concepts ever since statisticians have been engaged in the 
field - risk and cost. Firstly, a given "amount of protection" is laid 
down, and then a sampling system is chosen from those available on the 
basis of achieving the minimum "amount of inspection" for the required 
amount of protection. At any rate that is the theory. When in practice, 
it is found that the desired amount of protection leads to an unacceptable 
amount of inspection even in the most favourable circumstances, the 
technical requirement is relaxed somewhat and a compromise is sought, 
which turns out to be more acceptable economically. In recent years 
various papers have been published on the subject, some of which are as 
follows : Anscombe ( 1950 ); Barnett ( 1974 ); Champernowne ( 1953 ); Chiu 
and Wetherill ( 1973 ); Hamaker ( 1951 ); Horsnell ( 1957 ); Satterwaite 
and Grad; Sittig ( 1951 ); Weibul ( 1951 ), and Wetherill and Chiu ( 1975 
) .
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The determination of a required amount of protection is a technical 
matter, yet behind the technical facade there is an economic element. 
The acceptance of sub-standard batches and the rejection of 
up-to-standard batches is an economic disadvantage for the parties con­
cerned, and the determination of a certain "amount of protection” can 
therefore hardly be seen otherwise than as an - often enough intuitive - 
economic operation. From this it follows that a rational solution to the 
problem can be sought along the following lines :
1. Reduction of the risk ( "lack of protection” ) of a sampling system 
to terms of cost.
2. Reduction of the amount of inspection involved in a sampling system 
to terms of cost.
3. Choice of a solution for which the sum of the costs under 1) and 2) 
is a minimum.
These total costs, Which now have to be brought down to a minimum, are 
the "acceptance costs". They are costs resulting from the imperfection 
of the inspection method applied in practice. Acceptance costs therefore
1. Coat of inspection ( a-costs )
2. Cost of defectives in accepted batches { s-costs )
3. Cost o£ effectives in rejected batches ( g-costs )
All costs are expressed, not in a unit of coinage, but as a multiple of
the value of the unit product in question.
1. Costs of inspection ( a ) include wages, travelling costs of inspec­
tors and staff, reduction in the value of inspected units, depreci­
ation of measuring instruments etc., and the share of the inspection 
department in the overheads enterprise. These costs are taken to be
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proportional to the number of products inspected. The cost of in­
spection can be reduced by Inspecting more products in unit time.
2. Costs of defectives passed on. These can arise through hold-ups in 
assembly, or through damage should the defective unit come into the 
hands of a consumer. Damage might vary from replacement of the de­
fective unit to the loss of costly machinery and even lives. When loss 
of goodwill is involved, it will be particularly difficult to express 
the damage sustained-( s ) in terms of money. An approximation is 
often possible by assessment of the sum for which one might insure 
against such an eventuality.
3. Costs of effectives in rejected batches ( g )• They will, as a rule, 
be easier to assess than s-costs. When screening of the rejected 
batches is resorted to, they will equal the inspection costs ( g==a 
). Screening will sometimes be impossible for technical ( testing to 
destruction ) or economic reasons. In these cases it might be that 
the rejected batch can be disposed of at a reduced price, or it might 
be that the lot is a total loss ( g=l )
For a lot of given quality ( fraction effectives®^ ), the average costs 
of acceptance are :
a-ccsts ... ax 
s-costs ... P(l-q)Ns 
g-costs ... (l-P)qNg
where x is the number of products inspected in each batch of N and where 
P is the probability of the batch being accepted under the given sampling 
system ( Sittig, 1951 ), giving
K * ax+P(l-q)Ns+(l-P)qNg
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2.3 DISCUSSION
The present review has looked at some fundamental concepts and principles 
of acceptance sampling plans. When planning any particular inspection 
plan, it is important to bear in mind the various possibilities for in­
spection. The type of inspection plan which is appropriate depends on the 
particular » nation, and the aims in view.
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3.0 C H O I C E  OF  SAMPLING P L ANS T O  BE E V A L U A T E D
3.1 REQ U I R E M E N T S
In any realistic assessment of alternative sampling plans, the mechanics 
of the actual situations into which a sampling plan fits oust be consid­
ered in some detail. In many papers important, even drastic, assumptions 
are made, both implicitly and explicitly, as to the manner in which a plan 
works. The implication of any assumptions must be carefully considered 
when choosing an inspection plan.
3.1.1 C U R R E N T  INSPECTION SITUATION A T  T M
The inspection stations are situated at critical points along each pro­
duction line. The individual products move from one "est station to an­
other on a conveyor belt. As the product approaches the test station, it 
is manually placed in a test jig and 100% inspection is carried out. 
After being inspected, a working product is placed back on the conveyor 
belt, while a defective product is placed in a rack. The defective pro­
ducts are repaired and placed on the conveyor belt again. The defective 
products are therefore, effectively, replaced by working products.
3.1.2 CLASSIFICATION O F  P R O D U C T I O N  A T  T M
Each product has various tests which have to be carried out on them. 
These tests could be the measurement of an electrical parameter or a check 
that a particular function operates correctly.
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It is assumed that inspection by attr ib u te s  can be employed when 'in­
specting a product. Inspection by attributes occurs when products are 
classified simply as e ffec tive  or defec tive  ( Is the electrical param­
eter within a specified range or ddes the function operate correctly 
(yes/no) ? ).
It was previously mentioned that all products at TM are manufactured on 
a continuous production line, but the length of the production runs vary 
and can be classified into two categories:
1. Long production rtns - The products manufactured on these production
lines are required in each end-product. We therefore have the con­
tinuous manufacture of one product on each of these production lines.
This type of production will be referred to as continuous production
2. Short production runs - The type of products manufactured on these 
production lines vary from time to time, depending on there demand. 
Between 500 and 700 products are manufactured during a short pro­
duction run. Although the products are manufactured along a contin­
uous production line, they can be thought of as batches of products. 
This type of production will be referred to as batch production .
3.1.3 CRITERIA F O R  T H E  C H O I C E  O F  INSPECTION PLANS
The inspection plans that are chosen must confirm to the following cri-
1. Allow inspection by attributes.
2. Reduce the average time spent on inspecting each product.
3. Ensure a desired ( or required ) average output quality ( AOQ ).
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4. Allow Implementation with the minimum amount of disturbance of the 
existing inspection and production procedures.
All the criteria mentioned above applies to the sampling plans selected 
for both continuous and batch production.
3.2 C H OICE O F  SAMPLING INSPECTION PLANS
It is evident from the criteria just discussed that two types of sampling 
plans are required. One sampling plan must be specifically chosen for 
continuous production, and will be referred to as a continuous sampling 
plan  , while the other must be chosen for batch production, and will be 
referred to as a batch sampling plan . The batch production is however 
continuous in nature, so it will be impossible to apply conventional batch 
inspection plans ( such as simple, double, multiple and sequential sam­
pling ) without interfering with the continuity of the current batch 
production^process. Continuous sampling plans that allow the products to 
be artificially batched are therefore required for the inspection of batch 
production.
The sampling plans for continuous inspection, mentioned in chapter 2, all 
guarantee an average outgoing quality level ( AOQL ). This leads to the 
AOQ always being below the AOQL.
A number of continuous sampling plans will be reviewed. The sampling plans 
which can be implemented in the inspection situation at TM, are then 
chosen and studied in more detail.
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3 .2 .1  DODGE PLANS
Five Dodge plans are considered, four of which are a variation of the 
continuous sampling plan first introduced as CSP-1 by Dodge ( 1943 ). 
The differences in the plans are evident in the rules they use to return 
to 100% inspection, after detecting a fault during sampling inspection. 
The five Dodge plans being considered are referred to as CSP-1, CSP-2, 
CSP-3, CSP-4, and CSP-5.
CSP-1 : This sampling plan was specifically designed for the inspection 
of continuous production ( Dodge, 1943; Dodge, 1970 : Part IV ), but may 
also be used for the inspection of batch production ( Blackwell, 1977 ).
C S P -2  and C S P -3  : These plans can be used for the inspection of con­
tinuous production ( Dodge and Torrey, 1951 j Dodge 1970 : Part. IV ).
C S P -4  and C S P -5  : These plans were designed for the inspection of 
continuous production, but for an inspection situation that differs from 
that of TM ( Derm an, Johns and Lieberman, 1959 ).
When i products in succession are found with no defects, only a fraction 
(1/f) of the products are inspected. For CSP-4, when a defective product 
is found during the sampling, the remaining f-1 products in the segment 
are eliminated and 100% inspection begins from the next segment. For 
CSP-5, When a defective pvoduct is found during sampling, the remaining 
f-1 products in the segment are screened before 100% inspection is im­
plemented.
Both these plans cannot be applied in the inspection situation found a 
TM. One product is randomly selected from a segment of f products. If the 
product is defective, a number of products which have already been passed 
to the next assembly stage, have to be returned for screening. This would 
disrupt the continuity of the production line.
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3.2.2 MULTI-LEVEL PLANS
Lieberman and Solomon ( 1955 ) presented a system of continuous sampling 
plans, called multi-level inspection plans ( MLP ). These represent a 
modification to plan CSP-1 by providing several levels instead if a single 
level of sampling, and permitting greater economy of inspection effort 
if the incoming quality is consistently high. A criticism of this type 
of plan, when used with several levels, is that if the quality gradually, 
or even suddenly, deteriorates, the plan is slow to respond. Denaan, 
Littauer and Solomon ( 1957 ) developed three additional sets of plans 
with modified rules for shifting back more quickly tc a "tightened" in­
spection level.
All these multi-level inspection plans can be used for the inspection of 
continuous production. Two of these inspection plans will be selected for 
evaluation. These plans are are designated MLP ( Lieberman and Solomon, 
1954 ) and MLP-T, which is the tightest of the three plans developed by 
Derman, Littauer and Solomon ( 1957 ) ( Dodge, 1970 : Part IV ).
3.2.3 W A L D  A N D  WO L F O W I T Z  PLANS
Three constant sampling plans were developed by Wald and Woltowitz ( 1945 
), designated SPA, SPB, and SPC. Shahani ( 1979 ) developed four addi­
tional Wald and Wolfowitz plans, designated WSP-2, WSP-3, WSP-4, and 
WSP-5. The sampling plan WSP-1 refers to sampling plan SPC. All these 
plans are best suited for batch production because the requirement is that 
the products produced, on the production line, should be artificially 
batched.
SPA and SPB : Although these sampling plans optimised in the sense that 
they guarantee the desired AOQL with minimum inspection when the pro­
duction process is in statistical control, they do not always behave very
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favourably as far as local stability is concerned ( ie. a deterioration 
of production process will cause a long segment in the sequence of out­
going products within which the relative frequency of defective products 
will be larger than the prescribed AOQL ) ( Wald and Wolfowitz, 1945 ).
SPC and WSP-1 : This sampling plan has been modified to achieve local 
stability. This plan can therefore be used for the inspection of batch 
production. This plan will be designated WSP-1 from now on.
W SP-2 : Each artificial batch consists of N products, made up of n 
segments each containing f products. When a defective product is found 
in a segment, all the previous segments of the batch are sent for 100% 
inspection and the count for the new batch of N products begins from the 
first product in the next segment. This would cause a disruption in the 
operation of the production line because all products, constituting the 
present batch, that have been passed must bis returned for 100% inspection. 
This makes this inspection plan unsuitable for implementation on TM pro­
auction lines.
W SP-3 : Once a certain number of defective products are found, the en­
tire batch of N products is subject to 100% inspection. This will cause 
the continuous nature of the production line to be disrupted, making this 
inspection plan unsuitable for implementation at TM.
W SP-4 and W SP-5 : The operating rules of these two plans do not differ 
from WSP-1 and WSP-3, but an extra parameter is required to control the 
amount of 100% inspection. These two plans will not be considered because 
the batches are small, and it is therefore not considered necessary to 
control tne amount of 100% inspection.
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3.2.4 S U M M A R Y
The continuous inspection plans which must be evaluated are; the three 
Dodge plans CSP-1, CSP-2 and CSP-3 and the two multi-level plans MLP and 
MLP-T. There are two batch inspection plans that must be evaluated, they 
ara-, The Dodge plan CSP-F ( CSP-1 for short production runs ) and the Waild 
and Wolfowitz plan WSP-1.
3.3 C O N T I N U O U S  INSPECTION PLANS : DETAIL
A detailed description is given of each of the selected continuous in­
spection plana. This will include information about assumptions made when 
the inspection plans were designed, and how the various parameters, re­
quired by the plans, are chosen.
3.3.1 PLA N  CSP-1 
Assumptions
In moat of the theoretical treatments of CSP-1 the following three as­
sumptions are made:
1. All defective products found during inspection are rectified or re­
placed by working products.
2. Inspection is perfect, ie. mistakes in identifying defective products 
are never made.
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3. Theoretical calculations are made on the assumption that the process 
is producing defective products with a probability p, and that the 
probability that any product is defective is independent of the 
quality of the other products.
Assumption (1) is often realistic, but if it is not, account of this can 
be taken in the theory. Assumption (2) is unrealistic as we cannot ensure 
that the inspection is perfect. Assumption (3) effectively states that 
the process is in a steady state and provided that we realise the impli­
cations, it is realistic enough to proceed with the theory. A theoretical 
derivation of the inspection plan is given by Dodge ( 1943 ).
Procedure - See Figure 4
At the onset, inspect 100% of the product* c 
and continue such inspection until i products in s 
with no defects.
When i products in succession ore found with 
100% inspection, and inspect ot'y a frectioi 
lecting individual products one at a time frc 
in such a manner as to assure an unbiased
If a sample product is i 
100% inspection of tl 
i products in success 
in paragraph (1).
4. Replace all defective products found with working products 1 
tematively, correct the defective products.
G eneral Features
If the quality is high, the sampling periods are relatively long and the 
portion of the total products inspected is small. On the other hand, if
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EFigure 4. Procedure for Plan CSP-1.
the quality is poor, the sampling periods are relatively short, and the 
portion of products inspected is relatively large so that the level of 
defectives is reduced.
The CSP-1 plan is defined by two constants, f and i, which can. he changed 
at will, and for any particular combination of values of f and i there 
will be a specific value of AOQL. Certain considerations enter into the 
must advantageous choice of f and i. For example, it will be apparent that 
the use of too small a value of f will increase the chances of passing 
unnoticed a substantial run of low quality products. Some idea of the 
risk involved is shown by the right-hand scale of figure 5.
And again, if the total production is say only 10 products a day, it would 
hardly be reasonable to have a value of 1=150. How the choice of f and 
of AOQL affects the statistical characteristic of a plan is indicated by 
th<> OC curves in figure 6 (Dodge and Torrey, 1951 ).
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for plan CSP-1 and plan CSP-2, curves for determining values 
of f and I, for a given AOQL. Qn the right-handed vertical 
scale, p Is the percentage of defective products in a con­
secutive run of N=1000 products for which the probability of 
acceptance P Is 0.1 for a sample size equal to the corre­
sponding value of "f In percent" ( of « ) on the left-hand 
vertical scale ( Dodge, 1970 : Part IV ). ■
Figure 5. A0Q1 Curves fc_' CSP-1 and CSP-2 (k=i).
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Figure 6. OC Curve of Three Corresponding CSP-1 and CSP-2 ( k=i )
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Protection Against Spotty Quality
In his paper, Dodge ( 1943 ) studied the properties of this plan, and 
presented equations and charts for determining the AOQL as functions of 
the parameters f and i, under the assumption that the process is in a 
state of statistical control.
Lieberman ( 1953 ) showed that the Dodge plan guarantees an AOQL whether 
or not the process is in a state of statistical control. It is proved, 
without the assumption of control, that for a given f and i, an AOQL is 
guaranteed. This AOQL is given another definition, namely the unlimited 
average outgoing level ( UAOQL ). The formula for the UAOQL, developed 
by Lieberman. ( 1953 ) is given as follows;
UAOQL = (k-l)/(k+i) , where k = 1/f
This result was obtained under the hypothesis of random sampling while 
on partial inspection. The same result was obtained by Derman, Johns and 
Lieberman ( 1959 ) under the hypothesis of probability sampling while on 
partial inspection. For a given f and i, the above value of the UAOQL is 
alrays higher than that obtained using Dodge's equations.
A formula for the UAOQL, under the assumption that the defective products 
are removed but not replaced with working products, is given by Banzhaf 
and Brugger ( 1970 ) as:
UAOQL = (l-f)/(f(i-l)+l)
3.5.2 PLAN CSP-2 
Procedure - See Figure 7
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1. At the onset, inspect 100% of the products consecutively as produced 
and continue such inspection until i products in succession are found 
with no defects.
2. When i products in succession ore found with on defects, discontinue 
100% inspection, and inspect only a fraction f of the products, se­
lecting individual products one at a tine from the flow of products, 
in such a manner as to assure an unbiased sample.
3. When a sample product is found defective, continue sampling, but keep 
count of the number of products inspected after finding the defective 
product.
a. If a defective product is found in the next k or less sample 
products, revert to 100% inspection of the succeeding products 
as per paragraph (1).
b. If no defective product is found in the next k sample products, 
continue sampling until the next defective product is found and 
then repeat procedure starting at the beginning of paragraph (3).
General Fea tu re
Plan CSP-2 differs from plan CSP-1 in that, once sampling inspection is 
started, 100% inspection is not invoked when a defective product is found 
but is invoked only if a second defective product occurs in the next k 
or less sample products. The factor k is a general factor which may the­
oretically be assigned any value whatsoever. However, the use of k=i has 
certain advantages, including simplicity ( Dodge, 1970 : Part IV ).
For k=i, figure 5 gives curves for determining values of f and i for a 
given value of AOQL. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the OC curves f-. •, 
three CSP-2 plans and the corresponding CSP-1 plans, having the same AOQL 
and f values.
CHOICE OF SAMPLING PLANS TO BE EVALUATED
Protection Aga inst Spotty Quality
The curves of figure 5 provides a guide with respect to the protection, 
afforded against spotty quality in a continuous run of products. The pc 
curves indicates that the protection against spotty quality falls very 
rapidly as f is reduced and that the Inspection, considering low-quality 
segments of 1000 consecutive products each, becomes quite poor if f is 
less than 2% ( Dodge and Torrey, 1951 ).
A formula for the UAOQL, under the assumption that the defective products 
are removed but not replaced with working products, is given, by Hanzhaf 
and Brugger ( 1970 ) as:
UAOQL = (2(l-f))/(lf+2(l-£))
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Procedure - See Figure 8
1. At the onset, inspect 100% of the products consecutively as produced 
and continue such inspection until i products in succession are found 
with no defects,
2. When i products in succession ore found with on defects, discontinue 
100% inspection, and inspect only a fraction f of the products, se­
lecting individual products one at a time from the flow of products, 
in such a manner as to assure an unbiased sample.
3. When a sample product is found to be defective, inspect the next 4- 
products, If a defective is found in the in the 4 products revert to 
100% inspection of succeeding products as per paragraph (1). If no 
defective products are found in the 4 products, continue sampling,
\ but keep -ount of the number for products inspected after finding a 
defective product.
a. If a defective product is found in the next k or less sample 
products, revert to 100% inspection of the succeeding products 
as per paragraph (1).
b. If no defective product is found in the next k sample products, 
continue sampling until the next defective product is found and 
then repeat procedure starting at the beginning of paragraph (3).
General Feature
In applying plan CSP-3, the curves of figure 5 may be used as an approx­
imation for determining values for f and i for a given value of A0QL. The 
k=i values are equal to those for CPP-2 when A0QL is less then 2% and are
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Figure 8. Procedure for Plan CSP-3.
less than those for CSP-2 by no more than 2 products when AOQL=10%. thus 
the effect of using figure 5 for CSP-3 for large values of AOQL is to give 
actual values of AOQL slightly smaller than the charted values.
Protection A g a in s t Spo tty  Q ua lity
Plan CSP-3 can be considered a refinement of plan CSP-2 to provide extra 
protection against highly defective process quality. The extra protection 
against spotty quality is provided by calling for the inspection of four 
additional sample units whenever an allowed defective product is found 
during sampling, and for the immediate return to 100% inspection if one 
of the four products is found to be defective.
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3 . 3 .4  PLAN MLP
Procedure - Sep Figure 9
Let ( f0, --- , fk ) be a fixed vector of fractions ( where £Q = 1 ).
Although it does not affect the mathematics, in practice, the plans will
not be sensible unless f^
1. At the onset use £q ( 100% ) inspection. Whenever f^ inspection is 
used, if i successive products are found with no defects, discontinue 
fg inspection and begin inspection.
2. When using f^ inspection ( j = 1...... k-1 ), if a defective product
is found before i consecutive sample products are found with no de­
fects revert immediately to fj_1 inspection. If i consecutive sample 
products are found with no defects discontinue f^  inspection and begin
inspection.
3. If on f^ inspection, continue until a defective product is found, then 
revert immediately to f^  ^inspection.
G eneral Features
The plan that has been implemented uses k = 2, with fQ denoting 100% in­
spection, f1 denoting a sampling rate of f, and f^ denoting a sampling 
rate of f^. It can ue seen that if k = 1 we have Dodge' CSP-1 sampling
Figure 10 gives the curves from which the values of £ and i are determined 
for a given value of A0QL, for k = 2.
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Figure 9. Procedure for Plan MLP.
Protection A g a in s t Spo tty  Q ua lity
The value of k - 2 was chosen for two reasons:
1. With no limit on k, the plan is slow to respond, moving step by step 
from a looser to tighter levels of sampling, if the quality gradually, 
or even suddenly, deteriorates.
2. The curve for determining values of f and i for a given value of AOQL 
is given for k = 2 ( Liebermac and Solomon, 1955 )
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Curves for determining values of f and i for a given value of 
AOQL; k = 2 ( lieberman and Solomon, 1955 ).
Figure 10. ftOQL Curves for Plan MLP.
This lew v&lue of k = 2 allows the plan to respond rapidly to spotty 
quality, but: aiao allows for a minimal amount of sampling when the quality 
of thus ingoing products is high.
3 .3 .5  PLAN M L P -T
Procedure - See Figure 11
Let ( fg, ... ,f^ ) tot- a fixed vector of fractions ( where fQ = 1 ). Al­
though it does not affect the mathematics, in practice, the plans will 
not be sensible unless fj > fj+1-
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in use if i successive products are found with no defects, discontinue 
fg inspection and begin f^ inspection.
2. When using inspection ( j = 1......k-1 ), if a defective unit is
found before i consecutive 3ample products are found with no defects
revert immediately to f^ inspection. If i consecutive products are 
found with no defects discontinue f^ inspection and begin fj+  ^ in­
spection.
3. If on inspection, continue until a defective is found, then revert 
immediately to f^ inspection.
Figure 11. Procedure for Plan MLP-T. 
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General Featu ies
The plan that has been implemented uses k = 2, with fQ denoting 100% in­
spection, f1 denoting a sampling rate of f, and denoting a sampling 
rate of
The curves for determining values of f and i for a given value of AOQL, 
with k = 2, for the MLP-T plan, were not obtained and it was assumed that 
the curves for the MLP plan ( k * 2 ) could be used. Plan MLP-T is 
"tighter" than the MLP plan, so the AOQL used when determining the values 
of f and i, on figure 10 can most probably be slightly larger than the 
actual AOQL value required. As the exact nature of this relation is not 
known we will not take this into consideration.
Protection A g ain s t S p o tty  Q ua lity
This plan is the tightest of the three plans developed by Derman, Littauer 
and Solomen ( 1957 ). It immediately reverts to 100% inspection when de­
tecting a defect. With k = 2 this plan will respond quickly to an incoming 
stream of defective products.
3.4 B A T C H  INSPECTION PLANS : DETAIL
A detailed description of each of the selected batch inspection plans, 
is given. This will include information about assumptions made when the 
inspection plans were designed, and how the various parameters, required 
by the plans, are chosen.
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k modification of the CSP-1 plan was devised, which is the same as the 
CSP-1 plan in operation but is indexed by the two parameters i and n and 
also by the production run size. This plan is called CSP-F ( Blackwell, 
1977 ).
Procedure - See Figure 4.
Plan CSP-F operates in the same way as plan CSP-1. ( refer to Section 
General Features
The assumptions made by Dodge in his original paper of perfect inspection 
and non-varying quality are also made.
The choice of f, i, and N to give a required value of AOQL, is outlined
in QSTAG 340 ( 1974 ). This reference was not obtainable. Two sets of
values were however given by Blackwell ( 1977 ), for production runs of 
500 - 1000 products.
For an AOQL value of 1.9%, i = 36 and f = 1/5.
For an AOQL value of 0.143%, i = 302 and f = 1/10.
3 .4 .2  PLAN WSP-1 
Procedure
1. At the onset, inspect only a fraction , f, of the products, selecting 
individual sample produqts one at a time from the flow of the pro­
ducts, in such a manner so as to ensure an unbiased sample.
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2. When a sample product Is found to be defective, keep count of the 
number of defective products.
a. If a total of M defects are found, where M = f (AOQL)N/(l-f), 
revert to 100% inspection for the remainder of the batch.
b. If the number of defects found thus far is less than M , continue 
sampling inspection starting at paragraph (I)
General Features
This plan limits the extent of 100% inspection to the remainder of the 
products in the batch. If the batch is made relatively large, eg. 5000 
or more, little protection will be provided against a run of low quality 
products, whereas if the batch is small, the protection will be high but 
at the cost of more inspection. No specific guide to the choice of f and 
N ( size of the batch ) is provided. (Dodge, 1970 : part IV; Wald and 
Wolfowitz, 1945; Shahani, 1979 )
In our case the batch is limited to between 500 and 700 products. The 
value of AOQL, given as a percentage , will be specified. The value of f 
(0<f<l) must be chosen as large as possible. During sampling inspection 
every 1/f product is inspected, the larger the value of f, the more the 
amount of products inspected.
Protection A g a in s t S p o tty  Products.
Wald and Wolfowitz ( 1945 ) provide mathematical proof that their plan 
will not allow the average outgoing quality ( A0Q ) to exceed the AOQL 
value, "even if Maxwell's demon of gas theory fame were to transfer his 
activities to production process.". It is noted that, relative to the 
GSP-F plan, a fairly sizable price in increased inspection is paid to 
provide WSP-l's protection against batches of spotty quality. ( Dodge, 
1970 : Pert IV. ).
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4 .0  IMPLEMENTATION OF SAMPLING INSPECTION PLANS AT TM
4.1 G E N E R A L  A P P R O A C H
Various telecommunication products are manufactured by Telephone Manu­
factures ( TM ). Each product consists of a number of sub-assemblies, 
namely, the plastic casing and various electronic modules. The electronic 
modules are inspected, after being assembled, to ensure that they perform 
according to specification. The inspection of the modules is performed 
automatically using automatic test equipment. After a module .is placed 
in a test jig, it is automatically inspected using pre-programmed test 
procedures.
A number of tests must be performed to completely inspect a module. The 
tests include; the me&surement of electric parameters, which have to be 
within a specified range, and the checking of various functional oper­
ations. There are generally a large number of tests to be performed ( 
Myklebust and Hammerboen ( 1983 ) estimate "about 60" testa ).
When inspecting the module using sampling inspection, each test must be 
inspected using its own sampling Inspection plan ( the sampling inspection 
plans used for all the tests are usually the same ). This is done to ensure 
that the tests that fail the least a ire inspected tha least, and they 
should be separated from the tests that fail more often and require a 
greater amount of inspection.
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4.2  CONSEQUENCES OF INSPECTION OF SEVERAL KINDS OF DEFECTS
4.2.1 E F FECT O N  T HE P R O C E S S  A O Q L
In his paper, Dodge ( 1043 ) outlined the general procedure for the in­
spection of several kinds defects of simultaneously : When applying a 
separate inspection plan to each test of the module, a separate value of 
AOQL must be established for each test. The various inspection plans, 
running parallel, are completely independent of one another, each insur­
ing that the average outgoing " " l ity ( AOQ ) does not exceed the value 
of AOQL.
A prescribed value of the proc*. . AOQL, designated AOQLp, oust be en­
sured. This AOQLp must be used to obtain a AOQL value for each test, 
designated AOQL , in such a way as to ensure that the process AOQ is al­
ways the A0QLp  value.
The following approach has been adopted to calculate the A0QLt values from 
a given A0QLp .
If thei) are Nt separate tests per module, and the values of A0QLt 
are equal for each test, the value of A0QLt can be calculated using 
the following equation :
A0QLt = A0QLp/Nt .....  (1)
The proof for this equation is given in Appendix A.
If an AOQLp is required, and there are 50 tests on each module, the 
A0QLt can be calculated using equation (1), as being 0.02%. This AOQL^ 
is very small and a large amount of inspection would be required to ensure 
this value. It is also not possible to obtain values of f and i from the 
standard AOQL curves ( see figure 4 ) when employing Dodge sampling plans.
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4 .2 .2  GROUPING OF TESTS
One method of solving the problem of too small an AOQL^ value, is to re­
duce the number of tests for each module. This can be done by arranging 
the tests into groups, according to their seriousness. Tho chosen AOQL 
value for the group of tests, designated A0QLg , now applies to all defects 
of the group collectively, and each group is always inspected for ail the 
defects under consideration ( Dodge, 1943).
Equation (1) now becomes :
AOQLg = AOQLp/Ng ...... (2)
where Ng is the number of groups requiring separate inspection plans.
By limiting the maximum number of groups to ten, the value of AOQL^ is
0.i% for an AOQL of 1%. The values of f and i can now be determined using 
the standard AOQL curves ( see figure A and figure 10 ) for the inspection 
plan used. x
4 .2 .3  D E F IN IT IO N  FOR PRODUCT AN D  TES T
The following definitions will be used in the remainder of the report :
1. P ro d u c t -  P roduct will refer tv the article being inspected. The 
p ro d u ct may be an electric component, an electric module, or the 
final product.
2. T e s t-  Each product has a number of electric parameters and functions 
which require inspection. When the number of electrical parameters 
and functions requiring inspection is small ( < 10 ), a te s t will refer 
to the inspection of a single electrical parameter c  function. When
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a large number ( > 1 0 )  of electrical parameters and functions must 
be inspected, they must first be arranged into groups of similar 
classes. Each of these groups will now be referred to as a te s t  which 
must be inspected.
3. Sampling Plan - Each pro d u ct has a number of tests that oust be 
inspected. When inspecting a p ro d u ct individual inspection plans are 
used to inspect each te s t ( ie. a number of inspection plans running 
im parallel, one for each te s t ). A sampling plan will refer to this 
group of individual inspection plans ( the inspection plans will all 
be the same type, and have the same AOQL^.
Equations (1) and (2) lead to the following general equation;
A0QLt = A0QI,p/ N   (3)
where N is the number of tes ts requiring inspection and AOQI^ is the AOQL
for each te s t. N
4 .3  D ISC U SSION
The sampling inspection plans, used to inspect the tests, operate com­
pletely independently of each other. It is therefore possible to use a 
different sampling inspection plan for the inspection of each individual
When considering a particular product, we sometimes find that a certain 
test is critical to the operation of the product. By using 100% inspection 
for this particular test and sampling inspection for the other tests of 
the product, we could reduce the inspection time while ensuring that a 
completely defective product is not allowed to pass undetected.
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Thix. feature is not used by the system developed for this project ie. 
one type of sampling inspection plan is used, to inspect all the tests on 
the product.
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5.0 DESIGN O F  T H E  SAMPLING PLAN EV A L U A T I O N  SYSTEM
5.1 G E N E R A L  A P P R O A C H
One, of the five continuous inspection plans and one, of the two batch 
inspection plans must be selected for implementation at Telephone Man­
ufacturers ( TM ). This is done by comparing the results of each trial, 
for a number of trials, and selecting the sampling plan that ensures the 
best overall results ( ie. the lowest average outgoing quality (&0Q) for 
the least amount of time spent on inspection ).
Each of the sampling plans being evaluated is used to inspect an identical 
production run ( during each trial ). The parameters required by each 
sampling plan are chosen so as to ensure an identical AOQL for each plan 
during a trial. This is to ensure that a fair comparison is made when 
selecting the sampling plan.
Identical production runs can be obtained by duplicating the number of 
defective products, the location of each defective product, and the test 
that failed on each defective product being inspected by each sampling 
plan during a trial. The production run is different for each trial.
There is no available information concerning the Ingoing quality and the 
distribution of defective products ( process curve ) on the production 
Hues of TM. The process curve used in the evaluation system must there­
fore be simulated.
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5.2 SIMULATING T H E  P R O C E S S  C U R V E
5.2.1 CLASSIFICATION O F  T H E  PROCESS C U R V E
Before the process curve, for the production process at TM, can be simu­
lated a number of assumptions must be made as to it's general snape and 
these assumptions must be substantiated.
The following assumptions are made which attempt to classify the process 
curve that might apply to the distribution of defective products on a 
production line at TM.
1. The distribution of ingoing defective products can be considered 
"normal" ( ie. production in statistical control ) for a large portion 
of the time. Horsnell ( 1954 ) assumed that "normal" production 
produces a binomial process curve. This section of the process curve
x is due to products having the following defects:
a. The copper tracks on an electronic printed circuit board being 
accidentally joined after a soldering process, or
b. a defective component that was not found during the initial in­
spection of the batch of components.
2. The occasional occurrence of a run of products with a high fraction 
of defective parts. This run of defective products could be due to 
the acceptance of a "bad" batch of components during the initial in­
spection.
Two types of process curves can therefore be used to represent the dis­
tribution of defective products in a production run. These two process 
curves are classified as TYPE-A and TYPE-B.
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5 .2 .2  T Y P E -A  PROCESS CURVE
This process curve represents the distribution of defective products as 
a binomial distribution ( ie. due to defective products being produced 
under assumption (1) ) - see figure 12.
p = fraction of defective products 
f = process curve = distribution density of p 
for products being submitted for inspection
Figure 12. TYPE-A Process Curve.
A PDL description of the procedure used to generate a TYPE-A process curve 
is given in Appendix Bl.
5 .2 .3  T Y P E -B  PROCESS CU RVE
This process curve is represented by a two-humped distribution, the humps 
lying widely apart ( ie. due to defective products being produced under 
assumption (1) and assumption (2) ) - see figure 13 ( Horsnsll, 1954 ). 
This type of process curve is referred to as a Horsnell distribution.
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p “ fraction of defective products 
f ■ process curve = distribution duneity of p 
for products being submitted for inspection
Figure 13. TfPE-B Process Curve.
The occasional bad batch gives rise to the spotty quality of a production 
run. A PDL description of the procedure used to produce a TYPE-A process 
curve is given in Appendix B2.
5 .3  PR O D U C T T O  BE INSPECTED
5 .3 .1  BACKGROUND TO  T H E  D .P .S .  MODULE
The product chosen to be inspected forms part of the Disa Plan System ( 
D.P. System ). A brief description of where the product chosen ( the 
D.P.S. module ) fits into the D.P. System, and the basic operation of the 
system is given.
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The D.P. 2/4
). A block
is the Central Control Unit ( CCU ). Connected to the 
lines and four stations ( for maximum configuration 
of the D.P. 2/4 System is given in figure 34.
1
Figure 14. Block Diagram of the D.P. 2/4 System.
The Disa Plan 2/4 System offers the following facilities:
1. Outgoing calls to each exchange line by any station.
2. Receipt of calls from either exchange line by any station.
3. Intercom between any two stations without using the exchange lines.
4. Secretarial facilities eg. call transfer and call divert.
A snore detailed description of the D.P. 2/4 System is given. A block di­
agram of the system is given in figure 15,
A station is a telephone instrument containing the normal telephone cir­
cuitry ( speech circuitry ) and the D.P.S. Module ( digital circuitry ).
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Figure 15. Detailed Block Diagram of the D.P. 2/4 System.
The CCU has two distinct sections; the normal telephone speech section
and the digital section. The telephone speech section consists of three
1- The Relay Switching Matrix; this switching matrix is used to inter­
connect the station speech lines and the exchange lines under the 
control of the CPU on the CCU,
2. The intercom circuitry; controlling calls between ■ ations without 
first going to the exchange.
3. The Telephone Circuit; this circuit is the normal speech circuit en­
countered on each telephone instrument;
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The digital section consists of three parts:
1. The CPU; controls the activities of the various parts of the system.
2. The Data Tx/Rx Circuit; is used to send data to and receive data from 
the D.P.S. Module on each station.
The D.P.S. Module; is used to communicate the desired operations 1 
the CCU and indicate the action taken, by the CCU, to the user.
The communication between the CCU and the stations takes place in a "round 
robin" fashion. The CCU first sends data to one station ( the D.P.S. 
module on the station ). This data may be "null data" ie. no output action 
is initiated. The station then responds with information concerning the 
operation of the KEY's that were pressed ( if any ). The "null data" is 
used to receive the action desired by the user when the CCU requires no 
output action from the D.P.S. module. This procedure is then repeated 
for each station. When the CCU has prompted all four stations, it starts 
again from the first one.
The serial communication between the CCU and the stations is illustrated 
in figure 16.
% 5 .3 .2  B ASIC O PER ATIO N  OF TH E D .P .!
The D.P.S. module has no intelligence at all. The microprocessor on the 
D.P.S. module receives the serial data from the CCU ( on a two wire com­
munication bus or "data pair" - see figure 14 ). The data is used to de­
termine which LED is to be turned on or off ( indicating the action taken 
by the CCU to the user ). The microprocessor then returns information 
concerning the KEYs that where pressed ( indicating the action desired 
by the user to the CCU ). A block diagram of the D.P.S. module is given 
in figure 17.
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Figure 16. Serial Data Diagram for the D.P. 2/4 System.
Figure 17. Black
Each LED and KEY is associated with a specific function of the D.P.S. 
module. A table giving the bit assignments of the 8 bit data word is given
Bit Assignment Table
input Output Function
Data Data
BITNO KEYNO
6 Divert
HK.SW KK.SW
Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
5,6 3,4
5 .3 .3  D EF IN IN G  T H E  TES TS
A number of tests must be devised using the D.P.S. module. The complexity 
of the tests must be kept to a minimum, as the principle behind the sam­
pling plans, and not the actual tests being performed, is being evaluated.
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A number of simple functional checks can readily be implemented. The 
D.P.S. module has eight LED's each with a corresponding KEY ( switch ). 
Seven LED's can be instructed to switch on or off by sending the appro­
priate data ( eight bit value in serial form ) to the D.P.S. module.
Eight tests are devised. Seven tests will take the following form:
1. Send data to the D.P.S. module instructing an LED to turn on
2. Press the KEY corresponding to that appropriate LED.
3. Receive the result from the D.P.S. module ( in serial form ) and check 
that the correct KEY was pressed.
The additional test can be implemented by lighting up two LED's in which 
case the two KEY's corresponding to the LED's must be pressed.
A failure of one of the tests in simulated using the following procedure:
1. Sand data to the D.P.S. module instructing an LED ( or two LED's ) 
to turn on.
2. Do not press the correct KEY ( or KEY's ).
3. If the correct result is not received from the D.P.S. module within
a predefined time period, the- test is assumed to be faulty.
A table that summarises the required action of each of the eight tests 
is given below. LEDNO gives the n>' he LED that turns on for the
test and KEYNO gives the numbe • . - .-A' .hat must be pressed to ensure 
the "test pass" result.
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TESTN0 LEDNO .P.S. MODULE
1 [|LEm FETT]
3 O l e e EM
4 [] LED3 |KEY3|
5 LED 4 D leim l™l
6 LED 5 Q lE35 |E5)
8
LED 1
|] UED5 s
& [] LED? [KEY7J
D LEDa e
5 .4  DESIGN OF T H E  EV A LU A TIO N  PROCEDURE .
5 .4 .1  S IM U LA TIN G  A PR O D U C TIO N  RUN
A production run of 10000 products will be used In the evaluation of the 
continuous inspection plans, while a production run of between 500 and 
700 will be used in the evaluation of the batch inspection plans. It is 
not economically feasible and is impractical to set up a production run 
of so many individual products.
One product, which is repeatedly inspected is used to simulate a pro­
duction run. An example of how this can be achieved is given below.
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Assume that a particular production run consists of ten products, and that 
two of the ten products are defective. This production run can be re­
presented by the following schematic model ( see figure 16 ).
P P F P F P P P P P
P -  PASS ( P r o d u c t  i n  w o r k in g  o r d e r  )
F  -  F A IL  ( D e f e c t i v e  p r o d u c t  )
Figure 18. Schematic Model of a Production Run.
This production run can be simulated using a single product and the fol­
lowing procedure.
REPEAT:
IF ( the product must fail )
* set the product up so that it will fail 
when it is inspected *
* inspect the product and adjust the sampling 
plan according to the test outcome *
UNTIL ( all the products have henn simulated )
Each time a product is inspected, infiVAfition regarding the failure of 
that particular product ( in the production run ) must first be used to 
ensure that the particular test on tl >. £."Oduct will fail if it is in­
spected. We therefore require soue maw: yj controlling the passing or 
failure of a particular test.
The information regarding the failure of # particular product is avail­
able in an array set up when simulating tiie process curves ( see Appendix
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B ). This array contains a list of numbers of the products that oust fail 
and the number of the test that must fail on each of these products.
An example of this array is given for the production run used in the 
previous example. There are two defective products in the production run 
of 10 products. Assume that test 1 of product number 3, and that test 3 
of product number 5 oust fail when they are inspected.
Before inspecting the third product, first ensure that test number 1 will 
fail if it is inspected, before the sampling plan inspects the product. 
The same procedure is followed when inspecting product number 5. The other 
eight products contain no defects.When any of these products are in­
spected, ensure that every test on each product will work.
5 .4 .2  MEASUREMENT OF IN SPEC TIO N  T IM E
The time taken to inspect the products in a production run is one of »he 
parameters used when selecting a sampling plan. The total time taken to 
inspect the products, in a production run, must therefore be recorded.
The D.P.S. module is the product being inspected. This product was arbi­
trarily chosen, and the tests designed for the D.P.S. module form only a 
small part of the total number of tests required to successfully inspect 
it. It is therefore not meaningful to measure the actual time ( in seconds 
) spent on inspecting the D.P.S. module.
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An arbit-Tary unit is introduced for the measurement of the time taken to 
inspict the product. This can be done because we are only interested in 
the performance of each sampling plan relative to the other sampling 
plans. The time to inspect a specific test on a product is categorised 
as follows:
1. 0 Units for a test that is not inspected ( ie. NOTIME = 0 units ).
2. 1 Unit for a test that is inspected and the result is correct ( ie.
PASSTIME = 1 unit ).
3. 2 Units for a test that is inspected and fails ( ie. FAILTIME = 2 units
). The increase in inspection time for a test that fails can be at­
tributed to the need to implement fault diagnostic procedures.
The time spent on inspecting a product is the sum of the time spent on 
inspecting the individual tests. The total time taken by a sampling plan 
to inspect the entire production run is obtained by summing the time spent 
on inspecting the individual products in the production ran.
This method of time representation can only be used to compare the rela­
tive efficiencies of the sampling plans. For example : Plan 1 has taken 
a total time of 3000 units and Plan 2 has taken a total time of 4000 units 
when inspecting the same production run. If the required A0QL is not ex­
ceeded in both cases, Plan 1 is 25% more efficient than Plan 2.
5 .4 .3  T H E  E V A LU A TIO N  PROCEDURE
The following procedure must be followed to ensure a fair comparison be­
tween the various inspection plans being evaluated.
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1. Generate one process curve for each trial. A TYPE-A or TYPE-B process 
curve can be used. TYPE-B process curves will be used more frequently 
because they simulate spotty quality products in a production run.
2. Select the parameters required by each sampling plan so as to ensure 
an equal AOQL value for each trial.
NOTE : A sampling plan was defined in chapter 4 as consisting of a 
number of inspection plans operating in parallel, one for each test 
on the product. To be able to ensure an AOQL value, the parameters 
of each inspection plan must be chosen to ensure an AOQL^ value ( AOQL 
for each test ) for each test. The AOQL^ value is calculated for a 
given AOQLp ( AOQL for the production process ) using equation (3) 
of chapter 4
A0QLt = A0QLp / MAXTEST
' where; MAXTEST is the number of tests on the product ( MAXTEST = 8 
for the D.P.S. module ).
Each sampling plan now inspects the production run simulated in step 
(1). One trial is complete when all the sampling plans being evaluated 
have completely inspected the common production run.
Repeat steps (1) to (3) for a number of trials, using i 
process curve for each trial.
different
5. After completing a sufficient number of trials, the relative per­
formance of each sampling plan can be assessed for each trial. The 
plan that performs the best over all the trials can be selected for 
implementat ion.
The sampling plan that ensures the lowest AOQ with the least time 
spent on inspection is the sampling plan that performs the best for 
each trial.
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5.5 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The sampling plan evaluation system must be designed. There are a number 
of requirements that this system must meet. The sampling plan evaluation 
system is designed around an IBM Personal Computer ( PC ). The design 
of the system can therefore be split into two sections; the hardware de­
sign and the software design.
5 .5 .1  HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS  
The D .P .S .  module
The D.P.S. module requires a number of external components before it will 
operate. This circuitry must be designed and built. Once this external 
circuitry is built it is very simple to operate the module. There are 
two serial channels, one an input to and an output from, used to commu­
nicate between the D.P.S. module and the interface unit. The LED's can
be controlled by sending the appropriate data, using the correct serial 
format, to the D.P.S. module. Information concerning the KEY being pressed 
can be received on the serial output.
T h e  In te rfac e  U n it
The PC must be able to control the operation of the D.P.S. instrument. 
An interface between the PC and the D.P.S. module must therefore be de­
signed and ,)uilt. The interface unit must satisfy the following require-
l. The PC sends one byte of data to the interface unit. This parallel
word oust be converted to a serial word of the correct format and sent
to the D.P.S. module. This conversion is done by the Interface unit.
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2. The D.P.S. module sends serial information to the interface unit. 
This information must oe converted to parallel data before it can be 
sent to the PC.
3. The interface unit must have the means whereby the PC can control the 
tests to fail during the simulated production run.
4. The protocol used, for communicating between the PC and the interface 
unit, must be designed.
A utom atic K EY Operation
When long test runs are carried out it is virtually impossible to press 
the correct KEY manually each time an LED turns on. Therefore a method 
must be devised that automatically presses the correct KEY.
5 .5 .2  SOFTW ARE REQUIREMENTS
The program that is written must have the following features :
1. The software oust be written following a modular approach. Each module 
can then be changed without affecting the operation of the remainder 
of the software.
2. The two process curves must be generated. A method which allows manual 
input of process curve data is also required. This will be used to 
enter data obtained from the production lines.
3. The parameters required by the various modules must be entered on the 
keyboard when an appropriate prompt is received.
4. The five continuous Inspection plans and the two batch inspection 
plans must be implemented.
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6. The results of the various sampling plans can be monitored in two 
ways. They can be displayed on the video display unit or they can be 
printed.
7. The tests that must fail during the simulated production run, oust 
be controlled using the system software.
5 .6  D ISC U SS IO N
The procedure that will be used to evaluate the various sampling plans 
has been outlined. This procedure will be •' -* to chose a sampling plan 
that best suits the production process at 1 by the two process
The requirements of the sampling plan evaluation system have been listed. 
The detailed implementation of this system is discussed in Chapter 6 ( 
System Hardware Development ) and Chapter 7 ( System Software Development 
).
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6.0 SYSTEM HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
6.1 EX TER N A L C IR C U IT R Y  FOR TH E D .P .S . MODULE
The D.P.S. module was introduced earlier ( in chapter 5 ). The D.P.S. 
module requires external circuitry tp enable it to operate. There are 
eight connections to the D.P.S. modv,.. , the function of each of these is 
listed below.
Connection Function
1. Buzzer Output: When this output goes high the buzzer must sojnd.
2. +15 v Supply. \
3. Serial Input: The serial input data must have the correct format
and magnitude. The serial input data must swing between 0 and
+15 v, for "0" and "l" respectively.
4. Ground ( 0 v ).
5. Constant current supply of approximately IS milliamperes to 
drive four LED's.
6. Constant current supply of approximately 15 milliamperes to 
drive the other four LED's.
7. Serial Output: The serial output signal also has a 15v swing.
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8. Cradle Switch Control: This line must be pulled low, through a 
resistor, to represent the receiver "on hook".
The interface unit operates from a 5v TTL power supply. The serial input 
signal to the D.P.S. module must therefore be converted from a 5v TTL 
signal to the required 15v signal and the serial output signal must be 
converted from a 15v signal to a 5v TTL compatible one. The constant 
current supply is designed around the standard circuits used at TM, with 
the resistor values changed to ensure the correct current. An LED replaces 
the buzzer. The buzzer and cradle switch circuitry is also designed around 
the'standard circuits used at TM.
A circuit diagram showing the external circuitry required by the D.P.S. 
module is given in Appendix Cl ( Sheet 3 ). The external circuitry was 
built on vero-board ( VERO 1 - see Appendix Cl, sheet 7 ).
6 .2  IN TER FA C E U N IT
6 .2 .1  GENERAL APPROACH
The format used to send serial data to the D.P.S. module is not standard 
( see figure 21 ). It is therefore not possible to use standard components 
( integrated circuits; USART's etc,)to transfer the serial data. It was 
decided to use a microprocessor to perform the task of sending the serial 
data to the D.P.S. module, and receiving the serial data from the D.P.S. 
module. The microprocessor will also control the exchange of data between 
the PC and the interface unit.
A block diagram of the system is given in figure 19.
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Computer
Figure 19. Block Diagram of the System.
The design and function of the Automatic KEY Operation block will be de­
scribed later on in this chapter.
6 .2 .2  COM M U N IC A TION  PROTOCOL
The communication between two electronic modules is based on a number of 
rules, or a Protocol. Two communication protocols are required by this 
system, one for the communication between the PC and the Interface Unit 
and the other for the communication between the Interface Unit and the 
D.P.S. module ( and it's external circuitry ). The operation of these 
protocols will now be discussed in more detail.
PC -  In te rfac e  U n it Protocol
Both the PC and the Interface Unit have microprocessors on board. The 
protocol oust allow the two microprocessors to communicate to one another 
whenever requires, without interrupting either microprocessor when it is 
executing a critical operation.
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In this case, the PC will always initiate the communication. Once the PC 
has placed data in e buffer on the interface unit, it informs the micro­
processor on the interface unit that the data is available. The PC now 
waits until the microprocessor on the interface unit has returned an an­
swer before it proceeds with executing the program. Two control lines,
RC and RE, are required to perform this task ( see figure 19). A PDL
description and a timing diagram of the protocol is given in figure 2.0.
INTERFACE
WHILE (RE=L0W) *WRIT# 
GET DATA
MAKE DATA AVAILABLE 
RC:=LOW
WHILE (RE-HIGH) *HAIT#
Figure 20. PC - Interface Unit Communication Protocol.
In terface U n it -  D .P .S .  Module Protocol
The protocol used for communication between the interface unit and the 
D.P:S. module ( and external circuitry ), is prescribed by the D.P.S. 
module operational requirements. The microprocessor on the interface unit 
must send the data ( received from the PC ) to the D.P.S. module in the 
correct format. The microprocessor then scans the serial input line ( from 
the D.P.S. module ) for a start bit. Once it has received the start bit,
1% RC DATA
MAKE DATA AVAILABLE 
RE:-HIGH
WHILE (RC-LOW) KKAIT* 
WHILE (RC-HIGH) #WRIT*
RE:-LOW
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thti serial dv..-; ( following the start bit ) is read. A diagram showing 
the format ana vhe timing requirements of the incoming and outgoing serial 
signal is given in figure 21.
PREFIX START BIT 8-DATA BITSy y y
 I i r x  x x x x x x I_ _ _ _ _
^  - I-3e -I U -  — I U -
SERIAL INPUT TO THE D.P.S. MODULE
START BIT 8-DATA BITS
 1// /_ _ _ _ _ _ _ n  x x x x x x. r n _ _ _ _ _
llllllllll 1 1 1 1 1 ! 11 
-j-IL—JU- —1 U-
SERIAL OUTPUT FROM THE D.P.S. MODULE
ALL PERIODS IN INSTRUCTION CYCLES 
INSTRUCTION CYCLE TIME - 12.735 
BIT PERIOD - 0,153 mS
Figure 21. Interface Unit - D.P.S. Module Communication Protocol.
6 .2 .3  IN TER FA CE U N IT  O PERATION
The interface unit is built on an IBM prototype card. A large area of the 
card is set aside for wirewrapping a user designed circuit. A D-shell 
connector is used to connect the prototype card to the D.P.S. module ( 
and it's external circuitry ). A block diagram of the existing circuitry.
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on the prototype card, is given in figure 22. A detailed circuit diagram 
of the prototype card can be found in Appendix Cl ( sheet 1 ).
Figure 22. Block Diagram of the Prototype Card.
U2 and US are buffers. They buffer the address bus and control lines of 
the of the PC. The data bus buffer ( U1 ) is not used. Address bits 0, 
1, and 2 ( E14, E13, and E12 respectively ) are used by the interface unit.
A block diagram of the interface unit is given in figure 23. A detailed 
circuit diagram of the interface unit can be found in Appendix Cl ( sheet 
2 ) and the component layout is given in Appendix Cl ( sheet 6 ).
U8 and U9 are eight bit latches ( configured as a bye-directional latch 
), used to pass data between the PC and the microprocessor on the inter­
face unit. DIO contains a pair of J/K flip-flops. These J/X flip-flo<3s 
are connected in such a manner as to ensure that both the outputs ( Q ) 
toggle on a positive going edge of their respective control signals. The 
J/K flip-flops are cleared ( outputs set low ) when the system is manually 
reset or at power up. UlOa generat*” the RE control line while UlOb gen­
erates the RC control line. The status of the RE control line is read by
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Figure 23. Block Diagram of the Interface Unit.
to TO input of the microprocessor on the interface unit. The RC control 
line is buffered from the data bus of the PC using Ull.
U14 is an 8035 microprocessor. The 8035 requires an external EPROM to 
store the program that determines it's operation. U13 is used to latch 
the lower byte of the address. Lines P20 - P22 ( of port 2 ), together 
with the output of the two switches ( SI and S2 ) supply the additional 
address lines required by the EPROM. U12 is an 8 bit by 8K EPROM. SI and 
S2 are used to select one of four 2K segments of the 8K EPROM. The 8035 
can only address 2K of external memory. Four different programs therefore 
be stored on the EPROM, one in each of the 2K segments. SI and S2 are used 
to select the program that will be executed.
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U19 is a eight bit latch. This latch is used to hold the information re­
garding the test that must fail. The operation of this latch and the 
significance of the data it holds is discussed ip detail when describing 
the operation and design of the Automatic KEY Operation Unit.
The serial information is sent to the D.P.S. module using bit 7 of port 
2 ( of the 8035 microprocessor ). An inverting buffer is used to insulate 
this output ( P27 ) from the D.P.S. module. The information received from 
the D.P.S. module is buffered ( and inverted ) before being read by the 
T1 input of the microprocessor.
The decoder controls the operating sequence of the various buffers and 
integrated circuit. The inputs to the decoder are controlled by the PC 
and the 6035. The detailed design of the decoder can be found in Appendix 
C3. A circuit diagram of the decoder is given in Appendix Cl ( sheet* ).
6 .2 .4  ADDRESSING TH E IN TE R FA C E  U N IT
The prototype card is addressed using I/O mapped address space. The ad­
dress space assigned to the prototype card ranges from 300H to 31FH ( 
where K represents a Hexadecimal number ). The address decoding circuit 
an the prototype card and the Interface unit circuitry will be referred 
to 8s the interface unit in future.
It must be possible for the PC to initiate a number of operations on the 
interface unit. Two hypothetical functions are introduced to represent 
the communication between the PC and the interface unit. These functions
1. Read data from the interface unit.
X - IN ( address )
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where "address" must be in the range 300H to 31FH and X is the byte 
of data tead from that address.
2. Write data to the interface unit.
OUT address,X
where "address" must be in the range 300H to 31FH and X must be in 
the range 0 - 255.
The operations that the PC must perform are listed below. The list is 
derived from the communication protocol requirements introduced before ( 
see figure 20 ).
1. Make Data Available - A byte of data ( X ) must be sent to the 
interface unit. This data is used by the interface unit to determine 
which test oust be inspected. This operation is carried out using the 
following function:
OUT 300H.X
2. Set 8E - After the system is reset, the output of the RE flip-flop ( 
UlOa ) is low. The output of the RE flip-flop is toggled using the 
following function:
OUT 303H.X
X is a "dummy" data value which has no influence on the operation 
of the system. Each time this function is used the output of the RE 
flip-flop changes state.
3. Read RC - The value at the output of the RC flip-flop ( UlOb ) is read 
using the followii j function:
X = IN ( 300H )
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The least significant bit ( bit 0 ) of the data value received (X) 
is the output of the RC flip-flop.
4. Get Data - Read the result of thr test. This data is available on port 
1 of the microprocessor on the interface unit. This operation is 
performed using the following function:
X = IN ( 302H )
X is the result of the test that was performed.
A short description of the procedure used when communicating to the 
interface unit is given below ( see figure 20 ).
PROCEDURE: Interface Unit Process
INPUT : The data required to inspect a specific test is 
placed in TESTDAT 
OUTPUT: The result of the test is output. If STATUS = FFH
the test was successful. If STATUS = OOH, the test x
CONSTANTS:
MDA = 300H RDRC = 300H
SETRE = 303H RDDAT = 302H
* make data available *
OUT MDA,TESTDAT
* set RE high *
OUT SETRE,OOH 
WHILE ( RC is low ) * wait *
RC = (IN ( RDRC )).AND.01H 
ENDWHILE
WHILE ( RC is high ) * wait *
RC * (IN ( RDRC )).AND.G1H 
ENDWHILE
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* read answer *
STATUS = IN ( RDDAT )
* sec RE low *
OUT SETRE.OOH
END PROCEDURE:
6 .2 .5  IN TE R FA C E  U N IT  SOFTWARE
The microprocessor on the interface unit must have a program that it can 
execute to control the operation of the interface unit. This program is 
written in the form of a main program which calls two procedures, 0UTP27 
and SCANT1.
0UTP27 is a procedure that takes an eight bit word and converts it to the 
correct serial format ( adding a prefix and a start bit to the serial 
version of the eight bit word ). This serial information is sent to the 
D.P.S. module, output on P27 ( bit 7 of port 2 )  of the microprocessor. 
The format and timing details of the serial output data is given in figure 
21. SCANT1 is a procedure that receives serial information ( on input T1 
) and converts it to an eight bit data word. The serial information is 
sent by the D.P.S. module. The procedure first waits for a start bit, it 
then samples the centre of each data serial data bit and uses this sampled 
information to build up an eight bit word. The format and timing details 
( and sampling points ) of the serial input data, is given in figure 21.
The main program controls the action taken by the microprocessor. On 
power-up ( or manual reset ) the RC and RE flip-flops must be reset. This 
is done by producing a pulse on P24 ( high-low-high ), of sufficient du­
ration, to reset the flip-flops. (See Appendix Cl, sheet 2 ). The output 
of the RC flip-flop is toggled each time a pulse is outputted on P25.
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1A PDL description of the main program can be found in Appendix C4.1. The 
interface software was developed on a HP 64000 microprocessor development 
system. A listing of this software is given in Appendix C4.2.
6 .3  A U TO M A TIC  KEY OPERATION
•r
6 .3 .1  GENERAL APPROACH
When performing a test, the PC instructs an LED to turn on. The KEY c 
responding to this LED must be pressed to produce a "
If the KEY is not pressed within a predetermined time : 
fail" result is recorded. When long inspection runs are 
it is virtually impossible to press the KEY manually ea 
result is required. Additional" hardware is design 
matic operation of the KEY corresponding to the LED that was turned c
'I
■ -
The eight tests were previously defined in Chapter 5. A new term, the 
te s t-fa ll data , is introduced. The test -fail data consists of an 8-bit 
word. Each bit in the word corresponds to a test. A table summarising the 
required action to be taken for each test and the test-fail data bit 
allocations to the test, is given on the following page.
When a particular test is required to fail, the bit corresponding to that 
test ( in the test-fail data ) is low. When the test must pass, the bit 
corresponding to that test is high.
The approach adopted when performing tests is outlined. The test-fail data 
for the first seven tests is first sent to the Automatic KEY Operation 
Unit. Test 1 to test 7 can now be carried out. The test-fail data for test 
8 must first be sent to the Automatic KEY Operation Unit before test 8 
is carried out.
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TESTNO LEDNO TEST-FAIL DATA D-P.S. MODULE
1 1 Q ledi
3 6 Q uedz B
4 3 [ J im IsJ
5 4 Q LEB4 |KEY4|
6 Q leds |E 5 ]
7 LED 8 KEY 7 8 Q leiis
8 LED 1 KEY 1 Q leij? [keyt]
LED 2 = T , [] LECfl
1. Bit 1 of the test-fail data byte is the most significant bit while
bit 8 is the least significant bit.
2. When LED 8 turns on KEY 7 oust operate, and LED 7 is not used at all.
6 .3 ,2  AKO U N IT  OPERATION
A block diagram of the additional hardware, used to operate the KEY's 
automatically, is given in figure 24.
The test-fail data Is held in 8 batch ( U19 ). A light dependant resistor 
( LDR ) is used to detect whether a LED is turned on or off. A resistor 
is placed in series with the LDR. When the LED is on, the resistance of
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the LDR is low and the voltage drop across it is small, 
off, the resistance of the LDR is high and the voltage d 
large. The resistor is chosen so as to ensure the correc 
between the two extremes. This voltage swing drives i 
' inverter which produces an output signal with fast tri
The test-fail data and the output of the detection c 
produce a signal to drive the analogue switches. The 
are used to close the KEY circuit, simulating the pres 
When the control signal is low, the resistance betwee 
contacts of the analogue, switch is high, representing 
When the control signal is high the input resistance is 
a closed circuit.
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A circuit diagram of the automatic KEY operation unit is given in Appendix 
Cl ( sheet 5 ). The D.P.S. module requires a 15v supply. The analogue 
switches must also operate from the 15v supply. The control signals re­
quired by the analogue switches must be amplified from 5v to 15v to ensure 
their correct operation. The automatic KEY operation circuitry is built 
on vero-board. The LDR's and their resistors are mounted on VERO 3 while 
the remai ,er of the circuit is divided between VERO 1 and VERO 2 ( see 
Appendix Cl, sheet 7 and sheet 8 ). The test-fail data is transferred from 
the interface unit to the external circuitry using the D-shell connector.
6 .3 .3  A DDRESSING TH E  AKO U N IT
The test-fail data latch is mounted on the interface unit. The test-fail 
data is sent to the interface unit using the following function.
OUT 304H.X
X is the test-fail data and 304H is the address corresponding to the 
test-fail data latch. The operation of this unit is completely separate 
from the operation of the interface unit, only the address decoding fa­
cilities of the interface unit ( prototype card ) is used.
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7 .0  SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
7.1  GENERAL APPROACH
A top-down structured design approach is used in the development of the 
Statistical Inspection System. The concepts of Data Flow and Task Man­
agement are use to describe the overall operation of the system. Program 
Description Language (PDL) is used to give a more detailed insight into 
the operation of each of the modules that constitute the system. A review 
of the Data Plow and Task Management technique is given in Appendix D. 
Information regarding the detailed use of PDL can be found in Walker 
(1964).
7 .2  S T A T IS T IC A L  IN SP EC TIO N  SYSTEM SOFTWARE
7 .2 .1  S T A T IS T IC A L  T E S T  PROCESS
The system waa designed keeping user friendliness in mind. It is for this 
reason that the entire system is menu driven. Information required by the 
system is input using the keyboard after the user receives the appropriate 
prompt on the display. The Statistical Test Process is graphically re­
presented by the process-resource diagram in figure 25. A PDL description 
of the operation of this process is given in Appendix El.
The Interface Unit Resource is used to interface between the Personal 
Computer and the D.P.S module. A detailed description of the operation 
of this resource is given later on.
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$INTERFACE \ GET 
UNIT
PUT f INTERFACE 
V UNIT
Figure 25. Statistical Test ProcessX 
The Statistical Test Process can be divided into three activities.
• Data Input Process
• Sampling Process
• Data Output Process
I
Process - Resource Diagrams
These activities can be graphically represented using the following 
process-resource diagrams.
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Figure 26. Data Input Process.
WRITE/' DRTfl OUTPUT
Figure 27. Sampling Process.
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'PROCESS CURVeN  READ 
RESOURCE J
Figure 28. Data Output Process.
7 .2 .2  SYSTEM RESOURCES
Data In p u t Resource
The information required by each Sampling Plan regarding the type of al­
gorithm to be implemented, The sample size and the filename (of the Data 
Output Resource) of the file in which the results are to be stored, is 
contained in a record. The Data Input Resource consists of up to 10 of 
these records. A description of the fields in the record is given below.
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Record:
Character
Character
Integer
AOQL Real
I Integer
F Integer
SSTATUS Character
Endrecord:
SPLAN - Sampling plan required to run eg. 100% or CSP-1.
DOFN - Marne of the random file in which the results of the specific 
sampling plan are stored.
SSI2E - Size of the sample to be run.
AOQL - Average outgoing quality level.
I and F • Sampling plan constants.
SSTATUS - This field is assigned FALSE if the test has not been run. 
After running the test a value of TRUE is assigned to SSTATUS.
Process C urve Resource
This resource contains a maximum of 10 records. Each record contains in­
formation concerning the type of process curve required, the name of the 
file in which the information is to be stored, the number of defective 
products and the probability of finding a defective products in a sample 
of 100 unity. Each record consists of the following fields.
Record:
PR0CC : Character
PCFN : Character
PSIZE : Integer
PR0B : Real
Endrecord:
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Data O u tp u t Resource
The results of the Sampling Plan are temporarily kept in the Data Output 
Resource before it is stored in a random file ( of the same name ) on the 
tloppy. This resource is only >.j records long. When all 25 records are 
filled the information is then dumped to the floppy. The old information 
is then overwritten with more recent results. Each record consists of the 
following fields.
Record:
COUNT : 
TSTATUS : 
OUTCOME :
PSTATUS :
Endrecoi'd:
Character
Integer
Character
Character
Integer
Integer
Character
TTYPE - Type of testing being performed ie. PAST or FUEL.
COUNT - Keeps count of I's or F's.
TSTATUS - Should the specific test be run or not ie. RON or NORUN. 
OUTCOME - Has the specific test passed or not ie. PASS or FAIL. 
TIME - Time taken to run the specific test.
T^Uri - Number of the specific test.
PSTATUS - Has the specific product passed or not ie. PASS or FAIL. 
PTIME - The time taken to rua all tests "fn the product.
PFAIL - Number of the test that is to fail.
Random Num ber Resource
The Random Number Resource contains a list of product numbers and corre­
sponding test numbers. The product numbers represent those products which
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hava a failure in one of there tests. The product numbers are randomly 
chosen from a range of 1 to CSI2E. The test numbers to fail are also 
randomly generated from a range of 1 to MAXTEST where MAXTEST is the 
number of tests per product. MAXTEST = 8  in this case. The information 
is stored on the floppy under the filename stored in the PCFN field of 
the Process Curve Resource. When this information is required it is loaded 
into the Random Number Resource. Each of the PSIZE records have the fol­
lowing fields.
Record:
PNO : Integer
TOO : Integer
Endrecord:
PNO - Product number and TNO - Test number 
In terim  Resource
The Interim Resource contains the information required by the Algorithm 
Process. This information is used to determine the type of operation (PART
a;,id FLG2 values, the outcome of the present test (PASS or FAIL) and the 
time taken to complete the test. The Interim Resource consists of MAXTEST 
or 8 records with the fields described below.
Record:
TTYPE : Character 
TSTATUS : Character 
OUTCOME : Character 
COUNT : Integer 
COUNTS : Integer 
FLG1 : Integer 
FLG2 : Integer 
TIME : Integer 
Endrecord:
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7 .2 .3  D A TA  IN P U T  PROCESS
The Data Input Process is divided into a further five activities. A PDL 
description of the Data Input Process operation together with the PDL 
description of the five activities is given in Appendix E2. The five 
activities are listed below.
Data Input Procesu A : Read values in the Data Input Resource.
Data Input Process B : Read values in the Process Curve Resource.
Data Input Process C : Input required values.
Data Input Process D : Erase a record.
Data Input Process E : Quit.
Process -  Resource Diagrams
These activities can be graphically represented using the following 
process-resource diagrams.
PROCESS
Figure 29. Read Values in the Data Input Resource.
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(  KEYBOARD GET DISPLAY )
( PROCESS CLRVeA  READ 
I, RESOURCE
'urve Resource.Read Values in the Process
KCYBC«RD ' ) - ^ - OISPLHY )
( f»m NUnii£R \RERn 
^  RESOURCE )
/p rocess c^ jrve \^™ _ 
v  RESOURlX )
'
WITS/" DfiTH IM=UT
V RESOURCE )
Figure 31. 'Input Required Values.
Figure 32. Erase a Record.
ORTH 
INPUT 
PROCESS
E
WRITE/
FLflGl
Figure 33. Quit.
Data In p u t Process A
This module prints the contents of the Data Input Resource on the Display. 
The displayed information is correctly formatted and lined up under the 
correct headings.
D ata In p u t Process B
This module prints the contents of the Process Curve Resource on the 
display. The displayed information is correctly formatted and lined up 
under the correct headings.
Data In p u t Process C
This process is used to prompt the user for the information required by' 
the various sampling plans. These values include the sample size, the type 
csf sampling plan eg. 100% os CSP-1, the type of process curve to be used, 
the names of the files in which the results are to be stored, etc.
A module called CALC_P_C is called by this process. This module is used 
to set up the Random Number Resource. One of the following three options 
are used to produce the process curve:
* SELF: Input product numbers manually while randomly generating test 
numbers.
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• TYPE-A: PSIZE product numbers are randomly generated according to a 
binomial distribution. A randomly selected test number is also gen-
• TYPE-B: PSIZE product numbers are randomly 
binomial distribution. A randomly selected 
for each product number. The system then p 
proportion of SSIZE and the distribution of 
The spotty quality products are then gener. 
the product.
The product numbers and there corresponding test numbers are then sorted 
from smallest product number to largest product number and stored in a 
random file on the floppy. The name of this file corresponds to the name 
stored in the PCFN field of the Process Curve Resource.
Erase a Record
This process erases a record in both the Process Curve Resource and Data 
Input Resource corresponding to an ID supplied by the user.
Q uit
This process provides the information required to return to the Statis­
tical Test Process in the previous level.
7 .2 .4  SAMPLING PROCESS
The Sampling Process is divided into a further two activities. A PDL de­
scription of the Sampling Process operation together with the PDL de­
scriptions of the two activities are given in Appendix E3. The two 
activities are listed below.
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" Algorithm Procsss.
• Test Result Process.
These activities are graphically represented using the process-resource 
diagrams of figure 34 and figure 35 respectively.
Figure 34. Algorithm Process.
A lgorithm  Process
This process executes the required sampling plan according to specific 
rules as specified by the algorithm. The sampling plan uses the informa­
tion in the Interim Resource to run in the correct mode and also stores 
the results of this test in this resource. The results are used to de­
termine the mode of operation for the next product. Seven algorithms have 
been implemented to date, they are the three Dodge continuous inspection 
plans ( CSP-1, CSP-2, and CSP-3 ), the two Multi- level continuous in­
spection plans ( MLP and MLP-T ), and the two Batch inspection plans ( 
CSP-F and WSP-1 ).
• Test Fail Process.
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This module reads information form the Random Number Resource. If a 
fault is required to occur in the specific product the appropriate 
information is sent to the Interface Unit,
• Interface Unit Process.
This process is used tc pasa information, about the test being per­
formed, to the microprocessor in the interface unit. The result for 
the test is then is then received by this process.
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Figure 35. Test Result Process.
T e s t R esult Process
This process is used to store the results of one specific test run and 
the overall results of the most recent product in the Data Output Re­
source. Once 25 results are available, the information is transferred to 
a random file on the floppy. The name of this file corresponds to the name 
stored in the DOFN field of the Data Input Resource. The total number of 
defective products detected and the total time taken to test the entire
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
batch are also calculated. These result are stored in a random file on 
the floppy.
7 .2 .5  D A TA  O U T P U T  PROCESS
The Data Output Process is used to output the results of the tests to the 
user The results can either be output on the display or the printer. Four 
options are available to the user, they are:
• Output a datafile to the printer.
* Output a datafile to the display.
• Output a rnresource to the printer.
* Output s rnresource to the display.
The datafile refers to the results of the algorithm stored on the floppy. 
Rnresource refers to the list of product numbers and corresponding test 
numbers stores on the floppy. A PDL description of 
this process can be found in Appendix E4.
7 .3  LA BELLIN G CO N VEN TIO NS
Data labels or identifiers are represented as follows:
• Global or Module Global identifiers have a name which explains it's 
global use. A global identifier is on that is available to the entire 
program while a module global identifier is only used in a specific 
module and modules called by it.
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- The type of data ; I-integer, C-character, R-real.
—  A central part consisting of the first letter of the process in
- A number from 1 to n, where n is any positive integer number
An example of such an identifier is gives as follows : The first
identifier for a character in the Data Input Process is CDI1.
7 .4  D ISCUSSION
The system software was developed and operates on an IBM Personal Com­
puter. The program is written in BASIC. The system stores all required 
information on the floppy. This ensures that the user does not have to 
input all the information each time the the program is run.
Because the arrays used by the system software are large, it was found 
that the PC ran out of memory if all seven sampling plans are combined 
into one program ( BASIC is restricted to the use of 64K of the PC memory 
). The sampling plans are now distributed between three system programs.
1. Dodge Continuous Inspection Plans - This software is stored under the 
filename of DSYSTEM on the system floppy disc. Sampling plans 100%, 
CSP-1, CSP-2, and CSP-3 are available.
2. Multi-level Continuous Inspection Plans - This software is stored 
under the filename of MSYSTEM on the system floppy disc. Sampling 
plans 100%, MLP, and MLP-T(k=i)•are available.
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3. Batch Inspection Plans - This software is stored under the filename 
of BSYSTEM on the system floppy disc. Sampling plans 100%, CSP-F, and 
WSP-1 are available.
The three system programs have the same basic layout with the only dif­
ference being in the Sampling Process. A program listing of the entire 
Dodge continuous inspection plan software is given in Appendix Gl. The 
program listings of the Sampling Process of the Multi-level continuous 
inspection plan software and the Batch inspection plan software can be 
found in Appendix G2 and Appendix 63 respectively.
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8 .0  RESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
8.1 APPRC • ,.H ADOPTED WHEN EV ALU A TIN G  THE SAMPLING PLANS
The evaluation procedure is based on the use of simulated production 
processes ( or ess curves ). Before any decision can be taken in­
volving the choice of a sampling plan, the accuracy with which the simu­
lated process curves conform to the desired ones, must be determined.
The two results used when comparing the sampling plans are; the average 
outgoing quality ( 40Q, which must remain below the limiting AOQL value 
) and the time taken ( TOTALTIME ) to inspect a run of produced products. 
The sampling plan which ensures the lowest AOQ for the least time spent 
on inspection, is assumed to be the best plan for that particular trial.
The AOQ and TOTALTIME values for each sampling plan, ( for each trial ) 
are multiplied together to -produce a resultant. The resultant is a number 
which is used to measure ihe relative efficiency of the sampling plans. 
The sampling plan with the lowest resultant is assumed to be the most 
efficient plan for that particular trial. The sampling plan that performs 
the best over a number of trials, is selected for implementation.
8 .2  PROCESS CURVE S IM U LA TIO N
8 .2 .1  GENERAL APPROACH
Two types of process curves can be generated using the system software; 
a binomial distribution ( or TYPE-A ) process curve and a Horsnell dis-
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tribu.ti.on ( or TYPE-B ) process curve. The TYPE-B process curve has a 
binomial distribution and an additional number of defective products 
following closely in succession ( spotty quality ). The accuracy of the 
simulation of TYPE-A process curves can therefore be determined by 
studying the binomial distribution portion of the TYPE-B process curves.
8 .2 .2  PRESENTING T H E  RESULTS
Before a TYPE-A process curve can be simulated, the following information 
is required :
1. The number of products in the production run (SS1ZE)
2. The proportion of the products that must fail (PROB)
This information is used to generate a TYPE-A process curve using the 
procedure given in Appendix Bl. When a TYPE-E process curve must be sim­
ulated, the binomial distribution portion is generated using the TYPE-A 
process curve procedure. The following additional information is required 
to generate the spotty quality product distribution.
1. The proportion of the products produced that must be defective (PROP)
2. The distribution of these defective products (D1ST)
The procedure for generating the TYPE-B process curve is given in Appendix
Four TYPE-B process curves are studied. The information used to simulate 
these process curves is given in the following table.
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T.bl. I Binomial Spotty
Graph PROP DISI
A 10000 0.01 0.01 0.85
B 10000 0.01 0.01 0.50 7
C 10000 0.01 0.01 0.50 8
D i m w 0.01 0.01 0.70 9
The results of tha four simulated TYPE-B process curves are given in 
figure 36. The four graphs of figure 36 were obtained using the following 
approach:
An array, the Random Number Resource, contains the product numbers and 
their corresponding test numbers, of each defective product. The infor­
mation in t;his array is used to generate the graphs. Each production run 
has 10000 products. The production run is divided into one hundred seg­
ments of one hundred products each. The nurabos of defective products in 
each segment is recorded. The results obtained are used to draw the graphs 
in figure 36. This procedure does not ensure an accurate representation 
of the spotty quality products. The distribution of these products can 
be determined by dividing the run of spotty quality products into seg­
ments, with ten products in each segment . The number of defective pro­
ducts in each segment is recorded. This information is used to generate 
the graph representing the distribution of spotty quality products in each
The horizontal axis gives the number of occurrences, p. ( eg. 3 defective 
products in a segment of one hundred products would give p = 3/100 = 0.03 
). The vertical axis gives the probability distribution, f(p), or the 
number of segments that have n defective products ( n * 1, 2, 3, ... , 
100 ).
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p ■ number of defective products in a sample 
ftp) - process curve - distribution density of p 
for the production run 
fs (p) = distribution density of p for the run of 
spotty quality products
Figure 36. Simulated Results of TYPE'S Process Curves.
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8.2.3 DISCUSSION
Although the results are not entirely accurate, the general form of the 
Horsnell distribution ( TYPE-B ) process curve is evident. With the ex­
ception of the process curve in figure 36 C, the binomial distribution 
portion of the TYPE-B process curves, is accurate. TYPE-A process curves 
can therefore be used with confidence. Although the distribution of the 
spotty quality products is not correct ( compared to the desired process 
curves ), the existing distribution is quite sufficient to enable the 
evaluation of sampling plans using the simulated results for the TYPE-B 
process curves.
8 .3  C O N TIN U O U S IN SPEC TIO N  PLANS
8 .3 .1  GENERAL APPROACH
The results produced by each sampling plan have been recorded for a number 
of trials. The information required by the process curve simulation pro­
cedure was chosen in such a way so as to produce the widest range of 
process curves possible. The values used were chosen at random.
The production run size and the A0QLp ( see chapter 4 ) values are kept 
constant throughout the evaluation procedure. This is done to reduce the 
number of variables used by the evaluation system. The curves in figure 
5 and figure 10 ( see chapter 3 ) are used to select the f and i values 
for a predetermined A0QLt value, for each sampling plan. The values of f 
and i are varied ( still ensuring a constant A0QLc ) to determine their 
optimum setting. The same f value is used for all sampling plans, during 
each trial.
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Note; The value of f required by the evaluation system ( F ) is the re­
ciprocal of the value of f read off the AOQL curves ( f } ie. F = 1/f.
8 .3 .2  SELECTING A SAMPLING PLAN
A table summarising the results obtained by each sampling plan, during 
the ten trials carried out, is given in Appendix F. A table containing 
the resultant ( AOQ * TOTALTIME ) for each sampling plan in each trial 
is given below.
Resultant = AOQ * TOTALTIME
MLP MLP-T Bust
180 180 BOTH
BOTH
160 296 342 296
289 405 360
185 200 231 245
230
6 184
9 299 308
100 100
BOTH = ML? and MLP-T
The last column of the table contains the sampling plan designation that 
produced the best remit for each trial ( ie. the sampling plan with the 
lowest resultant ).
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The Multi-Level sampling plans, designated MLP and MLP-T perform the best 
over ten trials. Three criteria can now be adopted to select the best of 
these two sampling plans.
1. The multi-level sampling plan that ensures the lowest AOQ value,
during each trial, can be chosen ( AOQ column in table 3 below ).
2. The multi-level sampling plan that ensures the least time spent on
the inspection of the production run in each case, can be chosen. ( 
TIME column in table 3 below ).
3. The multi-level sampling plan that achieves the lowest overall re­
sultant for each trial, can be chosen ( RESULTANT am in table 3 
below ).
A table summarising the outcome of the three above mentioned criteria for 
selecting the best multi-level plan, is given in the table below.
Table 3 Selection Criteria
Trial AOQ RESULTANT
1 BOTH BOTH BOTH
BOTH BOTH
BOTH BOTH
BOTH
5 MLP
7
8
9
BOTH = MLP and MLP-T
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Sampling plan MLP-T performs the best when considering the AOQ criterion, 
while the MLP sampling plan produces the best results when considering 
the other two selection criteria.
Sampling Plan Selection
The MLP multi-level sampling plan is chosen because it produces the best 
overall results, when inspecting the simulated production process. ( ie.
it performs the best at two of the three criteria adopted for comparing 
the performances of the two multi-level sampling plans. )
"DUCTIO N IN  IN SP EC TIO N  TIM E
The time taken to successfully inspect a production run using 100% in­
spection and the MLP sampling plan is known. The performance of the MLP 
sampling plan relative to that of the 100% inspection can therefore be 
determined. \
The reduction in inspection time, when using the MLP sampling plan, can 
be calculated by comparing the time taken to inspect a production run 
using the MLP sampling plan and 100% inspection.
A table ( table 4 )  of the reduction in time, obtained using the MLP 
sampling plan over tho 100% inspection, is given on the following page. 
The reduction in time is represented as a percentage of time spent on 100% 
inspection.
The average time reduction over ten trials is calculated as 30.4%. It is 
therefore possible to achieve an average reduction of approximately 30% 
in the time spent on inspection using the multi-level inspection plan ( 
MLP ) instead of employing 100% inspection.
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Table 4 Time Reduction F
Trial Unit. X ( W O
1 10.,. 13.6 , 5
2
3
4 13.3 10
5 29.3 3
6 46.5 3
7 3
8 3
9 5
49832 3
8 .3 .4  D ISCUSSION
Certain considerations enter the most advantageous choice o.c f and i ( f 
is the value represented on the curves in figure 5 and figure 10 of 
chapter 3 ). For example, it will be apparent that the use of too smalil 
a value of f ( or too large a value of F, where F = 1/f ) will increaise 
the chances of passing unnoticed a substantial run of defective products. 
It is apparent, from the results represented in Appendix FI, that a value 
of f = 1/3 ( or F = 3 ) produces the best overall results when inspecting 
the simulated production process using the MLP multi-level sampling plan. 
The time spent on inspecting a production run when using an MLP sampling 
plan with £ = 1/3, is the lowest. The average reduction in inspection time 
over that achieved by 100% inspection can be calculated using information 
in table 4. There are 5 trials that used sampling plans of f = 1/3 ( or
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i" = 3 ). The average reduction in inspection time using results of these 
five trials is 48.8% over the time s>ent to totally inspect every product 
in the production run.
8 .4  B A TC H  IN SPEC TIO N  PLANS
8 .4 .1  GENERAL APPROACH
It is not possible to compare end select a batch inspection plan using 
the approach adopted for the selection of the continuous selection plan. 
This is due to the lack of information needed by sampling plan CSP-F. The 
two plans are assessed individually. A choice between the two plans may 
be possible depending on the outcome of the individual assessments.
8 .4 .2  ASSESSMENT OF PLAN C SP-F
The choice of f, i, and N to give a required value of AOQL, is given in 
QSTAG 340 ( 1974 ). This reference was not obtainable. Two j of values, 
for production runs of 500 - 1000 products, were given by Blackwell ( 1977 
).
For an AGQLt value of 1.9%; i = 36 and f =1/5 ( F = 5 ) .For an AOQL ^ value 
of 0.143%; 1 = 302 and f = 1/10 ( F = 10 ).
The A0QLp value is 15.2% for the A0QLt of 1.9% and 1.144% for the A0QLt 
of 0.14S!* ( See Chapter 4 ). It is highly unlikely that a customer would 
accept a batch of products that was inspected using an A0QLp of 15,2%. 
The only AOQLp value that can be used is therefore the 1.144% one.
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A number of trials were carried out using an AOQLp of 1.144% ( AOQL^ -- 
0.143% ; i - 302, f = 1/10 ( F = 10 )). A table of the results obtained 
for the various trials, using a different production process for each 
trial, is given in Appendix F2.1.
When studying the results, it will be noticed that the ACQL^ is exceeded 
in four of the twelve trials. Unless more promising results are obtained, 
using other values of f and i, this plan cannot be accepted.
1 .4 .3  ASSESSMENT OF PLAN WSP-1
The plan starts with partial inspection. If a total of M defects are 
found, where M = (A0QLt * SSIZE)/(F-1) and F = 1/f, the plan reverts to 
100% inspection. When M is zero, the plan applies 100% Inspection to the 
entire batch. The values of F and A0QL ( N is fixed ) must therefore be
i that M is one or larger. The graph in figure 37 
icting values of ACQL^ and F for each production run. 
in the graph; one for a batch of 500 products, the 
DO products.
%
&
Two values of AOQl^ ai 
they are, 1.6% and 3.5 
chosen using the grapt 
tively. These values c
used during the assessment of this sampling plan, 
. The values of F for these values of A0QLp were 
in figure 37. The values of F are 2 and 3 respec- 
i be used for batches of 500, and of 700 products.
The tables summarising the results obtained using these values are 
available in Appendix F 2.2. These results are given in two tables, one 
for batches of 500 products and the other for batches of 700 products. 
The AOQL was only exceeded in one of the twenty trials.
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Figure 37. The limitation on AOQL and F for Plan WSP-1.
R eduction in inspection Time
The time spent on inspecting a batch with an AOQL^ of 3.2% is lower than 
that of a batch using an AOQL^ of 1.6%. The reduction in inspection time 
when using the WSP-1 sampling plan with an AOQLp of 1.6% is therefore 
considered. ( this plan has the tightest specification ). Two tables, one 
for a batch of 500 products and one for a batch of 700 products, is given 
on the following page ( see table 5a and table 5b, respectively ). These 
tables list the reduction in time spent on inspection using the sampling 
plan compared to the time spent when 100% inspection is applied.
The average time reduction, over five trials, for batches of 500 products 
is 33.2% and the average time reduction for batches of 700 products is 
31.5%. It is therefore possible to achieve an average reduction in in­
spection time of approximately 30% when using the WSP-1 sampling plan, 
over the time taken to apply 100% inspection to the batch.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 5a Reduction (500) Table 5b Reduction (700)
Units % Trial
35.4 39.6
29.0
3 3 44.1
4 4
5 5
Average = 33.2% Average * 31.5%
8.4.-4 D ISC U SSION  
Plan C SP-F
Before Plan CSP-F is dismissed completely, an attempt can be made to ob­
tain QSTAG 340 ( 1974 ). This paper contains further information con­
cerning the choice of £ and i for a given batch size. This information 
can be used to carry out a further assessment of the plan, 15 the CSP-F 
sampling plan still produces unacceptable results, it must be discarded.
Plan WSP-1
The values of M and F are integer values. The formula M = 
(AOQLt*SSIZE)/(F-l) is used to calculate the range of AOQL^ for M* = 1, 
F = 2 and a batch of 500 products ( SSIZE = 500 ). This range is present 
because M is rounded down to an integer value when it is calculated ( 
eg. if M = 1.7 it is rounded down to 1 but the A0QL. which gives M* =
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1.7 is 0.34% while the A0QLt which gives M* = 1 is 0.2%, but the sampling 
plan gives the same protection in both cases. ). With M = 1, F = 2 a-d 
SSIZE = 500, the WSP-1 sampling plan ensures an AOQL^ in the range 0.2% 
< A0QLt <0.4% leading to the A0QLp range 1.6 < A0QLp < 3.2%.
In the outcome of one trial the AOQ exceeded the desired A0QLp value. This 
trial was for a batch of 500 products, using an AOQLp of 1.6% and F = 2 
( ie.M* = 1 ). The AOQ in this case was 1.8%. If the effect of the rounding 
operation on M is taken into account, it can be seen that this AOQ lies 
within the A0QLp range given above. ( ie. 1.6% < A0QLp <3.2% ). Although 
the AOQLp limit was exceeded in this case the WSP-1 sampling plan operates 
correctly.
Choice of th e  Batch Inspection Plan
If no further assessments of the plans were carried out. Plan WSP-1 would 
be chosen for implementation. This plan produces the best overall results 
when inspecting th*. simulated production process.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
9.0 CONCLUSION
There is no available information concerning the ingoing quality and the 
distribution of defective products for the production lines of Telephone 
Manufacturers ( TM ). The production process data ( process curves } used 
in the evaluation of the sampling plans was therefore simulated.
Two inspection situations were found to exits at TM, one for the in­
spection of long runs of continuously produced products ( continuous 
production ) and the other, for the inspection of short runs of contin­
uously produced products ( batch production ). TVo sampling plans were 
selected for implementation at TM, one for each of the inspection situ­
ations. Both the sampling plans ensure that the average outgoing quality 
( AOQ ) of the outgoing products ( ie. the average number of defective 
products not inspected ) always remains below a prescribed limit, the 
average outgoing quality limit ( AOQL ). The parameters used by the sam­
pling plans are selected so as to ensure the AOQL.
A reduction of 48.8% in the inspection time, over that of 100% inspection, 
is achieved using the multi-level continuous inspection plan, designated 
MLP ( with AOQLp = 1%, F = 3 and i = 740 ), when inspecting the simulated 
continuous production data. A reduction of 31% in inspection time is 
achieved using plan WSP-1 ( with ACQl^ = 1.6% and F = 2 ) when inspecting 
the simulated batch production data. The reduction in inspection time 
depends on the choice of the AOQL value. The smaller the desired AOQL, 
the more inspect’ -o is required to ensure that the AOQ remains below this 
value. This leati cu en increase in inspection time , and vice versa.
Before the sampling plans can be implemented at TM, the accuracy of the 
simulated process curve data ( on which the sampling plan assessment was 
based ) must be considered. If the simulated data compares favourable with 
the actual production process ( process curve ) data, the two sampling 
plans can be implemented with confidence. The entire evaluation procedure
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must be repeated, using the collected production process data, if the 
simulated data is found to be inaccurate.
The efficiency of the test equipment will be increased with the intro­
duction of sampling inspection procedures to inspect the products 
produced on the TM production lines. The existing test equipment are 
microprocessor based machines that need test programs to control their 
operation. The test programs contain the instructions required to inspect 
the various tests on the product. The test program can be modified to 
incorporate the use of the sampling plans during inspection.
The research reported in the project report has indicated a number of 
associated areas where further work is needed:
• Each product has a number of tests that must be inspected. The pos­
sibility of using a different sampling plan for each test can be in­
vestigated C ie. use 100% inspection on a test that is critical to 
the operation of the product being inspected, while sampling in­
spection is employed for the other tests ).
• There is a need to convince people, who are dubious of the effec­
tiveness of sampling inspection, of its advantages. A procedure that 
could be used to set these persons minds at rest, is given below.
Use sampling inspection plans at all intermediate test stations 
on the production line, and 100% inspection at the final test 
station. The inspection time would be reduced and, if the in­
spection at the final test station is perfect, all defective
products will be located before they leave the factory. To 
convince the dubious people of the effectiveness of sampling 
inspection, a sampling inspection plan could run parallel to 
the 100% inspection plan, and a comparison of the results made.
• A broader literature survey can be carried out in an attempt to locate 
alternative sampling plans that can be used in the inspection situ­
ations at TM.
CONCLUSION
APPENDIX A. CALCULATE AOQL FOR EACH TEST ON THE PRODUCT
• Let AOQL^CI) ( where 1=1,...,N) be the AOQL value for test I.
• Let A0Qc(I) be the average outgoing quality ( AOQ ) for test I.
e Let AOQLp be the process AOQL.
• Let AOQp be the process AOQ.
• Let N be the total number of tests.
Assumptions
1. There are N separate tests per product.
2. The AOQL values for each test are equal.
3. AOQt = A0QLt .
The total AOQ for the process is given as
AOQp - A0Qt(l) + A0Qt(2) + ... + AOQt(N) 
by assumption (3), we have
AOQp = AOQLt(l) + A0QLt(2) + ... + AOQL^(N)
Assumption (2) gives
AOQLt = A0QLt(l) = ... '= AOQL^(N)
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leading to
AOQp = N * A0QLt
Because the AOQ values for each test are assumed to be the limiting 
values ( AOQLt ) we have that AOQp will also be the limiting value ( 
AOQLp ) for the process
This gives
AOQLp = N * AOQLt
AOQL£ = AOQLp / N
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APPENDIX B. SIMULATING THE PROCESS CURVE
- SSIZE be the number of products In the production run
- PROB be the fraction of defective products
- NODEF be the number of defective products in the production run
- TESTNO be the number of the test that must fail on the product
- RND be the result of a random generator giving a number between 0
- PRODUCTNO be the number of the product that is defective
- RNRESOURCE be the array containing NODEF PRODUCTNO's with corre­
sponding TESTNO’s
- MAXTEST be the total number of tests on the product
- SSPOT be the fraction of spotty quality products
- NSPOT be the number of spotty quality products
- RSPOT Ira the range of product numbers within which the NSPOT de­
fective products will fall
- FSPOT be the product number at which the RSPOT starts
- PSPOT be the probability of finding a defective product in the RSPOT 
of spotty quality products
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B.1 TYPE-A PROCESS CURVE
Procedure : TYPE-A Process Curve ( Binomial DisCribution )
Generate an array of NODEF PRODUCTNO's and corresponding TESTNO's. This 
array represents the defective products in the production run and also 
contains the test, on the product, that is defective. Each product has 
the probability PROS of being defective end each test on a defective 
product has the probability of (1/MAXTEST) of being defective.
* Calculate the number of defective products *
NODEF = INT( SSIZE * PROB )
* Generate NODEF PRODUCTNO's and corresponding TESTNO's. Each 
PRODUCTNO is chosen at random from the SSIZE products and the TESTNO 
is chosen at random from the MAXTEST tests on the product *
* Check for repeated PRODUCTNO's and generate new ones to replace one 
of the repeated numbers *
* Sort the array according to the PRODUCTNO's ; from smallest to 
largest. When a PRODUCTNO is swapped the corresponding TESTNO must 
also be swapped *
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B.2 TYPE-B PROCESS CURVE
Procedure : TYPE-B Process Curve ( Horsnell Distribution )
First generate a binomial distribution as in TYPE-A process curve but do 
not sort the array. Then add the spotty quality products.
* Calculate NODEF *
NODEF = INT( SSl’ZE * PROB )
* Generate NODEF PRODUCTNO's and corresponding TESTNO's. Each 
PRODUCING is chosen at random from the SSIZE p inducts and ihe TESTNO 
is chosen at random from the MAXTEST tests on the product *
* Check for repeated PRODUCTNO's and generate one new one to replace 
one repeated number *
* Select a random TESTNO *
TESTNO == INT( RND*MAXTEST )
* Calculate the constants required when generating the spotty quality 
product numbers *
NSPOT = INT( SSIZE * SSPOT )
RSPOT = NSPOT I PSPOT 
Repeat:
FSPOT = INT( SSIZE * RSPOT ) 
until ( FSPOT < (SSIZE - RSPOT) )
* Generate NSPOT PRODUCTNO's. Each PRODUCTNO is chosen at random from 
the range in which the spotty quality products must appear. The 
PRODUCTNO and the constant TESTNO 1 d in the array. NODEF is
incremented each time a spotf ;. • :•*( luct is chosen *
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* Sort the array according to PRODUCTNO's ; from smallest to largest. 
When a PRODUCTNO is swapped the corresponding TESTNO must also be 
swapped *
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APPENDIX C. SYSTEM HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
C.1 - Circuit Diagrams 
C.2 - Component List 
C.3 - Decoder Logic Design 
C.4 - Interface Unit Software
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C .1  C IR C U IT  DIAGRAMS
C.1.1 - Prototype Card 
C.1.2 - Interface Unit
C.1.3 - External Circuitry to the D.P.S. Module 
C.1.4 - Decoder
C.1.5 - Automatic KEY Operation
C.1.6 - Component Layout - Prototype Card
C.1.7 - Component Layout - VERQ 1 and VERO 2
C .1.8 - Component Layout - VERO 3 and PCB 1
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C .1 .1  PROTOTYPE CARD
SHEET 1 OF B
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C .1.2 INTERFACE UNIT
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H h  H h  
H h  4 F  
H h  H h  
41- 41- 
4 h  4 4  
4 4  4 4  
44l 4 4
C .1 .3  EXTERNAL CONNECTION TO  T H E  D .P .S . MODULE
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C .1 .5  AUTOMATIC KEY OPERATION
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C .1 .6  COMPONENT LAYOUT - PROTOTYPE CARD
ADDRESS 
DECODING
[ m ]  [ ^ 3  [ m ]
[UTb I [UTt I [UTel [ulsl 
I u i a  I u h
Q  LIl 2 l .jr113 I
PROTOTYPE
CARD
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C .1 .7  COMPONENT LAYOUT - VERO 1 AND VERO 2
FROM VERO 3
iOTOTYPE
o  o
V E R O  1
V E R O  2
SHEET ? OF 8
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I
C .1 .8  COMPONENT LAYOUT » VERO 3 AND PCB 1
KEY1 KEYS KEYS KEY4 KEYS KEYS KEY? KEYS
LED1 LEDS LE.D3 LED4 LEDS LEDS LED? LEDS
P C B  1
LDR1
LDRS
LD43
LDR4
LDRS
LDRS
LDR7
o = -LDRS
FUNCT KEY NO SH NO
L IN E  1 KEY1 50
L IN E  2 KEYS 51
STATION! KEYS 52
STATIONS KEY4 S3
STATIONS KEYS 54
DIVERT KEYS 55
HOLD KEY? S?
RECALL KEYS SB
SHEET 0 OF 8 V E R O  3
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C.2 COMPONEFxi •" LIST
Resistora ( 1/4 W unless specifically stated )
R1 - IK Rll - 15K
R2,R3 - 2K2 R12 - 6K8
R4 - 10K R13 - 100K
R5 - IK R14 - 3K3
R6 - 470 R15,R16,R17 - LOK
R7 - 220 R18,...,R25 - 3K3
R8 - 470 R26,...,R41 - 10K
R9 -220 R42,...,R49 - 2K2
• 47 p£ ( ceramic )
• 22 pf ( ceramic )
• 1 mfd ( electrolytic )
• 0.1 ofd ( decoupling capacitors, ceramic )
Integrated Circuits 
U1 - not used 
U2 - 74LS244 
US - 74LS08 
U4 - 74LS04 
US - 74LS244 
U6 - 74LS02 
U7 - 74LS21 
U8 - 74LS373 
U9 - 74LS373 
U10 - 74LS109 
Ull - 74LS245 
U12 - 2764 
U13 - 74LS373
U14 - 8035 
U15 - 74LS04 
U16 - 74LS08 
U17 - 74LS08 
a18 - 74LS02 
U19 - 7418373 
U20 - 4049 
021 - 40106 
U22 - 40106 
U23 - 4011 
U24 - 4011 
U25 - 4016 
U26 - 4016
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Semi-conductors
TR1 - BC107b
TR2„TR3 - BCY71
TR4 - :0107b
D1 - 5.5v Zener diode
D2 - JN4148
LED1 - 5 mm green LED
Miscellaneous
XTAL - 6 Mhz crystal
81,82 - 4 way DIL
C - 15 pin D-connector
LDR1,...,LDR8 - Light Dependant Resistors
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C .3  DECODER LOGIC DESIGN
A block diagram of the syj „s is given below
PC - Personal Computer
MC - Microprocessor
BUFF - Bye-directional data buffer and latcL
E13 - Address bit 1 from the PC
P26 - Bit 6 of port 2 of the MC
D - DIR ( 01, prototype card )
G - G ( 01, prototype card )
El - Enable ( 08, active high )
0C1 - Output Control ( 06, active low )
E2 - Enable ( 09, active high )
0C2 - Output Control ( U9, active low )
G4 - Enable ( Oil, active low )
, The decoder controls the operating sequence of the various chips. The 
inputs of the decoder are controlled by the PC ( D, G, E13 ) and the 
microprocessor ( MC ) ( P26 ). The following operations must be con­
trolled:
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■)
1. MC read data from the BUFF.
2. PC write data to BUFF.
3. PC read data from MC.
4. PC read RC control line.
The outputs of the decoder exe controlled according to the information 
at the decoder input. A truth table of the inputs and the corresponding 
outputs of the decoder is given below
Operation Inputs Outputs
D G E13 P26 El E2 0C1 0C2 G4
PC — > BUFF 
BUFF --> MC
BUFF MC 
& RC — > PC 
All others
X X X I  
0 0 0 X
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A full truth table is given below
Outputs
The expressions for the five outputs, in terms of the inputs, 
minimised and are given as;
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0C1 is minimised using karnaugh maps.
Lsed using a karnaugh map.
The decoder has been implemented using 2-Input NOR gates, 2-Input AND 
gates and Inverters. The circuit diagram of the decoder is given in Ap­
pendix Cl ( Sheet 4 ).
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C .4  IN TER FA CE U N IT  SOFTWARE
C .4 .1  A PDL D ESCRIPTION
PROCEDURE: INTER2
* reset RE and SC *
REPEAT
WHILE ( RE = low )
END WHIIiE:
* read BUFF and store the data in register 0 ( 1
* start TIMER for 1 second *
FLAG! = FALSE
* send serial data *
CALL 0UTP27
* receive aerial answer *
IF ( the answer is correct )
FLAG1 = TRUE
IF ( TIMER = 1 sec )
FLAGI = TRUE 
R3 * 00H 
ENDIF:
UNTIL ( FLAGI = TRUE )
* make data available to the PC *
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( place result of R3 on port 1 )
* switch LED off *
* set RC = low *
* wait *
END WHILE:
UNTIL ( forever )
PROCEDURE: OUTP27
This procedure takes the value of RO and transmits to the D.P.S. module 
in the required serial format.
PROCEDURE: SCANT1
This procedure scans input T1 and receives the answer from the D.P.S. 
module. It converts the serial incoming information to an 8 bit word.
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C .4 .2  SOFTWARE LISTIN G
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FILE: INTEMtpBPC HEHLETHACKARSi 8148 Assembler
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOISCE LIE
2
1618 C5 10 H IT !  SEL RBO
1001 2360 i l  MOV A.tODH jCLEAR RE AND *C
a *  8  P  ^
l l l ' l  a n  15 f f i  M t I K
a ™ "  @  K k
g g "  g " " '  g i  h g "
!!ii &  l l  MllZi IS !f(3IK |™ IM T6 ”  *D
K 5  S P
I K K  § « . ,  ^  ' ^ 1 ,
M IC  U »  3 t S32i CALL DUTP27 jSEWl SERIAL DATA
B P  # " = '  F  T  G B " "
0  1= ^ 2
a #  a :  s  p ?  M a p
@ 8  s  &  @ r
S j!  S ™ '  R  M  JHIKE DflTfl flWIL
R K  &  a #  n m u m "
K  I f  f
m  g *  i " ™ "  gSrL Sj'?"1 :sei
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FILEi INTEMipBPC «SLETT-PftCKM»! B 6«  Assembler PAGE 2
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE L I®
NAIN7! INTI jttiNPR jf f l lL E  RE=HIGH
jlJUTPUT THE DATA IN  THE CORRECT SERIAL FORMAT
kp27! m  j o g  |  INITIALISE
OJTl! ml  A ,437 |1 U  CYCLE DELAY
jINITMLISE
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FILE! INTERZipGPC tEHLETT-PACKMlIl! M48 d ssw k le r 
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
i;n
06BI HADm
B0B4 56BS
m
e |
kr
5
A,«ADH
jIF  Tt=t GOTO SCAl 
(31 CYCLE DELAY
jRECHECK T l= l 
;60 CYCLE DELAY
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APPENDIX D. DATA FLOW AND TASK MANAGEMENT
An examination of the flow of data through an information processing 
system ia fundamental to the design process. It is of raa.jr importance 
to be able to develop a clear overall view of hoy data transverses the 
system. Such an approach will then lead to a partitioning of the system 
into areas of processing activity, and as to how these activities are to 
be managed.
It is essential to distinguish graphically between the activities of data 
management and data transformation. The following conventions are intro­
duced for this purpose
Graphical symbols fo r  data flow diagrams
Symbols are introduced for processes (areas of data management) and for 
resources (areas of data transformation).
( Data inputs ) ( Data outputs )
Identifier X 
Identifier Y ^
Identifier 2 ■  —
Process
Identifier U
— >  Identifier V 
— Identifier W
Graphics Symbol for a Process 
A process may comand any number of data inputs and outputs.
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cResource Identifier
Identifier Resource name
)
Graphic Symbol for a Resource
The operator name is given immediately above the arrows pointing into or 
out of the resource. Other identifiers which are part of the procedure 
implementing the operation on the resource (ie. status, resource manage­
ment information like pointers etc.) are net considered part of the data 
flow diagram.
A resource comprises an aggregate of structural components including 
single data items, records and arrays and a collection of operators Qor 
procedures) which have exclusive access to the components of the data 
aggregate. User access to the resource will entirely be managed via the 
collection of operators. The operators taken together with the data ag­
gregate uniquely characterise the behaviour of the resource.
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f  \  0p'
I Resource name J- ..  ■■ Identifier
Graphic Symbol for a Resource
The operator name is given immediately above the arrows pointing into or 
out of the resource. Other identifiers which are part of the procedure 
implementing the operation on the resource (ie. status, resource manage­
ment information like pointers etc.) are not considered part of the data 
flow diagram.
A resource comprises an aggregate of structural components including 
single data items, records and arrays and a collection of operators (or 
procedures) which have exclusive access to the components of the data 
aggregate. User access to the resource will entirely be managed via the 
collection of operators. The operators taken together with the data ag­
gregate uniquely characterise the behaviour of the resource.
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APPENDIX E. PDL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE
E,1 S T A T IS T IC A L  TES T  PROCESS
PROCEDURE; Statistical Test Process
INPUT : Keyboard, Interface Unit 
OUTPUT: Display, Printer, Interface Unit
OPEN : Process Curve Resource and Data Input Resource
IST1 = FALSE
REPEAT
DISPLAY: * clear screen *
DISPLAY: STATISTICAL TEST PROCESS 
DISPLAY: 1 : Data Input Process 
DISPLAY: 2 : Sampling Process 
DISPLAY: 3 : Data Output Process 
DISPLAY: 4 : Quit
Select the required option and press <entet? 
ENDPUT:
KEYBOARD: FUNCT 
ENDGET:
* Check range of FUNCT *
CASE FUNCT OF
1 : CALL Data Input Process
2 : CALL Sampling Process
3 : CALL Data Output Process
4 : * QUIT *
* Save IDTOTAL *
IST1 = TRUE 
ENDCASE:
UNTIL (IST1=TRUE)
*  Close Random Files *
END PROCEDURE: Statistical Test Process
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E.2 DATA INPUT PROCESS
PROCEDURE: Data Input Process
INPUT : Keyboard, Date Input Resource, Process Curve Resource 
OUTPUT: Display, Data Input Resource, Process Curve Resource, 
Random Number Resource
FL&G1 = FALSE 
REPEAT
DISPLAY: DATA INPUT PROCESS
DISPLAY: 1 : Read values in the data input resource
DISPLAY: 2 : Read values in the process Carve resource
DISPLAY: 3 : Input required values
DISPLAY: 4 : Erase a record
DISPLAY: 5 : Quit
ENDPUT:
. KEYBOARD: I DU 
ENDGET:
CASE IDI1 OF
1 : CALL Data Input Process A - See Appendix E2.2
2 : CALL Data Input Process B - S6e Appendix E2.2
3 : CALL Data Input Process C - See Appendix E2.3
4 : CALL Data Input Process D - See Appendix S2.4
5 : CALL Data Input Process E - See Appendix E2.5
ENDCASE:
UNTIL (FLAG1=TRUE)
END PROCEDURE: Data Input Process
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E.2.1 DATA INPUT PROCESS A
PROCEDURE: Bata Input Process A
INPUT : Keyboard, Data Input Resource 
OUTPUT: Display
IF IDTOTAL=0
DISPLAY; There are no records available 
ENDPUT:
* Display headings *
FOR IDA1 = 1 TO IDTOTAL 
* Display values *
NEXT IDA1
END PROCEDURE: Data Input faccess A
£ .2 .2  D A TA  IN P U T  PROCESS B
PROCEDURE: Data Input Process B
INPUT : Keyboard, Process Curve Resource 
OUTPUT: Display
IF IDT0TAL=0
DISPLAY: There are no records available 
ENDPUT:
* Display headings *
FOR IDB1 *  1 TO IDTOTAL 
* Display values *
NEXT IDB1
END PROCEDURE: Data Input Process B
.2 .3  D A TA  IN P U T  PROCESS C
PROCEDURE: Data Input Process C
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INPUT : Keyboard, Random Number Resource, Process Curve Resource 
OUTPUT: Display, Random Number Resource, Process Curve Resource, 
Data Input Resource
IF IDTOTAL=IDMAX
DISPLAY: Maximum number of records already exist 
ENDPUT:
IDTQTAL = IDTOTAL+1 
ID = IDTOTAL
* input the required data *
* put the data in thv random file buffer *
KEYBOARD: Use Existing or New process curve resource ; CDC1 
ENDGET:
IDC1 = FALSE 
REPEAT 
IF CDC1=E
* input the required data *
* copy the appropriate random number resource and store 
it under the correct filename *
IDC1 = TRUE
IF CDC1=N
* input the required data x*
* put data in the rand.-a file buffer *
CALL CALC P C
IDC1 = TRUE-
UNTIL^'CIDC 1=TRUE )
MODULE: CALC_P_C
CDCC1 = PROCC * process curve name *
CASE CDCC1 OF:
SELF: Manual Input 
NODEF = 0 
IDCC2 = FALSE 
REPEAT
* input the number of the product to fail *
* generate a random test number *
* save the values *
NODEF = NODEF+1
KEYBOARD: Last number (Y/N) ; CDCC2 
ENDGET:
IF CDCC2=Y
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IDCC2 = TRUE
* display the amount of products already input *
ENDIF:
UNTIL (IDCC2=TRUE)
* sort the array according to product numbers; from smallest to 
largest. When a product number is swapped the corresponding 
test number must also be swapped. *
* calculate and save PSIZE and PROB *
TYPE-A: Binomial Distribution
See Appendix B1 
TYPE-B: Horsnell Distribution 
See Appendix B2 
ENDCASE:
END MODULE: CALC_P_C
END PROCEDURE: Data Input Process C
E .2 .4  D A TA  IN P U T  PROCESS D
PROCEDURE: Data Input Process D
INPUT : Keyboard, Data Input Resource, Process Curve Resource 
OUTPUT: Display, Data Input Resource, Process Curve Resource
IF ISTGTAL = 0
DISPLAY: There are no records available 
ENDPUT:
KEYBOARD: Input the ID of the record to be displayed; ID 
ENDGET:
IDD1 ~ ID 
IDD2 = FALSE 
REPEAT
IF ID = IUTOTAL
* Fill the record with blanks *
IDD2 = TRUE
IDD3 = ID
* GET record ID : PUT record IDD3 *
UNTIL (IDD2=TRUE)
DISPLAY: Record IDD1 has been erased 
ENDPUT:
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END PROCEDURE: Data Input Process D
E .2 .5  D A TA  IN PU T  PROCESS E
PROCEDURE: Data Input Process E
INPUT : none 
OUTPUT: FLAG1
FLAG1 = TRUE
* save all the information required by the system, on floppy * 
END PROCEDURE: Data Input Process E
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E.3 SAMPLING PROCESS
PROCEDURE: Sampling Process
INPUT : Keyboard, Random Number Resource, Process Curve Resource, 
Interface Unit, Data Input Resource, Data Output Resource 
OUTPUT: Display, Data Input Resource, Date Output Resource, 
Interface Unit
DISPLAY: SAMPLING PROCESS 
DISPLAY: 1 : Run all test processes
DISPLAY: 2 : Run individual te’st processes
DISPLAY: 3 : Quit
DISPLAY: Select the required option and press <enter>
ENDPUT:
KEYBOARD: IS1 
ENDGET:
CASE IS1 OF
1 : * All tests *
FOP. ID = 1 TO IDTOTAL
* Copy random number resource into an array *
CALL Sampling Plans 
NEXT ID
2 : * Individual Tests *
KEYBOARD: Enter the ID of the record ; ID 
ENDGET:
* Copy random number resource to an array *
CALL Sampling Plans
ENDGASE:
MODULE: Sampling Plans
IS3 = SSIZE 
CASE SPLAN OF
100% : * Full Inspection *
FOR PR0DUCTN0 = 1 TO IS3
CALL Algorithm_A Process - See Appendix E3.1
CALL Test Result Process - See Appendix E3.5
DISPLAY: Record ID : Completed PRODUCING of IS3 
ENDPUT:
NEXT PRODUCING
FLAG1 = FALSE
FOR PR0CUCTN0 = 1 TO IS3
CALL A2gorithm_B Process - See Appendices E3.2, E3.3, E3.A
CALL Test Result Process - See Appendix E3.5
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DISPLAY: Record ID : Completed PRODUCING of IS3 
ENDPUT:
END CASE:
SSTATUS = TRUE
END MODULE: Sampling Plans
END PROCEDURE: Sampling Process
E .3 .1  A L G O R IT H M ,* PROCESS ( 100% TE S TIN G  )
NOTATION - The Interim Resource < IN1ERRES ) is a two dimensional array. 
Two subscripts are required to reference any component in the array. One 
subscript refers to a specific record, in this case each test has its own
record. The other subscript refers to a field- in the record. There are
eight fields in each record ( TTYPE, TSTATUS, OUTCOME, COUNT, COUNTK, 
FLG1, FLG2, TIME ) - See Chapter 7. A specific field ( say TTYPE ) in a 
specific record ( say TESTNO ) is referenced using the following ex-
INTERRES(TESTNO,TTYPE)
The notation used for this expression, for the following PDL description, 
is simply TTYPE.
TTYPE = INTERRES (TESTNO,TTYPE)
PROCEDURE: Algorithm_A Process
INPUT : Interim Resource, Interface Unit, Data Input Resource, PRODUCING
OUTPUT: Interim Resource, Interface Unit
CONSTANTS:
FAILTIME = 2 
PASSTIME = 1 
NOTIME = 0
FLAG1=FALSE
FOR TESTNO = 1 TO MAXTEST 
TTYPE = FULL 
COUNT = 0 
TSTATUS = RUN 
TIME = 0
CALL Test Fail Process - See Appendix E3.6 
CALL Interface Unit Process - See Appendix E3.6 
IF STATUS=TRUE
OUTCOME = PASS 
TIME = PASSTIME
IF STATUS=FALSE
OUTCOME = FAIL
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TIME = FAILTIME 
ELSE
OUTCOME = UNKNOWN
ENDIF:
NEXT TESTNO
END PROCEDURE: Algorithm__A Process
E .3 .2  ALGORlTHM_B PROCESS ( CSP SAMPLING )
NOTATION - The Interim Resource ( INTERRES ) is a two dimensional array. 
Two subscripts are required to reference any component in the array. One 
subscript refers to a specific record, in this case each test has its own 
record. The other subscript refers to a field in the record. There are 
eight fields in each record ( TTYPE, TSTATUS, OUTCOME, COUNT, COUNTK, 
FLG1, FLG2, TIME ) - See Chapter 7. A specific field ( say TTYPE ) in a 
specific record ( say TESTNO ) is referenced using the following ex­
pression.
INTERRES (TESTNO jTTYPE)
The notation used for this expression, for the following PDL description, 
is simply TTYPE.
TTYPE * INTESRESCTESTNp,TTYPE)
PROCEDURE: Algcrithm_B Process ( CSP Sampling )
INPUT : Interim Resource, Interface Unit, Data Input Resource, PRODUCTNO 
OUTPUT: Interim Resource, Interface Unit
CONSTANTS:
FAILTIME » 2 
PASSTIME = 1 
NOTIME = 0
FLAG1 = FALSE 
IF FLAG2=FALSE
* initialise the Interim Resource *
FOR TESTNO = 1 TO MAXTEST 
TTYPE = FULL 
COUNT = 0 
TSTATUS = RUN
CALL Test Fail Process - See Appendix £3.6 
CALL Interface Unit Process - See Appendix E3.6 
IF STATUS=TRUE
OUTCOME = PASS 
TIME = PASSTIME
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IF STATUS=FALSE
OUTCOME - FAIL 
TIME = FAILTIME
OUTCOME = UNKNOWN 
ENDIF:
ENDIF:
NEXT TESTNO 
FLAG2 = TRUE
FOR TESTNO = 1 TO MAXTEST
CALL Test Fail Resource - See Appendix E3.6 
CASE SPLAN OF: * type of sampling plan *
IF OUTCOME=PASS
IF COUNT=l
IF TTYPE-FULL
TTYPE = PART
TSTATUS = NORUN
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f *
TSTA2US = RUN
COUNT = F * F = 1/f *
IF TT¥PE=FULL
TSTATUS = RUN
TSTATUS = NORUN
COUNT = COUNT-1 
ENDIF:
IF OUTCOME=FAIL
COUNT = I * I = i *
TTYPE = FULL 
TSTATUS = HUN 
ENDIF:
IF OUTCOME=UNKNOtfN
COUNT - COUNT-1 
ENDIF: ( end of CSP-1 )
IF OUTCOME=PASS
IF TTYPE=rULl
IF COUNT=l
TTYPE = PART
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TSTATOS = NORUN
COUNT = i-1 * F = 1/f *
FLG1 = FALSE
TSTATOS = RUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF COUNT=l
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNT = F * F = 1/f *
IF FLAG1=TRUE
IF COUNTK—1
FLG1 = FALSE
COUNTK = COUNTK-1
TSTATUS = NORUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
ENDIF:
IF OUTCOME=FAIL
IF TTYPE=PART
IF FLG1=FALSE
COUNTK = I * I = i *
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f 
TSTATUS = NORUN 
FLG1 = TRUE
TSTATOS = RUN 
TTTFE = FULL 
COUNT = I * I = i *
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNT = I * I = i *
* OUTCOME = UNKNOWN *
COUNT = COUNT-1
ENDIF; ( end of CSP-2 )
IF OUTCOME=PASS
IF TTYPE=PART
IF FLG2=FALSE
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IF COUNT*!
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNT = F * F = 1/f *
TSTATUS = NORUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF C0UNT*1
TSTATUS = NORUN 
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f 
FLG2 = FALSE
TSTATUS = RUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF TSTATUS=RUN
IF FLG1=TRUE
IF COUNTK=l
IF FLG2=FALSE
FLG1-FALSS 
ENDIF: \
COUNTK = COUNTK-1
IF COUNT*!
TSTATUS = NORUN
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f *
TTYPE = PART
FLG1 = FALSE
FLG2 = FALSE
TSTATUS == RUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF OUTCOME=FAIL
IF TTYPE=PART
IF FLG1=FALSE
TSTATUS = RUN 
TTYPE = PART
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COUNTK = I * I = i *
COUNT = 4 
FLG1 = TRUE 
FLG2 = TRUE
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNT - I * I = i *
TTYPB = FULL
TRTATOS = RUN
COUNT = I * I = i *
TTTPE = FULL
OUTCOME = UNKNOWN *
COUNT - COUNT-1
ENDIF: ( ead of CSP-3 )
ENDCASE:
IF STATUS=RUN
CALL Interface Unit Process - See Appendix E3.6 
IF STATUS=TRUE
OUTCOME = PASS 
TIME - PASSTIME
IF STATUS=i'ALSE
OUTCOME = FAIL 
TIME = FAILTIME
OUTCOME = UNKNOWN 
ENDIF:
OUl’COMF, = PASS 
TIME = NOTIME
NEXT TESTNO
END PROCEDURE: Algorithm_B Process ( CSP Sampling )
E .3 .3  ALGORITHM_B PROCESS ( MLP SAMPLING )
PROCEDURE: Algorithm_3 Process ( MLP Sampling )
Only the CASE function differs from the PDL description of the Algorithe_B 
Process in Appendix E3.2 ( Algorithm_B Process - CSP Sampling ). The CASE 
funct'on which follows replaces that of Appendix E3.2 when the multi-level 
continuous inspection plans are executed.
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CASE SPLAN OF: * Sampling Plan *
IF OUTCOME=PASS
IF TryPE=FULL
IF COUNT=l
TTYPE = PART
TSTATUS = NORUN
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f *
COUNTS = I * i = i *
TSTATiJS - RUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF CQUNT=1
IF COUNTK=l
IF FLGK2
FLG1 = FLG1+1
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNTK = I * I = i *
COUNT = F**FLG1 * F = 1/f *
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNTK = COUNTK-1
COUNT = F**FLG1 * F = 1/f *
TSTATUS = NORUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF OUTCOME=FAIL
IF mPE=FULL
TSTATUS = RUN 
COUNT = I * 1 = 1 *
IF FLO1-1
TSTATUS = RUN 
TTYPE = FULL 
COUNT = I * i = i *
TSTATUS = NORUN
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COUNTK = I * 1  = 1 *
FIX51 = FLG1-1 
COUNT = (F**FLG1)-1
ENDIF:
END1F: ( end of MLP sampling plan )
IF OUTCOME=PASS
IF TTYPE=FULL
IF C0UNT=1
TTYPE = PAST
TSTATOS = NORUN
COUNT = F-l * F = 1/f *
COUNTK = I * 1  = 1 *
TSTATUS = RUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF C0UNT=1
IF COUNTK*!
IF FLG1<2
FLG1 = FLG1+1
TSTATUS * RUN
COUNTK = I * 1  = 1 *
COUNT = F**FLG1 * F = 1/f *
TSTATUS = RUN
COUNTK = COUNTK-1
COUNT = F**FLG1 * F = 1/f *
TSTATUS = NORUN 
COUNT = COUNT-1
IF 0UTC0ME=FAIL
TSTATUS = RUN 
TTYPE = FULL 
COUNT = I * 1  = 1 *
ENDIF:
ENDIF: ( end of MLP-T sampling plan )
ENDCASE:
END PROCEDURE: Algorithm__B Process ( MLP Sampling )
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E.3.4 ALGORITHM_B PROCESS ( CSP AND WSP SAMPLING )
NOTATION - The Interim Resource ( INTERKES ) is a two dimensional array. 
TVo subscripts are required to reference any component in the array. One 
subscript refers to a specific record, in this case each test has its own 
record. The other subscript refers to a field in the record. There are 
eight fields in each record ( TTYPE, TSTATUS, OUTCOME, COUNT, COUNTK, 
FLG1, FLG2, TIME ) - See Chapter 7. A specific field ( say TTYPE ) in a 
specific record ( say TESTNO ) is referenced using the following ex­
pression.
INTERKES(TESTNO, TTYPE)
The notation used for this expression, for the following PDL description, 
is simply TTYPE.
TTYPE = INTERKES(TESTNO,TTYPE)
PROCEDURE: Algorithm_B Process ( CSP and WSP Sampling )
INPUT : Interim Resource, Interface Unit, Data Input Resource, PRODUCTNO 
OUTPUT: Interim Resource, Interface Unit
CONSTANTS:
FAILTIME = 2 
PASSTIME = 1 
NOTIME = 0
FLAG1 - FALSE 
IF FLA82=FALSE
* initialise the Interim Resource *
FOR TESTNO = 1 TO MAXTEST 
IF SPLAN=WSP-1
AOQLI = AOQL/MAXTEST 
AOQLI = (A0QL!*SSIZE)/(F-1)
IF A0QLK1
TTYPE = FULL 
TSTATUS = RUN
TTYPE = PART 
TSTATUS = RUN 
COUNT = F * F = 1/f *
COUNTK = INT( AOQLI )
ELSE * SPLAN = CSP-F *
TTYPE = FULL 
TSTATUS = RUN 
COUNT = I * 1 = 1 *
TIME = 0
CALL Test Fail Process - See Appendix E3.6 
CALL Interface Unit Process - See Appendix E3.6
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Appendix E3.6
Sampling Plan
NOTE : Plan CSP-F has the same operation
CALL Interface Unit Process - See Appendix E3.6
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IF STA7US=FALSE
OUTCOME = FAIL 
TIME = FAILTIME
OUTCOME = UNKNOWN
ENDIF:
OUTCOME = PASS 
TIME = NOTIME
NEXT TESTNO 
_ ENDIF:
END PROCEDURE: Algorithm_B Process ( CSP ana WSP Sampling )
E .3 .5  T E S T  RESULT PROCESS
PROCEDURE: Test Result Process
INPUT : Interim Resource, Data Output Resource, Process Curve Resource 
Random Number Resource, Data Input Resource, PRODUCTNO 
OUTPUT: Data Output Resource
BEGIN: \
* Copy the results of the Interim Resource to the Data Output Resoui
TOTALTIME = 0 
FOR TESTNO = 1 TO MAXTEST 
* Check for FAIL OUTGO.*'7?1 s and calculate DEFNUMBER *
TOTALTIME = TOTALTIME+TTIME 
NEXT TESTNO
* Save TOTALTIME in the Data Output Resource *
* Calculate RUNTIME and store it on the floppy *
* If there are 25 records store them on the floppy and start again *
END PROCEDURE: Test Result Process
£ .3 .6  MODULES FOR ALG O R ITH M  PROCESS
MODULE: Test Fail Process
IF TESTNO < >8 * 1
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IF FLAG1=FALSB
NODEF = PSIZE 
IF VAR<=NODEF
IF PRODUCING < RNRES(TES1>IO,PNO)
TEST=0 
KEYNO = FFH
TEST = RNEES(TESTNO,TNO) 
CASE TEST OF
1 : KEYNO » FEH
2 : KEYNO = FDH
3 : KEYNO = DFK
4 : KEYNO * FBH
5 : KEYNO = F7H
6 : KEYNO = EFH
7 : KEYNO = 7FH
8 : KEYNO = FFH
ENDCASE:
VAR = VAR+1
KEYNO = FFH
OUT 304K,KEYNO 
ENDPUT:
FLAG1 = TRUE
IF TEST=8
KEYNO = FCH 
KEYNO = FFH
OUT 304H,KEYNO 
ENDPUT:
FMG1=FALSB
END MODULE: Test Fail Process
MODULE: Interface Unit Process
INPUTS : TESTNO 
OUTPUTS: STATUS
CONSTANTS:
MDA=300H 
SETRE=303H 
TESTDAT(1)=80H
RDRC=300H
RDDAT=302H
TESTDAT(5)=04H
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TESTDAT(2)=40H TESTDAT(6)=02H 
TESTDAT(3)=20H TESTDAT(7)=01H 
TESTDAT(4)=08H TESTDAT(8)=C0K
* make data available *
OUT MDA,TESTDAT(TESTNO)
* set RE high *
OUT SETRE.OOH
WHILE ( RC is low ) *wait*
RC=IN (RDRC.AND.01H)
ENDWHILE:
WHILE (RC is high ) *wait*
RC=IN (RDRC.AND.01H)
ENDWHILE:
* get data *
STATUS=IN (RDDAT)
* set RE low *
OUT SBTRE,00H
END MOPU""- 'terface Unit Process
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E.4 DATA OUTPUT PROCESS
PROCEDURE: Data Output Process
INPUT : Keyboard, Data Input Resource, Data Output Resource, 
Process Curve Resource, Random Number Resource 
OUTPUT: Display, Printer
BEGIN:
ID04 = FALSE 
REPEAT
DISPLAY: DATA OUTPUT PROCESS 
DISPLAY; L t Output a datafile to the printer
DISPLAY: 2 : Output a datafile to the screen
DISPLAY: 3 : Output a rnresource to the printer
DISPLAY: 4 : Output a rnresource to the screen
DISPLAY: 5 : Quit
ENDPUT:
KEYBOARD: ID01 
ENDGET:
CASE ID01 OF
1 : * Print the appropriate headings and results *
2 : * Display the appropriate headings and results *
3 : * Print the appropriate headings and results *
4 : * Display the appropriate headings and results *
5 : * Quit *
ID04 = TRUE ,
ENDCASE:
UNTIL (ID04=TRUE)
END PROCEDURE: Data Output Process
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Appendix F. EVALUATION RESULTS
Sample F A0Q1
t/P
AOQ
3 2 '
PC
Type
10000 0.02 200 0 ° 0 0 80200 TYPE-A
" ” " 1000 3
0.00125
/ 0.0026 "
" " 1000 * " O.OOK "
" " " 700 > " 0.0066 ”
" " " 1000 5 " 0.0045 "
" " " 1000 » " 0.0042 "
o .w « 0 0 0 0^ 0 25
" " " 1000 » / o .o o u ”
2S " " " 1000 » X " 0.0042 "
" " ” 700 5 0.0082 "
c s r - j " " " 1000 » 0.0073 "
" " " 1000 0.0082 "
10000 0.02 200 0 0 0 ° TYPE-A
" " " 1300
0.00125
/ 0.0007 76272 "
" " " WOO 10 " 0.0007 76272
" " " 1000 " 0.0042 62289 "
" » " 1 * 0 " 0 .0 0 1 . "
" " " 1300 " 0 .0 0 1 , "
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Sample PC F
t/P 109 S T PCTypo
10000 0.02 214 ° »
TYPE-S
" " "
0.00125
O.OOH "
" " " 0.0023 "
" " " 0.0049 "
" " " 1300 0.0057 "
" " " U K " 0.0049 *0*3 "
10000 0.02 0 0 0 0
" " " 740 > I 0.00,1 H 7 1 , "
HLP-T " " " 740 l > " 0. 0046 H ,0 0 "
c m - i " " " 410 3 " 0.0063
o n . " " " 660 3 " o o o w "
GSP-3 " " " 660 3 " o .o o w 51474 "
tore 10000 0.01 0 ° 0 0 M l "
HLP " " " 740 3
0.00125
/ 0 .0 0 4 , 4 „ W "
" " " 740 3 " 0 .0 0 4 : 4 ™ ' "
" " " 410 3 0.0050 4 0 0 * "
" " " 3 " 0.0062 ,7 :7 0 "
csr-3 " " " 660 3 ’’ 0 . 0 0 * "
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Sample
F t/p
AOQ
10000 0.01 0 o
•TCPE-B
" " ■ 740 3
0.00125
0.0064 "
" " " 740 3 " 0.0066 "
" " " 410 3 " 0.0*1 "
" " « W 3 " 0.0050 "
" " " 660 3 " 0.0062 "
100M 0.01 0 » 0 0
" " " 740 3
0.00125
/ 0.0044 W H O "
MIf-T " " " 740 3 " 0.0044 41034 "
om-1 " " " 410 3 " 0.0054 37907 "
CSP-2 " " " 660 3 " 0.0045 40*7 "
" ■ " 660 3 " 41U, "
10000 0.03 » 0 » W37:
" " " 1000 3
0.00125
/ "
KLP-T ” ” " 1000 3 " O.OOM "
CSP-1 " " " 700 5 " 0.005, 04", "
CSP-2 " " " 1000 3 " O.OOU "
CSP-3 " " 1000 3 " 0,0044 "
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Sample
= F AOQLt/p Auq S : 1
10000 0.005 0 " o 0 M O M o’oo?
" " " 740 3
0.00125
0.0032 "
MLP-T " " " 740 3 " "
CSF-1 ■ " WO 3 " 0.0027 "
CSP-2 " " " 660 3 " o . m m "
CSP-3 " " " 660 3 O . K W M W * "
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F.2 BATCH INSPECTION PLAN RESULTS
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F .2 .1  P IA N  C SP-F  RESULTS
Type
Sample
' F t/p AOQ
l a 700 O.OJ » 0 0 TJTE-A
" " " 302
0.00143
/ 0.0086 "
700 0.02 0 0 0.0025
CSP-F " " " 302
0,00143
/
0.0114
0.0086 "
100% 700 o.oa 0 0 0
CSP-F " " " 302
0.00143
/
0.0114
0.0157 "
500 0.02 10 0 0 0 0 4010 TTPE-A
CSP-F " " " 302
o.ooiHT
/ o. m w 3373 "
100% 500 0.02 0 0 ° 0 4011
CSP-F " " " 302
0.00143
/ 0.0020 3187 "
500 0.02 0 0 0 » M U
" " " 302
0.00143
/ 3313 "
500 0.01 « 0 0 • 0 M O ,
" " " 302
0.00143
' / 0.0080 3018 "
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Type
Sample
1 t/p A0Q 5 ^ PCType
8a 100% 500 0.01 9 0 o 0 0 4009
TPPE-B
CSP-F " " " 302
0.00143
/ 0.0080 "
500 0.03 0 0 °
CSP-F " " " 302
0.00143
0.0080 "
100% 700 0.01 0 0 » T o ! 1
10b CSP-F " " 302
0.00143
o.oow "
700 0.01 0 » 0 ” oiB
" " 302
0.00143
/ 0.01143 "
700 0.03 0 => » M M
CSP-F " " 302
0.00143
0.0114
0.0U4 3736 "
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F.2 .2  PLAN WSP-1 RESULTS
WSP'l results for a batch of 500 products.
Trial
No Type
Sample
t/P 2 ?
100% 500 0.02 0 0 TOE-A
WSP-1 " " H/4 2 / 0.0060 "
500 0.02 » 0 »
" " " N /6 2 / 0.0040 "
500 0.02 » o, - 0
" " " N/A 2 / 0.0040 ”
500 0.05 0 • 0
TYPE-A
" " " N/A 2 / 0.0160 "
500 0.03 0 ° 0
” " " N/A 2
0 016
0.0080 "
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Type
PC
Prob
I
t/P
AOQ
100% « °
" " " N/A / 0.0060 "
500 0.01 » 0 0 »
" " " li/A = / 0.0140 1542 ■
500 0.03 “ 0 0 " 401S T o j B
" " " S/6 » / 0.0160 2511
"
500 0.03 0 " o 4020
" " " 3
0 032
0.0240 1759 ■■
10a 500 0.02 0 o » ° 4014
" " " N/A = / O.O.W 1945 "
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VSP-1 results for e batch of 700 products.
Type
Sample
F t/p
A0Q
100% 700 0.02 0 0 ° 0
" " " N/A 2 / 0.0043 "
700 0.02 0 0 0 To o”
" " " N/A * / O.OOM
"
700 0.0! 0 0 » 0 5616
T o  15
WSP-1 " " " N/A 2 / 0.0086 "
100% 700 0.03 0 0 o'
WSP-1 " " " N/A 2 / 0.0100 "
700 0.05 0 0 ° 0 M M
" " " N/A > / 0.0086 W 7
"
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Type
Sample
1 F
AOQIi
t/P
AOQ PC
Type
100% 700 0.02 » «
TYPE-B
0.85
tfSP-1 " " S/4 / 0.0028
100% 700 0.01 • 0
WSP-1 " " N/A 3 / 0.0029 "
700 0.03 ° 0 0
" " N/A » /
0.043 "
1001 700 0.05 0 0 o 0 TYPE-A
” " N/A / o.ou. "
10a 700 0.03 0 • 0
10b " *' N/A / 0.01Z, "
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G . l  C O NTINUO US INSPECTION PLAN SOFTWARE LISTIN G
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10 REM
20 REM Statistical Test Process laitializ.e Variables
30 1 # = I - integer , C - character , R - real
40 ' ? = 1,2,3,.......
50 DEFINT I : DEFSTR C : DEFSNG R
RANDOMIZE TIMER ; OPTION BASE
70 ' constant:
80 1
90 ' integer:
IDMAX=10 : MAXTEST%=8 : TRUE=&HFF : FALSE=&H0
* Data Output Resource *
TTYPE%=1 : TSTATUS%=2 : 0UTC0ME%=3 : G0UNT%=1
TIME%=2 : PSTATUS%=4 : TNUM%=3 : PTIME%=4
140 PFAIL%=5 : PR0DN0%=1 
FLG2%»5
: C0UNTKX=3 : FLG1%=4
* Random Number Resource
PNO%=l : TN0%=2
variables:
#ST7
integer;
FUNCTX
integer:
ID=0 : IDT0TAL=0
KEYN0X : TESTS : TESINOX : PRODWCTNOX
* Data Output Resource *
DIM DORES?(25,4) DIM D0RES%(25,5)
* Random Number Resource
DIM RNRES%(500,2)
Data Input Process:
•ariable:
m i
module:
D I PRO A: D I PRO B: D_I PR0.C: D I_PR0 D:
m i  m i #DC? #DD?
module global:
integer:
FLAGU , N0DEFX
Sampling Process:
constant:
module:
Interface Unit Proce.n
module:
Interface
* Test Data "<-urce *
510 DIM TESTDA-Rk-i.)
520 integer:
530 TESTDAT%( 1 : TESTDAT%(5)=&K4
TESTDAn(2)=&K4J : TESTDAT%(6)=&H2
TESTDAT%(3)=&R20 : TESTDAT%(7)=&H1
TESTDAT%(4)=5.H8 : TESTDAT%(8)=SlHC0
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570 MDA%=&H300 : SETRE%=&H303
560 RDRC%=&H300 : RDDAT%=&K302
590 1 Test Fail Process
600 ' integer:
610 TFAIL%=&H30&
620 1 variable:
630 1 local:
640 1 module:
650 ’ module global:
660 ' integer:
670 NOTIMEX=0 : PASSTIMB%=1 : FAILTIME%=2 1 STATUS*
680 REFX=1
690 ’ module:
700 1 integer:
710 VAR%=1 : FLAG1X=FALSE : FLAG?.%=FALSE : DEFNUMBERXeO
720 ' array:
730 1 * Interim Resource *
740 DIM INTBRRES$(8,3) : DIM INTERRES%(8,5)
750 1 module:
760 ' Test Fail Process
770 ' #TF?
780 ' Interface Unit Process
790 ' module:
800 * Interface
810 * integer:
820 ' IN*
830 ' Result Output Process:
840 * variable:
650 ' local:
860 ' #RQ?
870 ■' Initialise IDTDTAL
880 OPEN "initial" AS #5 LEN=20
890 FIELD #5, 4 AS IDT0TAL$, 12 AS RUNTIME*, 4 AS DEFNUMBER?
900 GET #5,1 : IDT0TAL=CVI(IDTOTAL*)
910 REM End of Initialise Variables
920 rem
930 REM *****AAA"A"A,ftAAlAA,A*A,A,AA'A*ft,AAAAAA,*ftAA*'AliVA"A*AAAA*,>*AAA,A,**,ftAAAAA'AAftrt* 
940 REM Statistical Test Process 
950 'begin:
960 OPEN ”P C_RES” AS #1 LEN=3fj
970 FIELD #1, 8 AS PR0CC* , 8 AS PROB? , 10 AS PCFN* , 4 AS PSIZE*
980 OPEN "D I_RE!»" AS #2 LEN=43
990 FIELD n ,  6 AS SPLAN* , IV AS D0FN§ , 6 AS SSIZE* , 8 AS AOQL? ,
4 AS I* , 4 AS F* , 5 AS SSTATUS*
IST1 = FALSE
PRINT " "
PRINT " STATISTICAL TEST PROCESS "
PRINT " "
PRINT " 1 : Data Input Process "
PRINT " 2 : Sampling Process "
PRINT " 3 : Data Output Process "
PRINT " 4 : Quit "
PRINT " Select the required option and press <enter> "
PRTOT " "
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1130 1 end put:
1140 1 get:
1150 INPUT JWCTX
1160 ‘ end get:
1170 IF FU iCn < 1 OR FUNGT% > 4 THEN GOTO 1020
1130 ' case FUNCT% of
1190 ON FUNGT% GOTO 1200,1220,1240,1260
1200 ' 1 : call DATA INPUT PROCESS ( D I_PSO )
1210 GOSUB 1370 : GOTO 1290
1220 ' 2 : call SAMPLING PROCESS ( SAMPLE_PRO )
1230 GOSUB 5200 : GOTO 1290
1240 ' 3 : call DATA OUTPUT PROCESS ( D_0 PRO )
1250 GOSUB 10000 : GOTO 1290
1260 ' 4 : quit
1270 L372T IDTOTAL? =  MKI$(IDTOTAL)
1280 PUT #5,1 : IST1 = TRUE
1290 ' end case:
1300 ' until (IST1 = TRUE)
1310 IF IST1 = FALSE THEN GOTO 1010 
1321 CLOSE
1330 'end:
1340 REM End of Statistical Test Procedure 
1360 END
1370 REM %%%%%%Vn%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
1380 REM Data Input Process ( D_r_PRO )
1390 'begin:
1400 FLAG1%=FALSE 
1410 ' repeat 
1420 1 put:
1430 PRINT " "
1440X PRINT " DATA INPUT PROCESS "
1450 PRINT " "
1460 PRINT " 1 : Read values in the data input resource "
1470 PRINT " 2 : Read values in the process curve resource "
1480 PRINT " 3 : Input required values "
1490 PRINT " 4 : Erase a record ”
1500 PRINT " 5 : Quit "
1510 PRINT " Select the required option and press <enter> "
1520 PRINT " "
1530 1 end put:
1540 1 get:
1550 INPUT IDI1
1560 ' end get:
1570 IF IDI1 < 1 OR ID11 > 5 THEN GOTO 1420
1580 1 case IDI1 of
1590 ON IDI1 GOSUB 1710 , 2060 , 2360 , 4500 , 4960
1600 ' 1 : call D I PRO A
1610 ' 2 : call D I_PRO B
1620 ' 3 : call D I PRO C
1630 ' 4 : call D I PRO D
1640 ’ 5 : call D_I_PRO_E
1650 ' end case:
1660 ' until (FLAG1%=TRUE)
1670 IF FLAGIX = FALSE THEN GOTO 1410
1680 'end: 
1690 RETURN
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1700 REM 6.
1710 REM Data Input Process A ( D_I_PRQ_A )
1720 'begin:
1730 IF lui’OTAL = 0
THEN GOTO 1740 ELSE GOTO 1790 
1740 ’ put:
2750 PRINT " "
1760 PRINT " There are no records available "
1770 ' endput:
1780 GOTO 2010
1790 ' else 
1800 1 put:
1810 PRINT " "
1820 PRINT " ID Sample Data-O/P Sample
1830 PRINT " 40QL I P Sample "
1840 PRINT " Plan File NM Size
1850 PRINT " Status "
1660 PRINT " "
1870 1 endput:
1880 FOR IDA1 = 1 TO IDTOTAl
1890 ID = IDA1 : GET #2,IDA1
1900 ’ put:
1910 PRINT USING "##### ";ID ;
1920 PRli-r USING "\ \ ";SPLAN$ ;
1930 PRINT USING "\ \ ";D0FN$ }
1940 PRINT USING ” # # #  ";CVI(SSIZE?) ;
1950 PRINT USING " ###### ";GVS(AOQL§) ;
1960 PRINT USING " # #  U;CVI(I5) ;
1970 PRINT USING " M H  ";CVI(FS) ;
1980 PRINT USING "&";SSTATUS§
1990 1 endput:
2000 NEXT IDA1
2010 * endif:
2020 'end:
2030 RETURN
2040 SSIf Bad of Data Input Process A ( D I_PRO_A )
2050 REM @@@@@@@@@#@@@@@#^@@@@@@@@@@#§@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@3 
2060 REM Data Input Process 8 ( D I_PRO B )
2070 'begin:
2080 IF IDTOTAL = 0
THEN GOTO 2090 ELSE GOTO 2140 
2090 ' put:
2100 PRINT " "
2110 PRINT " There are .no records available "
2120 ' endput:
2130 GOTO 2310
2140 ' else 
2150 ’ put:
2160 PRINT " "
2170 PRINT " ID Process Pro-Curve Prob
2180 PRINT " Curve File NM
2190 PRINT " "
2200 ' endput:
2210 FOR IliBl = 1 TO IDTOTAL
2220 ID = IDB1 : GET #1,IDB1
2230 * put:
224P PRINT USING " M M #  ";ID ;
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PRINT USING " \ \ ";PROCC? ;
PRINT USING " \ \ ";PCFN§ ;
PRINT USING " •CVS(PRC-B5);
PRINT USING " #W';CVI(PSIZES)
endput:
NEXT IDBl
2320 'end:
2330 RETURN
2340 REM End of Data Input Process B ( D_I PR0_B )
2350 REM 6"------------------   “ ----
2360 REM Data Input Process C ( D_I PR0_C )
2370 'begin:
2380 IF IDTOTAL = IDMAX
THEN GOTO 2390 ELSE GOTO 2430
PRINT " Maximum number of records already exist 1 
endput:
GOTO 3230
IDTOTAL - IDTOTAL+1 : IS = IDTOTAL
PRINT " " : PRINT " Supply the following data : ' 
endput:
endget:
IF COC1="100%" THEN IDC2 = 1 : GOTO 2560 
IF CDC1="CSP-1" ORv CDCi="csp-l" OR CDCl="CSP-2” 
CDCl="csp-2” OR CDCi="CSP-3” OR CDCl="csp-3"
THEN IDC2 = 2 : GOTO 2560 
GOTO 2450
ON IDC2 GOTO 2580,2610
1 : 100% Testing 
RDC1 = 0 : IDC3 = 0 : IDC4 = 0
GOTO 2680
2 : CSP Testing
8 ----- " AOQL ";RDC1
I ";IDC3 
F ";IDC4
Sample plan ”;CDG1 
Data output filename 1 
Sample size ";IDC1
INPUT 
INPUT "
INPUT " 
endget:
GOTO 2680 
endcase:
LSET SPLAN? = CDG1 :
LSET SSI2ES = MKI§(IDC1) : 
LSET IS * MKIS(IDC3)
LSET SSTATUS? = "FALSE"
PUT #2,ID
get:
PRINT " "
INPUT " Use Existing oi 
endget:
IDC1 = FALSE
LSET DOFNS = CDC2 
LSET AOQLS = MKS?(RDC1) 
LSET F$ = MXI$(IDC4)
New process curve resource ";CDCl
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2790 repeat
2600 IF CDC1 = "e" OR CDC1 = "E"
THEN GOTO 2610 ELSE GOTO 3040 
2810 1 get:
2820 PRINT " "
2830 INPUT " Enter the ID cf the curve to be used ";IDC2
2840 iF IDC2 < 1 OR IDC2 > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 2810
2850 INPUT " Process curve filename ";CDC2
2860 ' endgat:
2870 GET #1,IDC2
2880 OPEN PCFK$ AS #3 LEN=9
2890 FIELD #3, 6 AS PN0$, 3 AS TNO?
2900 FOR IDGC3 = 1 TO CVI(PSI2E$)
2910 GET #3,IDCC3 : RNRES%(IDCC3,PNO%) = CVI(PN0$)
2920 RNRES%(IDGC3,TNO%) = CVI(TNO§) : PUT #3,10003
2930 NEXT IDCC3
2940 CLOSE #3
2950 LSET PCFN$ = CBC2 : PUT #1,10 : GET #1,10
2960 OPEN PCFN$ AS #3 LEN=9
2970 FIELD #3, 6 AS PNO§, 3 AS TNG?
2980 FOR IDCC3 = 1 TO CVI(PSIZE$)
2990 LSET PNO? = HKI$(RNR£S%(IDCC3,PNO%))
3000 LSET TNO$ == MKI$ (RNRES%(IDCC3 ,TNO%) )
3010 PUT #3,IDCC3
3020 NEXT ID0C3
3030 CLOSE #3 : IDC1 = TRUE : GOTO 3200
3040 1 else
3050 IF COC1 = "n" OR CDC1 = "N"
THEN GOTO 3060 ELSE GOTO 3190 
3060 ’ put:
3070 PRINT " " \
3080 PRINT " Supply the following data : "
3090 ’ endput:
3100 ’ get:
3110 INPUT " Process curve ";CDC2
3120 INPUT " Process curve filename ";GDC3
3130 INPUT " Prob ";RDC.
3140 1 endget:
3150 LSET PR0CC5 = C0C2 : LSET PCFN? = CDC3
3160 LSET PR0B$ = MKS$(RDC1) : PUT #1,11)
3170 ’ call CALC P C
3180 GOSUB 3270 7 IDC1 = TRUE
3190 1 endif:
3200 ’ endif:
3210 ’ until (IDC1 = TRUE)
3220 IF IDC1 = FALSE THEN GOTO 2740
3230 ' endif:
3240 ’end:
3250 RETURN
3260 rem m m m m M m m m # M m m m m m m m m m m m m #
3270 REM CALC_P__C module 
3280 ‘begin:
3290 OPEN PCFN? AS #3 LEN=9
3300 FIELD #3, 6 AS PNC?, 3 AS TN0$
3310 GET #1,ID : GET #2,ID
3320 COCCI = PROCC?
3330 1 case CDCC1 of
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IF CDCC1 = "SELF " OR CDCC1 = "self
IF CDCC1 - "TYPE-A " OR CDCC1 = "type-s
IF CDCGl = "TYFE-B " OR CDCC1 = "type-b
ON IDCC1 GOTO 3380,3650,3870
SELF t Manual input
1 THEN IDCC1 = 1 
1 THEN IDGC1 = 2 
1 THEN IDCC1 = 3
NODEF% = IDCC2 = FALSE
PRINT " "
INPUT " Enter the number of the product to fail
IF IDCC3 > CVI(SSIZE$) THEN PRINT " Too large "
: GOTO 3410 
N0DEF% » N0DEF%+1 
RNRES%(N0DEF%,PN0%) = IDCC3 
RNRES%(N0DEF%,TN0%) = INT(RND*9)
IF RNRES%(N0DEF%,TN0%) = 0 OR mES%(NODEF%,TNO%) = 9 
THEN GOTO 3480
endget:
Last number (Y/N) ";CDCG2
. IF CDCC2 = "Y" OR CBCC2 = "y"
THEN GOTO 3540 ELSE GOTO 3550 
IBCC2 = TRUE : GOTO 3590
P PRINT " ";N. ils already "
endput:
until (IDCC2 = TRUE) X
IF IDCC2 = FALSE THEN GOTO 3400 
LSET PSIZE$ = MKI$(N0DEF%)
LSET PROS? = MKS§(NODEF%/CVI(SSIZE?))
PUT #1,ID : GOTO 4280 
TYPE-A : Binomial Distribution
N0DEF% = INT(CVI(!;SI2E5)*CVS(PRQB5))
LSET PSI2E$ = HKIy(N0DEP%) : PUT #1,ID 
Generate random numbers 
FOR IDCC2 = 1 TO N0DEF%
RNRES%(IDCC2,PN0%) = INT(RND*GVI(SSIZE$))
IF RNRES%(IDCC2,PN0%) = 0 THEN GOTO 3700 
RNRES%(IDCC2,TNO%) = INT(RND*9)
IF RNKES%(IDCC2,TN0%) « 0 OR RNRES%(IDCC2,TN0%) = 9 
THEN GOTO 3720 
NEXT IDCC2
Check for repeated PNO's 
IF N0DEF% = 1 THEN GOTO 4380 
FOR IDCC3 = 1 TO NODEFX
FOR IDCC4 ■ (IDCC3+1) TO N0DEF%
IF RNEES%(IDCC3,PN0%) = RNRES%(IDCC4,PNO%)
THEN GOTO 3800 ELSE GOTO 3830 
RNRES%(IDCC4,PNO%) = INT(RND*CVI(SSIZE$))
IF RNRES&{XDCC4,PN0%) » 0 THEN GOTO 3800 
GOTO 3770
NEXT IDCC4
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3850 NEXT IDCC3
3660 GOTO 4280
3870 ' TYPE-B : Horsnell Distribution
3380 N03£F% = INT(CVI(SSIZE5)*CVS(PROB$))
3890 1 Generate random numbers
3900 FOR IDCG2 = 1 TO N0DEF%
3910 RNRES%(IDCC2,PN0%) = INT(RND*CVI(SSI2E§))
3920 IF RNRESXCIDCC2,PN0%) = 0 THEN GOTO 3910
3930 RNRES%(IDCC2,TN0%) = INT(RND*9)
3940 IF Rms%(IDCG2,TN0%) = 0 OR RNRES%(IDCC2,TN0%) = 9
THEN GOTO 3930 
3950 NEXT IDCC2
3960 1 Check for repeated PNO's
3970 IF N0DEF% » 1 THEN GOTO, 4070
3980 FOR IDCC3 = I ^  NODEF%
3990 FOR IDCC4 = . DCC3+1) TO N0DEF%
4000 IF RNRES%(Ii3CC3,PN0%) = RNRES%(IDGC4,PN0%)
THEN GOTO 4010 ELSE GOTO 4040 
4010 RNR£S%(IDCC4,PN0%) = INT(RND*CVI(SSI2E$))
4020 IF RNRES%(IDCC4,PN0%) = 0 THEN GOTO 4010
4030 GOTO 3980
4040 1 eadif:
4050 NEXT IDCC4
4060 NEXT IDCC3
4070 ' get:
4080 INPUT " Number of spotty products (prop, of SSZZE)
4090 INPUT " Probability of spotty products ";RDCC2
4100 ' eodget:
4110 TESTNO% = INT(RND*9)
4120 IF TESTNO% = 0 OR TESTN0% = 9 THEN GOTO 4110 \
4130 IDCC2 = INT(RDCC1*CVI(SSIZE$)) 'No of spotty products
4140 IDCC3 = XDCC2/RDCC2 'Range of spotty products
4150 IDCC4 ■ INT(RNB*CVI(SSIZE?)) 'Spotty products start
4160 IF IDCC4 = 0 OR IDCC4 > (CVI(3SIZE$)-IDCC3)
THEN GOTO 4150 
4170 FOR IDCC5 = 1 TO IDCC2
4180 IBCC6 = IDCC4+INT(RND*IDCC3)
4190 FOR IDCC7 » 1 TO N0DEF%
4200 IF IDCC6 = RNRESS(IIICC71PN0%) THEN GOTO 4250
4210 NEXT IDCC7
4220 N0DEF%*N0DEF%+1
4230 RNRES%(N0DEF%,PN0%) = IDCC6
4240 RNRES%f N0DEF%, TN0%) = TESmO%
4250 NEXT IDCC5
4260 LSET PSI2E5 = MKI$(NODEF%) : PUT #1,ID
4270 GOTO 4280
4280 ' endcase:
4290 ' Sort the array
4300 FOR IDGC2 = 1 TO N0DEF%
4310 FOR IDCC3 = (IDCC2+1) TO tlODEF%
4320 IF RNR£S%(IDCC2,PN0%) > RNRES%(IDCC3,PN0%)
THEN GOTO 4330 ELSE GOTO 4550 
4330 SWAP RNRES%(IDCC2,PN0%),RNRES%CIDCC3,PN0%)
4340 SWAP RNRES%(I-CC2,TN0%),RNRES%(IDCC3,TNO%)
4350 1 endif:
4360 NEXT IDCC3
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4370 NEXT IDCC2
4380 FOR IDCC2 = 1 TO N0DEF%
4390 LSET PNO$ = MKI$(RNRES%(IDCC2,PN0%))
4400 LSET TNO$ = (RNRES%(ZDCC2,TNO%))
4410 PUT #3,IDCC2
4420 NEXT IDCC2 
4430 CLOSE #3 
4440 'end:
4450 RE'. URN
4460 REM End of CALC_P 0 Module
44 70 rem m m m m 0 m m m M m m m m m # m m m m m # m m
4480 RBM End of Data Input Process C ( D_I_PR0_C )
4500 REM Data Input Process D ( D_I_PR0_D )
4510 'begin:
4520 IF IDT0TAL = 0
THEN GOTO 4530 ELSE GOTO 4580 
4530 1 put:
4540 PRINT " "
4550 PRINT " There are no records available "
4560 ' endput:
4570 GOTO 4910
4580 1 else 
4590 * get:
4600 PRINT " "
4610 INPUT " Input the ID of the record to be erased ID
4620 ' endget:
4630 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDT0TAL THEN GOTO 4590
4640 IDD1 = ID : IDD2 = FALSE
4650 GET #1,ID : KILL PCFN?
4660 GET #2,ID : IF SSTATUS$ <> "FALSE" THEN KILL D0FN§
4670 1 repeat
4680 IF ID = IDT0TA1
THEN GOTO 4690 ELSE GOTO 4800 
4690 ' Place blanks in the required record
LSET 1$ = MKI$(0)
LSET F$ = MKI$(0)
LSET SSTATUS5 = "FALSE" 
PUT #2,ID
LSET PR0B$ = MKS$(0) 
LSST PSJ.'ZE$ = MKI$(0)
4700 LSET SPLAN$ = "
4710 LSET DOFN| = " "
4720 I5ET SSIZE? = MKI?(0)
4730 LSET AOQL? = MKS5(0)
4740 LSET PR0CC$ =  " "
4-750 LSET PCFN? = " ”
4760 PUT #1,ID
4770 LSET DEFNUMBER? = MKI$(0) : LSET RUNTIME? = MKI$(0)
4780 PUT #5,ID
4790 IDTOTAL = IDTOTAL-1 : IDD2 = TRUE : GOTO 4850
4800 ' else
4810 IDD3 = ID : ID = ID+1
4820 GET #2,ID : PUT #2,IDD3
4830 GET #1,ID : PUT #1,IDD3
4840 GET #5,ID : POT #5,IDD3
4850 ' endif:
4860 ' until (IDD2 = TRUE):
4870 IF IDD2 = FALSE THEN GOTO 4670
4880 ' put:
4890 PRINT " " : PRINT " Record ";IDD1;" has been erased "
4900 ' endput:
4910 ' endif:
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4920 'end:
4930 RETURN
4940 REM End of Data Input Process D ( D_I_PR0 D ) 
4950 REM
4960 REM Data Input Process E ( D_I_PR0_E )
4970 'begin:
4980 POT #1,ID : CLOSE #1
4990 PUT #2,ID : CLOSE #2
5000 LSET IDTOTAL? = MKI$(IDTOTAL)
5010 PUT #5,1 : CLOSE #3
5020 OPEN ”P C RES" AS #1 LEN=30
5030 FIELD #i~8 AS PROCC? , 8 AS PR0B$ , 10 AS PCFN$ , 4 AS PSIZE? 
5040 OPEN "D I RES" AS #] LEN=43
5050 FIELD #2,~6 AS SPLAN$ , 10 AS D0FN$ , 6 AS SSIZE$ , 8 AS AOQL? ,
4 AS 1$ , 4 AS F$ , 5 AS SSTATUS§
5060 OPEN "initial" AS #5 LEN=20
5070 FIELD #5, 4 AS IDTOTAL?, 12 AS RUNTIME$, 4 AS DEFNUMBER$
5080 FLAG1% « TRUE
5090 ’end:
5100 RETURN
5110 REM End of Data Input Process E ( D I_PR0 E )
5120 REM
5130 REM End of Data Input Process ( D I_P.RO )
5200 rem m m m m m m m i x x m m i H H s m m m m m m m x m x x m x
5210 REM Sampling Process ( SAMPLING_,PROCESS )
<990 'haain"
5230 ' put:
5240 PRINT " "
5250 PRINT " SAMPLING PROCESS "
5260 PRINT " "
5270 PRINT " I : Run all test processes "
5280 PRINT " 2 : Run an individual test process "
5290 PRINT " 3 : Quit "
5300 PRINT " Select the required option and press <enter> "
5310 PRINT ” "
5320 ' endput:
5330 ' get:
5340 INPUT IS1
5350 ' endget:
5360 IF 181 < 1 OR IS1 > 3 THEN GOTO 5330
5370 IF IS1 = 3 THEN GOTO 5420
5380 * get:
5390 INPUT " Save results (Y/N) " ; SAVERS 
5400 1 endget:
5410 IF SAVER$ = "Y” OR SAVER$ = "y" OR SAVER? = "N" OR SAVER? - "n" 
THEN GOTO 5420 ELSE GOTO 5380 
5420 ' case ISl of 
5430 ON ISl GOTO 5440,5620,5810 
5440 ' 1 : *,$11 tests*
5450 FOR ID = 1 TO IDTOTAL
5460 GET #1,ID : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID : CNT% • 1
5470 LSET DEFNUMBERS = MKI$(0) : LSET RUNTIMES * MKD$(0)
: PUT #5,ID 
5480 1 initialise R_N_R£S%
5490 OPEN PCFNS AS #3 LEN-9
5500 FIELD #3, 6 AS PN0$, 3 AS TNO$
5510 IDC3 = CVI(PSIZES)
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(! *
5520 FOR IDC4 = 1 TO IDC3
5530 GET #3,1004
5540 RNRES%(IDC4,PN0%) = GVI(PNOS)
5550 RNRES%(IDG4,TNO%) = CVI(TNO$)
5560 NEXT IDG4
5570 CLOSE #3
5580 ' call SAMPLING PLANS
5590 GOSUB 5850
5600 NEXT ID
5610 GOTO 5820
5620 ' 2 : *individual test*
5630 ' get:
5640 INPUT " Enter the ID of the record ";ID
5650 ' eadget:
5660 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 5630
5670 GET #1,19 : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID : CNT% = 1
5680 LSET DBFNUMBERS = MKI$(0) : LSET RUNTIMES = MKD$(0)
: PUT #5,ID 
5690 ' initialise R_N_RES%
5700 OPEN PCFN? AS #3 LEN=9
5710 FIELD #3, 6 AS PN0$, 3 AS TNO$
5720 IDC3 = GVI(PSIZES)
5730 FOR IDC4 •= 1 TO IDC3
5740 GET #3,IDC4
5750 RNRES%(IDC4,FN0%) = CVI(PNO$)
5760 RNRES%(IDC4,TN0%) = CVI(TN0$)
5770 StiXT IJL4
5780 CLOSE #3
5790 ' call SAMPLING PLANS
5800 GOSUB 5850 : GOTO 5820
5810 ' 3 : *quie*
5820 * endcase:
5830 'end:
5840 RETURN
5850 'Subroutine SAMPLING PLAN 
5860 'begin:
5870 OPEN D0FN$ AS #4 LEN=39
5880 FIELD #4, 5 AS PFAIL$, 5 AS PSTATUS$, 3 AS PTIME$, 7 AS OUTCOME?
, 6 AS TTirPE?, 4 AS COUNT?, 5 AS TSTATUS?, 2 AS TNUM$, 2 AS TTIME? 
5890 VAR% = 1 : CNT% - 1 : REF% = 1 : FLAG1% = FALSE 
5900 CS1 = SPLAN? : IS3 = CVI(SSIZR$)
5910 IF GS1="100% " THEN IS2=1 : GOTO 5950
5920 IF CS1="CSP-1 " OR CSl="csp-l "
THEN IS2=2 : SAMPLE%=1 : GOTO 5950 
5930 IF CSl="CSP-2 " OR CSl=,,csp-2 "
THEN IS2=2 : SAMPLE%=2 : GOTO 5950 
5940 IF CSl="CSP-3 " OR GSl="csp-3 "
THEN IS2=2 : SAMPLE)i=3 : GOTO 5950 
5950 1 case is2 of 
5960 ON IS2 GOTO 5970,6100
5970 ’ 1 : *100% Sampling*
5980 FOR PRODUCTNO% = 1 TO IS3
5990 1 call ALGORITHM A PROCESS ( ALGM A PRO )
6000 GOSUB 6290
6010 ’ call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T_RES PRO )
6020 GOSUB 9490
6030 1 put:
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6040 PRINT " Record USING "/>/>";ID;
6050 PRINT " : Completed USING "###";PRODUCTNO%;
6060 PRI.-iT " of USING " # # # " ; IS3
6070 1 endput;
6080 NEXT PRODUCTNO%
6090 GOTO 6230
6100 ' 2 : *CSP Sampling*
6110 FLAG2% = FALSE
6120 FOR PR0DUCTN0% = 1 TO IS3
6130 ' call ALGORTHM B PROCESS ( ALGM B_PR0 )
6140 GOSUB 6590
6150 ' call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T R£S_PRO )
6160 GOSUB 9490
6170 1 put:
6180 PRINT " Record USING "#";ID;
6190 PRINT " : Completed USING " # # # " ; PRODUCTNOX;
6200 PRINT " of USING " # # # " ; IS3
6210 1 endput:
6220 NEXT PRODUCTNOK
6230 1 endcase:
6240 LSET SSTATUS? = "TRUE" : PUT #2,IB : CLOSE #4
6250 'end:
6260 RETURN
6270 REM End of Sampling Plans 
6280 REM
6290 REM Algorithm_A ( 100% Testing ) 
6300 'begin:
6310 FLAGU » FALSE
6320 FOR TESTNO% = 1 TO MAXTESTX
6330 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
6340 INTERRES% (TESTN0%, C0UNT%) = 0
6350 INTERSES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
6360 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = 0
6370 ' call TEST FAIL
6380 GOSUB 8870
6390 ' call INTER UNIT
6400 GOSUB 9340
6410 IF STATUS* = TRUE
THEN GOTO 6420 ELSE GOTO 6450 
6420 INTERRESS(TESTN0%,0UTC0ME%) = "PASS"
6430 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIMEX) * PASSTIMEX
6440 - GOTO 6530
6450 ' else
6460 IF STATUS* = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6470 BLSJ GOTO 6500 
6470 INTERS£S$(TESTNO%,OUTCOME*) = "FAIL"
6480 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = FAILTIME*
6490 GOTO 6520
6500 ' else
6510 INTERRES$(TESTNOX,OUTCOME*) = "UNKNOWN"
6520 ' endif:
6530 ' endif:
6540 NEXT' TESTNOX
6550 'end:
6560 RETURN
6570 REM End of AIgorithm_A ( 100% Testing ) 
6580 REM
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6590 REM Algorithm_B ( CSP Sampling )
6600 'begin:
6610 FLAGU = FALSE 
6620 IF PLAG2% = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6630 ELSE GOTO 6880 
6630 ' initialise*
6640 FOR TESTMOX = 1 TO MAXTESTC
6630 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
6660 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,COUNT%) = CVI(IS)
6670 INTSRSES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
6680 INTERSES%(TESTN0%,2'IMEX) = 0
6690 ' call TEST_FAIL
6700 GOSUB 8870
6710 ' call INTER_UNIT
6720 GOSUB 9340
6730 IF STATUS* = TRUE
THEN GOTO 6740 ELSE GOTO 6770 
6740 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,OUTCOME*) = "PASS"
6750 INTERSES* (TESIMO*, TIME*) = PASST.IME*
6760 GOTO 6850
6770 ' else
6780 IF STATUS* = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6790 ELSE GOTO 6820 
6790 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,OUTCOME*) = "FAIL"
6800 INTERSES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = FAILTIME*
6810 GOTO 6840
6820 ' else
6830 INTERRES?(TESTNO*.OUTCOME*) = "UNKNOWN"
6840 1 endif:
6850 ' endif:
6860 NEXT TESTNO*
6870 FLAG2* ” TRUE : GOTO 8810
6880 ' else
6890 FOR TESTNO* = 1 TO MAXTEST*
6900 ' call TEST_FAIL
6910 GOSUB 8870
6920 1 case sample* of
6930 ON SAMPLE* GOTO 6940,7260,7820
6940 1 1 : *CSP-1*
6950 IF INTERSES?(TESTNO*,OUTCOME*) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 6960 ELSE GOTO 7160 
. 6960 IF INTERRES*(TESTNO*,COUNT*) • 1
THEN GOTO 6970 ELSE GOTO 7070 
6970 IF INTERRES?(TESTNO*,TTYPE*) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 6980 ELSE GOTO 7020 
6980 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,TTYPE*) = "PART"
6990 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN
7000 INTERRES%(TESTNO*.COUNT*) = CVKF?)-
7010 GOTO 7050
7020 1 else:
7030 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
7040 INTERRES*(TESTNO*,COUNT*) = CVI(F?)
7050 1 endif:
7060 Gr^O 7150
7070 ' else
7080 INTERRES?(TESTNO*,TTYPE*) = "FULL"
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THEN GOTO 7090 ELSE GOTO 7110 
7090 INTERRES?(TESTNO%JTSTATUS%) » "RON"
7100 GOTO 7130
7110 ' else
7120 INTKRRES? (TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = ’’NORUN"
7130 ’ endlf:
7140 INTERR£S%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
INTERRES%(TESTN0%,G0UNT%)-1
7ISO ’ endif:
7160 ' endif:
7170 IF INTERRES?(TESXNOS,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 7180 ELSE GOTO 7210 
7180 INTERRES*(TBSTNO%,COUNT%) = GVI(I$)
7190 INTERRES$(TESTNOS,rm>E%) = "FULL"
7200 INTERRES$CTESTNO%,TSTATOS%) = "RUN"
7210 ' endif:
7220 IF INTERRES§(TES,m O % )OV/rCOME%) = "UNKNOWN"
THEN GOTO 7230 ELSE GOTO 7240 
7230 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
INTERR£S%(TESTNO%1COUNT%)-1
7240 ' endif:
7250 OTTO 8580
7260 ' 2 : *CSP-2*
7270 IF INTERRESS(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 7280 ELSE GOTO 7580 
7280 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TryPE%) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 7290 ELSE GOTO 7390 
7290 IF INTERRESX(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = 1
THEN GOTO 7300 EI5E GOTO 7340 
7300 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "PART"
7310 \ INTERRES$(TESTNO%1TSTATUS%) - "NORUN"
7320 INTERRES%(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = CVI(F$)-1
7330 INTERRESXdES'raOX.FLGlX) » FALSE
: GOTO 7370
7340 ' else
7350 INTERRES?(TESTNO%,T8TATUS%) = "RUN"
7360 INTERKESX(TESTNO%,COUNTS) =
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS)-1
7370 ' endif:
7380 SOTO 7560
7390 ' else
7400 IF INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS) = 1
THEN GOTO 7410 ELSE GOTO 7520 
7410 INTERRES$(TESTNOS,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
7420 INTERRES%(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = CVI(F$)
7430 IF INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1S) = TRUE
THEN GOTO 7440 ELSE GOTO 7500 
7440 IF INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTK%) = 1
THEN GOTO 7450 ELSE GOTO 7470 
7450 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,FLGIS) = FALSE
7460 GOTO 7490
7470 ' else
7480 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) =
INTERRESSCTESTNOS.COUNTKS)-1
7490 ’ endif:
7500 ’ endif:
7510 GOTO 7550
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7520 ' else
7530 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN"
7540 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTB)-1
7550 ’ endif:
7560 1 endif:
7570 GOTO 7800
7580 1 else
7590 IF 1NTERRES$(TESTNOX,OUTGOME%) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 7600 ELSE GOTO 7770 
7600 IF INTERRES?(TESTOOS,TTYPEX) = "PART"
THEN GOTO 7610 ELSE GOTO 7720 
7610 IF INTERRES%(TE8TN0%,FLG1%) = 1
THEN GOTO 7620 ELSE GOTO 7660 
7620 INTERRESX(TESTNO%,COUNTKS) * CVI(r$)
7630 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = CVI(F$)-1
7640 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN"
7650 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = TRUE
: GOTO 7700
7660 1 else
7670 INTERRES$(TESTNC%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
7680 INTERRES? (TESTNG%, TTYPE%) = "FULI,"
7690 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = CVI(I$)
7700 1 endif:
7710 GOTO 7750
7720 ' else
7730 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
7740 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = CVI(I$)
7750 ' endif:
7760 GOTO 7790
7770 ' else X
7780 INTERRES%(TESTNO%>COUNT%) =
INTERRES%(TESTNOX,CQUNTX)-1
7790 ' endif:
7800 1 endif:
7810 GOTO 8580
7820 ' 3 : *CSP-3*
7830 IF XNTERRES $(TESTNOX,OUTCOME%) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 7840 ELSE GOTO 8300 
7840 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) » "PART"
THEN GOTO 7850 ELSE GOTO 8160 
7850 IF INTERRES%(TESTNOX,FLG2X) = FALSE
THEN GOTO 7860 ELSE GOTO 7950 
7860 IF INTERRKSX(TESTNOX,COUNT%) = 1
THEN GOTO 7870 ELSE GOTO 7900 
7870 INTERRES5(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) = "RUN"
7880 INTERRESX(TESTNOX,COUNTX) = CVI(F$)
7890 GOTO 7930
7900 1 else
7910 INTERNES?(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) = "NORUN"
7920 INTERRESX(TESTNOX,COUNTX) *
INTERRESX(TESTN0X,G0UNTX)-1
7930 1 endif:
7940 GOTO 8040
7950 ' else
7960 IF INTERRESX(TESTNO%,COUNTX) = 1
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THEN GOTO 7970 ELSE GOTO 6000 
7970 INTERFESS(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN"
7960 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,GOUNT%) = CVI(F$)-1
7990 INTERRES%(TESIN0%,FLG2X) = FALSE
: GOTO 6030
8000 1 else
8020 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) » "RUN"
8020 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%j =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%)-1
8030 ' endif:
8040 ' endif:
8050 IF INTERRES §(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
THEN GOTO 8060 ELSE GOTO 8140 
8060 IF INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = 1
THEN GOTO 6070 ELSE GOTO 8130 
8070 IF INTERRES%(TESTNO%.COUNTKX) = 1
THEN GOTO 8080 ELSE GOTO 6100 
8060 IF INTERRESX (TESTNO%, FLG2%) = FALSE
INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = FALSE 
6090 GOTO 8120
8100 ' else
8110 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNrK%) =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTK%)-1
8120 ' endif:
6130 * endif:
8140 1 endif: *
8150 GOTO 6280
8160 ’ else
8170 iF INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) == 1
THEN GOTO 8180 ELSE GOTP 8240 
8160 INTERRES5(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN"
6190 INTF,RRES% CIESTNO%, GOUNTSl) = CVI(F$)-1
8200 INTERRESI(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "PART" .
8210 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = FALSE
8220 JNTERHES%(TESTNO%,FLG2%) = FALSE
8230 GOTO 6270
8240 ' else
8250 INTERRES $(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
8260 INTERRESK(TESTNOX,COUNT%) =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%)-1
6270 ' endif:
6280 ' endif:
8290 GOTO 8560
8300 ' else
8310 IF INTERRES $(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 8320 ELSE GOTO 6530 
8320 IF INTERSESS(TESTNO%,TrYPE%) == "PART"
THEN GOTO 8330 ELSE GOTO 8470 
6330 IF INTERRES%(TESTNO%,FLG1%) = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6340 ELSE GOTO 6410 
6340 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
6350 INTERRES5(TESTN0%,TTYPE%) = "PART"
8360 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,GOUNTKX) = CVI(I§)
8370 INTERRES%(TESTMOX,COUNTS) = 4
8380 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = TRUE
8390 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG2%) = TRUE
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8400 GOTO 8450
8410 ' else
8420 INTERRES5(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
8430 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS) = CVI(I$)
8440 nmRRES$(TESmO%,TnPR%) * "FULL"
8450 1 endif:
8460 GOTO 8510
8470 1 else
8480 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
8490 INTERKESX (TESTN0%, C0OTiT%) = CVIdS)
8500 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
8510 1 endif:
8520 GOTO 8550
8530 ' else
8540 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS) =
INTERRES%(TESTN0%,CQUNT%)-1
8550 ' endif:
8560 ' endif:
8570 GOTO 8580
8580 1 endcase:
8590 IF INTEms?(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN”
THEN GOTO 8600 ELSE GOTO 8760 
8600 ' call INTER_UNIT
8610 GOSUB 9340
8620 IF STATUS* = TRUE
THEN GOTO 8630 ELSE GOTO 8660 
8630 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "PASS"
8640 INTE8SESX(TESTN0X,TIMEX) = PASSTIMEX
8650 GOTO 5740
8660 1 else
8670 IF STATUS# = TRUE
THEN GOTO 8680 ELSE GOTO 8710 
8680 INTEKRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "FAIL"
8690 INTERRES%(ISSINOX,TIMEX) * FAILTIMB%
8700 GOTO 8730
8710 * else
8720 INTERRES5(TESTNOX,OUTCOME%) = "UNKNOWN"
8730 ' endif:
8740 ' endif:
8750 GOTO 8790
8760 ' else
8770 INTERSES ?(TESTNOX,OUTCOMEX) = "PASS"
8780 INTERRESX(TESTNOX,TIMEX) = NOTIMEX
8790 ’ endif:
8800 NEXT TESTNOX
8810 ' endif:
8820 'end:
8830 RETURN
8840 REM End of Algorithia_B ( CSP and MLP Sampling )
8860 rem m m M m m m t H H r n m m m m m M m m m m t H i m m m #
8870 REM Test Fail Process ( TESTJFAIL )
8880 'begin:
8890 IF TESTNOX <> 8
THEN GOTO 8900 ELSE GOTO 9190 
8900 IF FLAG1X = FALSE
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THEN GOTO 8910 ELSE GOTO 9170
8910 NODEF% = CVI(PSIZE$) -1
8920 ' IF VAR% <= NODEF%
THEN GOTO 8930 ELSE GOTO 9100 
8930 IF PRODUGTNO% < RNRES%(VAR%,PNO%) ,
THEN GOTO 8940 ELSE GOTO 8950 
8940 TESTO = 0 : KEYNO% = &HFF : GOTO 9080
8950 ' else
8960 TESTO = RNRES%(VAK%,TNO%) 4
8970 ' * Keyno does not correspond to test * I
8980 ON TESTO GOTO 8990,9000,9010,9020,9030,9040, !
9050,9060 i
8990 KEYNOX = &HFE : GOTO 9070 1
9000 KEYNOX = &HFD : GOTO 9070 )
9010 KEYNOX = &HDF : GOTO 9070 (
9020 KEYNOX = &HFB : GOTO 9070 I
9030 • KEYNOX = &HF7 : GOTO 9070 T
9040 KEYNOX = &HEF : GOTO 9070 [
9050 KEYNOX = &H7F : GOTO 9070 ,j
9060 KEYNOX = &HFF )
9070 VARX = VARX+1 !
9080 * endif: 4
9090 GOTO 9120 •:
9100 ' else
9110 TESTO = 0 : KEYNOX = &HFF 1
9120 ' endif: i’-
9130 ' put:
9140 OUT TFAILX,KEYNOX ' Interface Unit
9150 ' endput: ‘
9160 FLAG1X = TRUE I
9170 ' endif: x ;
9180 GOTO 9290
9190 ' else
9200 IF TESTO = 8
THEN GOTO 9210 ELSE GOTO 9220 
9210 KEYNOX = &HFC : GOTO 9240
9220 ’ else
9230 KEYNOX = S.HFF
9240 ' endif:
9250 ' put:
9260 OUT TFAILX,KEYNOX ' Interface Unit
9270 1 endput:
9280 FLAG1X = FALSE
9290 ' endif:
9300 'end:
9310 RETURN
9320 REN End of Test Fail Process ( TEST_FAIL )
9330 rem m m m m m m m m m m r . t m m m m r n m m m m m
9340 REM Interface Unit Process ( INT£8_UNIT )
9350 'begin:
9360 OUT MDAX,TESTDATX(TESTNOX)
9370 OUT SETREX.&HO 
9380 INX = INP(RDRCX) AND &H1 
9390 IF INX <> &H1 THEN GOTO 9380 
9400 INX = INP(RDRCX) AND &H1 
9410 IF INX <> &H0 THEN GOTO 9400 
9420 STATUSX = INP(RDDATX)
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9430 OUT SBTm.&HO 
9440 'end:
9450 RETURN
9460 REM End of Interface Unit Process ( INTER UNIT )
9470 rem m m m m m m m m m m m i H H H m m i H H H H H t m m m m m
9460 REM End of Algorithm Process
9490 REM 6 ............ .
9500 REM Test Result Process ( TEST_RES_PRO )
9510 'begin:
9520 IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER? = "y” THEN GOTO 9530 ELSE GOTO 9620
9530 TESTN0% = 1
9540 D0RES§(REF%,PSTATUS%) = "PASS"
9550 DORESS(REF%,TTYPE%) = INTERRES?(TESTNO%.TT/PEX)
9560 DOSES%(RBU,COUNT%) = INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS)
9570 DORES5(REF%,TSTATUS%) = INTERRES §(TESTN0%,TSTATUS%)
9580 D0KES$(REF%,OUTCOME%) = INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%)
9590 D0RES%(REF%,TIME%) = INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%)
9600 D0RES%(REF%,PPA!L%) = TEST%
9610 D0RES%(REF%,TNUM%) = TESTNO%
9620 TOTALTIMBX = 0
- 9630 FOR TESTNOX = 1 TO MAXTEST%
9640 GET #5,ID
9650 IF INTERRES?(TBSTN0%,0UTC0ME%) = "PAIL"
THEN GOTO 9660 ELSE GOTO 9690 
9660 D0RES§(REF%,PSTATUS%) = "FAIL"
9670 ITR1 = Cyr(DEFNUMBER?)+l
9680 LSET DEFiiUMBER? = MKI?(ITR1) : PUT #5,ID
9690 1 endif;
9700 TOTAiiTIHE% = T0TALTIME%-f-INTERR5S%(TESTN0%,TIME%)
9710 NEXT TESTN0%
9720 DORES%(REF%,FTIME%) = TOTALTIME%
9730 GET #5,ID
9740 ITR3# = CVD(RUNTIME $)+T0TALTIME%
9750 LSET RUNTIME? = MKD$(ITR3/» : PUT #5,ID
9760 IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER? »"y" THEN GOTO 9770 ELSE GOTO 9940
9770 REF% = REFU1
9780 IF PRODUCraO% = CNT%*25 OR PR0DUGTN0% = CVI(SSI2E?)
THEN GOTO 9790 ELSE GOTO 9930 
9790 1 * Copy Data Output Resource to Random File #4 *
9800 FOR ITR2 == 1 TO (REF%-1)
9810 LSET TTYPE? = D0RES?(ITR2,TTYPE%)
9820 LSET COUNT? = MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,C0UNT%))
9830 LSET TSTATUS? = D0RES?(ITR2,TSTATUSX)
9840 LSET OUTCOME? -DORES$(ITR2,OUTCOMES)
9850 LSET TTIME? = MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,TIME%))
9860 LSET TNUM? - MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,TNUM%))
9870 LSET PFAIL? = MKI5(DORES%(ITR2,PFAIL%))
9880 LSET PSTATUS? = D0RES?(ITR2,PSTATUS%)
9890 LSET PTIME? = HXI$(WSSS%(ITR2,PTIME%))
9900 PUT #4,((CNT%-1)*25+ITR2)
9910 NEXT ITR2
9920 C N n  = CNn+1 : REF% = 1
9930 ' endif:
9940 'end:
9950 RETURN
9960 R5M End of Test Result Process ( TEST RES PRO )
9970 REM $...... ..... ...............
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9980 REM End of Sampling Process ( SAMPLING PROCESS )
10000 REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
10010 REM Data Output Process ( D_0_PR0CESS )
10020 'begin:
10030 ON ERROR GOTO 12060 
10040 ID04 = FALSE 
10050 ' repeat 
10060 ' put:
10070 PRINT " "
10080 PRINT " DATA OUTPUT PROCESS "
10090 PRINT " "
10100 PRINT " 1 : Output a datafile to the printer "
10110 PRINT " 2 : Output a datafile to the screen "
10120 PRINT " 3 : Output a rnresource to the printer "
10130 PRINT " 4 : Output a rnresource to the screen "
10140 PRINT " 5 : Quit "
10150 PRINT " Select the required option and press <enter> "
10160 PRINT " "
10170 ’ endput:
10180 ' get:
10190 INPUT ID01
10200 ' endget:
10210 IF IDOl < 1 OR ID01 > 5 THEN GOTO 10060 
10220 1 case IDOl of
10230 ON IDOl GOTO 10240,10830,11420,11700,11980 
10240 ' 1 : Output a datafile to the printer
10250 IF IDTOTAL = 0
THEN PRINT " There are no records available ":GOTO 12000 
10260 ' get:
10270 INPUT " Input the ID of the record ";ID
10280 1 endget:
10290 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 10260
10300 GET #1,ID : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID
10310 IF SSTATUS$ = "FALSE"
THEN PRINT " The test must still be run " : GOTO 12000 
10320 OPEN D0FN$ AS #4 LEN=39
10330 FIELD #4,5 AS PFAIL$,5 as PSTATUS$,3 AS PTIME$,7 AS OUTCOME?
,6 AS TTYPR$,4 AS COUNT?,5 AS TSTATUS?,2 AS TNUMS.2 AS TTIME? 
10340 1 * Calculate no of tlef prod not found *
10350 ID02 = CVI (PSIZB?)~CV.T.(DEFNUMBER?)
10360 ' * Calculate AOQ *
10370 AOQ! = ID02/CVI(SSIZE?)
10380 ' put:
10390 LPRINT " ID : ”;USING "####";ID
10400 LPRINT " Sampling plan : USING VjSPLAN?
10410 LPRINT " Filename : USING "&";D0FN?
10420 LPRINT " Sample size : ";USING "###";
CVI(SSIZE?)
10430 LPRINT " AOQL : ";USING "#.#####";
CVSCAOQL?)
10440 LPRINT " I : "jUSING "#####"-.CVKI?)
10450 LPRINT " F : "iUSING "#####"jCVI(F?)
10460 LPRINT " Process curve : ",-USING "S";PS0CC?
10470 LPRINT " Process size : ";USING "#####";
CVKPSIZE?)
10480 LPRINT " Prob : ";USING "#.#####";
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USING "###"; ID02
USING
USING
CVS(PROB?)
10490 LPRINT " "
10500 LPRINT " Defective found
CVHDEFNVMBER?)
10510 LPRINT " Defectives not found
10520 LPRINT " AOQ
10530 LPRINT " Total time for run
CVD(RUNTIME$)
10540 LPRINT " LPRINT " LPRINT " LPRINT " LPRINT " "
10550 ' endput:
10560 IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER$ = "y"
THEN GOTO 10570 ELSE GOTO 10820 
10570 INPUT " List results (Y/N) ";CD02
10560 IF CD02 = "y" OR CD02 = "Y"
THEN GOTO 10600 ELSE GOTO 10820
10590 ' put:
10600 LPRINT " "
10610 LPRINT " Prod Prod Prod Prod Test Teat Count Test
10620 LPRINT "Outcome Test "
10630 LPRINT 1‘ No Fail Status Time No Type Status
10640 LPRINT *' Time "
10650 LPRINT " "
10660 ' endput:
10670 FOR ID03 = 1 TO CVI(SSIZB$)
10660 GET #4,ID03
10690 ' puts
10700 LPRINT USING " ####"; ID03;
10710 LPRINT USING " ## ";CVI(PFAIL$);
10720 LPRINT USING " \ \ ";PSTATUS$;
10730 LPRINT USING "#### "jCVKFflME?);
10740\ LPRINT USING "### ”;CVI(TNUM$);
10750 LPRINT USING " \ \ "jTTYPE?;
10760 LPKINT USING "#### ";CVI(COUNT$);
10770 LPRINT USING " \ \ ";TSTATUS$;
10780 LPRINT USING " \ \";0UTC0ME$;
10790 LPRINT USING 'W;CVI(TFIME$)
10800 ' endput:
10810 NEXT ID03
10820 GOTO 12000
10830 ' 2 : Output a datafile to the screen
10840 IF IDTOTAL = 0
THEM PRINT " There are no records available M:G0T0 11410 
10850 ' get:
10860 INPUT " Input the ID of the record ";ID
10870 ' endget:
10880 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 10850
10890 GET #1,10 : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID
10900 IF SSTATUS$ = "FALSE"
THEN PRINT " The test must still be run " ; GOTO 12000 
10910 OPEN D0FN$ AS #4 LEN==39
10920 FIEID #4,5 AS PFAIL?,5 AS PSTATUS?,# AS PTIME5.7 AS OUTCOME*
,6 AS TTYPE$,4 AS COUNT?,5 AS TSTATUS$,2 AS TNUM$,2 AS TTIME? 
10930 ' * Calculate no of def prod not found *
10940 ID02 = CVI(PSIZE$)-CVI(DEFNUMBER$)
10950 ' * Calculate AOQ *
10960 AOQ! = ID02/CVI(SSIZE$)
10970 ' put:
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";USING ID
";USING ’VjSPLAN? 
"iUSING "&";OOFN* 
";USING " m M ni
FUSING
,USING "####I';CVI(I?) 
USING
USING "&";PROCC?
,USING
"iUSING "######";
•jusing "mm"-,
,USING "####" ;ID02 
USING "#.#####";AOQ! 
USING "###*##";
PRINT " ID
PRINT " Sampling plan 
PRINT " Filename 
PRINT " Sample size 
CVI(SSIZE?)
PRINT " AOQL 
CVS(A0QL§)
PRINT " I 
PRINT " F
PRINT " Process curve 
PRINT " Process size 
CVI(PSIZE§)
PRINT " Prob 
CVSfPROB?)
PRINT " "
PRINT " Defective found 
CVI(DEFNUMBER?)
PRINT " Defectives not found 
PRINT " AOQ
PRINT " Total tiee for run 
CVD(RUNTIME?)
PRINT " " 
endput:
IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER? = "y"
THEN GOTO 11160 ELSE GOTO 11410 
INPUT " List results (Y/N) ";CD02 
IF CD02 = "y" OR CD02 = "Y"
THEN GOTO 11190 ELSE GOTO 11410
PRINT " "
PRINT " Prod Prod Prod Prod Test Test Count
PRINT " Test Outcome Test "
PRINT " No Fail Status Time No Type
PRINT " Status Time "
PRINT " " 
endput:
FOR ID03 = 1 TO CVI(SSIZES)
GET M,ID03 
put:
PRINT USING " m i W  ";ID03;
PRINT USING " #  ";CVI(PFAIL?);
PRINT USING " \ \ "jPSTATUS?;
PRINT USING ";CVI(PTIME»;
PRINT USING " # #  ";CVI(TNUM?);
PRINT USING " \ \ ";TTYPE?;
PRINT USING " m m  ";CVI(C0UNT?);
PRINT USING " \ \ ";TSTATUS$;
PRINT USING " \ \ OUTCOME?;
PRINT USING "##";CVI(TTIMSW 
endput:
NEXT ID03 
GOTO 12000 
3 : Output a rnresource to the printer 
IF IDTOTAL = 0 
THEN PRINT " There are no records available ’’:GOTO I.
8 INPUT " Input the ID of the record ";ID
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11460 ’ endget:
11470 IP ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 11440
11480 GET #1,ID
11490 OPEN PCFN? AS #3 LEN=9
11500 FIELD #3, 6 AS PNO$, 3 AS TNO$
11510 ’ put:
11520 LPRINT " ID : USING "#####";ID
11530 LPRINT " Process curve : ";USING "&";PROCC$
11540 LPRINT " Filename : ";USING "&";PCFN$
11550 LPRINT " Process size : ";USING MMW';GVI(PSIZE$)
11560 LPRINT " Prob : ";USING "# ####":
CVSCPROB?)
11570 IfRINT " "
11580 LPRINT " No Product No Test No "
11590 LPRINT " "
11600 1 endput:
11610 FOR ID02 » 1 TO CVI(PSIZE$)
11620 GET #3,1002
11630 ' put:
11640 LPRINT USING " # #  ";ID02;
11650 LPRINT USING " ##### ";CVI(PN0$);
11660 LPRINT USING " W';CVI(TN0$)
11670 1 endput:
11680 NEXT ID02
11690 GOTO 12000
11700 ' 4 : Output a rnresource to the screen
11710 IF IDTOTAL = 0
THEN PRINT " There are no records available ":GOTO 12000 
11720 ' get:
11730 INPUT " Input the ID of the record ";ID
11740 1 endget: x
11750 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN '010 11720
11760 GET #1,ID
11770 OPEN PCFN$ AS #3 LEN=9
11780 FIELD #3, 6 AS PN0$, 3 AS TN0$
11790 ' put:
11800 PRINT " ID : ";USING " # # # " : ID
11810 PRINT " Process curve : ";USING M&";PR0CC$
11820 PRINT " Filename : ";USING "&";PCFN$
11830 PRINT " Process size : ";USING "###";CVI(PSIZE$)
11840 PRINT " Prob : USING "#.###";
CVS(PR0B$)
11850 PRINT " "
11860 PRINT " No Product No Test No "
11870 PRINT " "
11880 1 endput:
11890 FOR ID02 « 1 TO CVI(PSIZE$)
11900 GET #3,ID02
11910 ' put:
11920 PRINT USING " W  ";ID02;
11930 PRINT USING " # # #  M;CVI(PN0$);
11940 PRINT USING " i>##";CVI(TN0$)
11950 * endput:
11960 NEXT ID02
11970 GOTO 12000
11980 ' 5 : QUIT
11990 ID04 = TRUE
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12000 ' endcase:
12010 CLOSE #3 i CLOSE #4 
12020 ' until (ID04 = true):
12030 IF ID04 = FALSE THEN GOTO 10050 
12040 'end:
12050 RETURN 
12060 REM 6
1207C REM Error Routine 
12080 'begin:
12090 IF ERR = 27 OR ERR = 24
THEN GOTO 12100 ELSE GOTO 12110 
12100 PRINT " Check Printer " : RESUME
12110 ' endif:
12120 REM End of Error Routine 
12130 REM 6 
12140 REM End of Data Output Process
12150 REM %m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%W%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
12160 RESUME
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I
REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
REM Sampling Process ( SAMPLING_PROCESS )
'begin: 
1 put:
PRINT " "
PRINT " SAMPLING PROCESS "
PRINT " "
PRINT " 1 : Run all test processes "
PRINT " 2 : Run an individual test process "
PRINT " 3 : Quit "
PRINT " Select the required option and press
PRINT ” "
' endput:
INPUT IS1
' endget:
IF 181 < 1 OR IS1 > 3 THEN GOTO 5270
IF IS1 = 3 THEN GOTO 5360
' get:
INPUT " Save results (Y/N) " ; SAVER?
' endget:
IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER? = "y OR SAVER? = "N" 
THEN GOTO 5360 ELSE GOTO 5320
OR SAVER? = V \
ON IS1 GOTO 5380,5560,5750
' 1 : *all tests*
FOR ID = 1 TO IDTOTAL
GET #1,ID : GET //2.ID : GET #5,ID : CNTC =
LSET DEFNLMBER? = MKI?(0) : LSET RUNTIME? 
: PUT #5,ID
= MKD?(0)
5420 ' \ initialise R N RES%
5430 OPEN PCFN? AS #3 LEN=9
5440 FIELD #3, 6 AS PNO?, 3 AS TNO?
IDC3 = CVKPSIEB?)
5460 FOR IDC4 = 1 TO IDC3
5470 GET #3,1004
5480 RNRES%(IDC4,PNOX) = CVI(PNO?)
RNRES%(IDC4,TNO%) = CVI(TNO?)
NEXT IDC4
CLOSE #3
' call SAMPLING PLANS
GORUB 5790
NEXT ID
GOTO 5760
* 2 : *individual test*
' 8et!INPUT " Enter the ID of the record ";ID
' endget:
5600 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 5570
5610 GET #1,ID : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID : ONTO == 1
5620 LSET DEFNUMBER? == MKI?(0) : LSET RUNTIME? 
: PUT #5,ID
= MKD?(0)
5630 initialise R N RESX
5640 OPEN PCFN? AS #3 LEN-9
FIELD #3, 6 AS PNO?, 3 AS TNO? 
IDC’o = CVKPSIZE?)
FOR IDC4 = 1 TO IDC3
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GET #3,1004
RNRES%(IDC4,PN0%) = GVI(PNO$) 
RNRES%(IDC4,TN0%) = ('VI (TN0$) 
NEXT IDC4
CLOSE #3
call SAMPLING PLANS 
GOSUB 5790 : GOTO 5760
5750 ' 3 : *quit*
5760 ' endcass:
5770 'end:
5780 RETURN
5790 'Subroutine SAMPLING PLAN 
5800 'begin:
5810 OPEN BOFN? AS »<* LEN=39
5620 FIELD # ,  5 AS PFAIL$, 5 AS P5TATUS$, 3 AS PTIME$, 7 AS OUTCOME?
,6 AS TTYPB$, 4 AS COUNT?, 5 AS TSTATUS?, 2 AS TNUM$, 2 AS TTIME$
5630 VAR% = 1 : CNT% = 1 : REF% = 1 : FLAG1% = FALSE
5840 CS1 = SPUN? : IS3 = CVI(SSIZE$)
5850 IF CS1="100% " THEN IS2=1 : GOTO 5680
5860 IF C8I="MLP " OR CSl="mlp "
THEN IS2=2 : SAMPLE%=1 : GOTO 5680 
5870 IF CS1="MLP-T " OR CSl=Vlp-t "
THEN IS2=2 : SAMPLB%=2 : GOTO 5880 
5880 ' case IS2 of
5890 ON IS2 GOTO 5900,6030
5900 ' 1 : *100% Sampling*
5910 FOR PRODUCTNO% = 1 TO IS3
5920 ' call ALGORITHM A PROCESS ( ALGM_A PRO )
5930 GOSUB 6220
5940 ‘ call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T_RES_PR0 )
5950 GOSUB S&50
5960 ' put:
5970 PRINT " Record USING "#";ID;
5980 PRINT " : Completed USING "###";PRODUCTNO%;
5990 PRINT " of USING " # W ' ; I S 3
6000 1 endput:
6010 NRXT PRODUCTNO%
6020 GOTO 6160
6030 ' 2 : *CSP Sampling*
6040 FLAG2X = FALSE
6050 FOR PRODUCTNO% = 1 TO IS3
6060 ' call 6i-G0RITHM_B PROCESS ( ALGM_B_PP0 )
6070 GOSUB 6520
6080 ' call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T_RESJ>RO )
6090 GOSUB 6850
6100 ' put:
6110 PRINT " Record USING "#";ID;
6120 PRINT " : Completed USING "#W";PRODUCTNO%i
6130 PRINT " of USING
6140 * endput:
6150 NEXT PRODUC1NO%
6160 ' endcase:
6170 LSET SSTATUS$ = "TRUE" : PUT #2,10 :CLOSE #4 
6180 'end:
6190 RETURN
6200 REM End of Sampling Plans 
6210 REM
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6220 REM Algoritho_A ( 100% Testing )
6230 'begin:
6240 FLAG1% = FALSE
6250 FOR TESTNO% = 1 TO MAXTEST%
6260 INTERRES^(T£S7N0%,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
6270 INTERRESS (TESTNO%, C0UNT%) = 0
6280 INTERRES5 (TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
6290 INTERRES%(TESrV.'%,TIME%) = 0
6300 1 call TEST_FAIL
6310 GOSUB 6230
6320 ’ call INTER_UNIT
6330 GOSUB 8700
6340 IF STATUS* = TRUE
THEN GOTO 6350 ELSE GOTO 6380
IOTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOME*) = "PASS" 
IOTERRES%(TBSTNO%,TIHE%!) = PASSTIME% 
GOTO 6460
IF STATUS% = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6400 ELSE GOTO 6430
INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL" 
INTERRES%(TESTNO%, TIMEX) == FAILTIMEX 
GOTO 6450
^INTERRES $(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "UNKNOWN"
NEXT TESTNO%
6480 'end:
6490 RETURN
6500 REM Fjid of Algoritlua_A ( 100% Testing )
6510 REM g ....... ............... ...........
6520 REM Algorithm_B ( MLP Sampling )
6530 'begin:
6540 FLAGIX = FALSE 
6550 IF FLAG2% = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6560 ELSE GOTO 6810 
6560 ' ^Initialise*
6570 FOR TESTN0% = 1 TO MAXTESTS
6580 INTERRES$(TESTN0%,TTYPE16) = "FULL"
6590 INTERSES%(TESTN0%,COUNTS) = GVI(I$)
6600 INTERRES? (TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
6610 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = 0
6620 ' call TEST FAIL
6630 GOSUB 8230
6640 ' call INTER_UNIT
6650 GOSUB 8700
6660 IF STATUS* = TRUE
THEN GOTO 6670 ELSE GOTO 6700 
6670 INTERRES?(TESTN0%,OUTCOMEX) = "PASS"
6680 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIM£%) = PASSTIMEX
6690 GOTO 6780
6700 ' else
6710 IF STATUS% = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6720 ELSE GOTO 6750 
6720 INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
6730 INTERSESX(TESTN0%,TIME%) FAILTIME%
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6740 GOTO 6770 M
6750 ' else (:
6760 INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "UNKNOWN" j
6770 ' endif:
6780 ' endif: N
6790 NEXT TESTNOX I
6800 FIiAG2% = TRUE : GOTO 8170 \
6810 1 else
6820 FOR TESTNOX = I TO HAXTESTX :
6830 ’ call TEST_FAIL |
6840 GOSUB 8230 i
6850 ' case sample% of
6860 ON SAMPLES GOTO 6870,7480
6870 ' 1 : *MLP* ]
6880 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "PASS" i
THEN GOTO 6890 ELSE GOTO 7240 {
6890 IF INTERRES $(TESTNOS,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 6900 ELSE GOTO 7020 
6900 IF INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTS) = 1
THEN GOTO 6910 ELSE GOTO 6970 
6910 INTERRES$(TBSTNO%,TTYPE%) = "PART"
6920 INTERRES$(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "NORUN"
6930 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = CVI(F$)-1
6940 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) = CVI(I?) ]
6950 INTERRESS(TESTNOS.FLGIS) = 1 t
6960 GOTO 7000 1
6970 ' else !;
6980 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN" ;
6990 INTERRESSCTESTNOS, COUNTS) = !
INTERRESS (TESTNOS, COUNTS) -1 
7QOO ' endif: i
7010 GOTO 7220 ;
7020 ' else 5
7030 IF INTEREESS (TESTNOS, COUNTS) = 1 i
THEN GOTO 7040 ELSE GOTO 7180 )
7040 IF INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) = 1 C
THEN GOTO 7050 ELSE GOTO 7120 r-
7050 IF INTERRESSCTESTNOS,FLG1S) < 2
THEN GOTO 7060 ELSE GOTO 7070 p':
7060 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,FLG1S) = '
INTERRESSCTESTNOS,FLG1S)+1 j
7070 ' endif: 1
7080 INTERRES?(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN" j
7090 INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTKS) = CVI(I$) !
7100 INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTS) =  i
CVI (F$)**INTERRESS (TESTNOS,FMl%) !
7110 GOTO 7160 !
7120 ' else j
7130 INTERRES?(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN" i
7140 INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTKS) =
INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTKS)-1 j
7150 INTERRESSCTESTNOS,COUNTS) =
CV1(F$)**INTERRESS(TESTN0S,FLG1S)
7160 ' endif: s
7170 GOTO 7210 .•
7180 ' else '
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7440 * 
7450 ' 
7460 '
7570 
7560 ’ 
7590
7610 ' 
7620 
7630 ' 
7640
INTERKES?(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN" 
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
rNTERRESK(TES7N0%,COUNTS)-1
GOTO 7460
IF INTERRES5(TBSTNO%,OUTCOMES) ="FAIL"
ITZN GOTO 7260 ELSE GOTO 7450
IF INTERRES$ (TESTNO%,TTYPE%) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 7270 ELSE GOTO 7310
INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN" 
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS) = CVI(I5) 
INTERRESS(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = 0 
•GOTO 7440
IF INTERRESS(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = 1 
THEN GOTO 7330 ELSE GOTO 7360
INTEBRES? (TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN" 
INTERRES5(TESTN0S,TTYPE%) = "FULL" 
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS) « CVI(I$) 
INTEKKL5%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = 0 
GOTO 7430
6 INTESR2S#(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "NORUN" 
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKX) = CVI(I$) 
INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) =
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,FLG1%)-1 
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS) =
CVI(F$)**INTERRESS(TESTN0S,FLG1%)-1
GOTO 7940 
2 : *MLP-T*
IF INTERRESg(TESTNOS,OUTCOMES) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 7500 ELSE GOTO 7650
IF INTERRESS (TESTNOS,TTYPES) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 7510 ELSE GOTO 7630 
IF INTERRES%(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = 1 
THEN GOTO 7520 ELSE GOTO 7580
INTERRESS (TESTNOS,TTYPES) = "PART" 
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "NORUN" 
INTERRESS(TES,ra0S,COUNTS) = CVI(F$)-1 
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) = CVI(I$) 
INTERRESS(TESTN0S,FLG1S) = 1 
GOTO 7610
INTERRESS (TESTNOS.TSTATUSS) = "RUN" 
INTERRESSCFESTNOS,COUNTS) =
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS)-1
GOTO 7630
IF INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = 1
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THEN GOTO 7650 ELSE GOTO 7790 j
7650 IF INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTK%) - 1 I
THEN GOTO 7660 ELSE GOTO 7730 !
7660 IF INTERRES%(TESTNO%,FLG1%) < 2 j
THEN GOTO 7670 ELSE GOTO 7680 j
7670 INTERRES% (TESTNO%, FLG1%) =
INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLGU)+1 !
7680 ' endif: j
7690 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) » "RUN" ,
7700 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTK%) = CVI(I$) j
7710 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = i
CVI(FS)**INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) H
7720 GOTO 7770 i
7730 ' else
7740 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) » "RUN"
7750 INTERRE S%(TESTNO%,COUNTKX) =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTK%)-1 
7760 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
CVI(F5)**INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1S) ;
7770 ' endif:
7780 GOTO 7620
7790 ' else
7800 INTERRES$(TESTNQ%,TSTATUS%) = "NORUN"
7810 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
IimsRBS%(TESTNO%,COUNn)'l ;
7820 ' endif: j
7830 * endif: j
7840 GOTO 7920 }
7850 1 else I
7860 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL" 1
THEN GOTO 7870 ELSE GOTO 7910 \ }
7870 INTERRES§(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN" |
7880 INTERRES§(TESTNO%,TTYPE%)-= "FUIJ." I
7390 INTERRBSX(TESTNOS,COUNTS) » CVI(IS) |
7900 INTERRES%(TESTN0%,FLG1%) = 0 f
7910 ' endif: j
7920 ' endif: !
7930 GOTO 7940 <
7940 ' endcase: |
7950 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN" (
THEN GOTO 7960 ELSE GOTO 8120 
7960 ' call INTER UNIT
7970 GOSUB 8700
7980 IF STATUSX = TRUE
THEN GOTO 7990 ELSE GOTO 8020 
7990 INTERRES$(TESTNOX.OUTCOMES) = "PASS"
8000 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = PASSTIHEX
8010 GOTO 8100
8020 ' else
8030 IF STATUSX = FALSE
THEN GOTO 8040 ELSE GOTO 6070 
8040 INTERRES* (TESTNOS .OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
8050 INTERRESSCTESTNOS,TIMES) = FAILTIMES
8060 GOTO 8090
8070 1 else
8080 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "UNKNOWN"
8090 ' endif:
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6100 ' endif:
8110 GOTO 8150
8120 ’ else
8130 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTf,dME%) = "PASS"
8140 INTEBSES%(TESTNO%,niffl%) = NOTIHEX
8150 ’ endif:
8160 NEXT TESTKOX •
8170 ’ endif:
8180 'end:
8190 RETURN
8200 REM End of Algoritha_B ( MLP
8220 rem m m m m m m m m
8230 REM Test Fail Process ( TESTJTAIL )
3240 'begin:
8250 IF TESTNOX <> 8
THEN GOTO 8260 ELSE GOTO 8550 
IF FLAG1% = FALSE 
THEN GOTO 8270 ELSE GOTO 8530 
iVODEn « CVI(PSI2B$)
IF VAR% <= N0DEF%
THEN GOTO 8290 ELSE GOTO 8460
IF PR0DUCTN0% < RNRES%(VAR%,PNO%)
THEN GOTO 8300 ELSE GOTO 8310
TEST% = 0 : KEYNOX = &HFF : GOTO S440
TEST% = RNRES%(VAR%,TNO%)
* Keyno does not correspond to test *
ON TESI% GOTO 8350,8360,8370,8380,8390,8400, 
8410,8420 
KEYNOX = &HFE : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX = &HFD : GOTO 8430
KEYN0% = &HDF : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX = &HFB : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX - &HF7 : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX = &HEF : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX = &H7F : GOTO 8430
KEYNOX = &HFF
VARX = VARX+l
GOTO 8480
TESTS = 0 : KEYNOX = &HFF
P OUT TFAILX,KEYNOX 1 Interface Unit 
endput:
FLAG1X = TRUE
GOTO 8650
IF TESTS = 8
THEN GOTO 8570 ELSE GOTO 8580 
KEYNOX * &HTC : GOTO 6500
KEYNOX = &HFF
8540 
8550 ' 
8560
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8610 ' put:
8620 OUT TFAIL%,KEYNO% 1 Interface Unit
8630 ' endput:
8640 FLAGU = FALSE
8650 1 endif:
8660 'end:
8670 RETURN
8680 REM End of Test Fail Process ( TEST_FAIL )
8690 rem m m m m m m i H H H H H H H H H H H m m m M m m m m m m m m
8700 REM Interface Unit Process ( INTER_UNIT )
8710 'begin:
8720 OUT MDA%,TESTDAT%(TE5TNO%)
8730 OUT SETRE%,&H0 
8740 IN% = INP(RDRC%) AND &H1 
8750 IF 1N% <> &HJ. THEN GOTO 8740 
8760 IN% = INP(RDRC%) AND SHI 
8770 IF IN% <> 8.H0 THEN GOTO 8760 
8780 STATUS* = INP(RDDAT%)
8790 OUT SETRE%,&H0 
8800 'end:
8810 RETURN
8820 REM End of Interface Unit Process ( INTER_UNIT )
8840 REM End of Algorithm Process 
8850 rem
8860 REM Test Result Process ( TEST_RES_PRO )
8870 'begin:
8880 IF SAVER$ = "Y" OR SAVERS = "y" THEN GOTO 8890 ELSE GOTO 8980
8890 TESTN0% = 1
8900 DORES?(R$F%,PSTATUS%) = "PASS"
8910 DORES$(REF%,TrYPE%) = INTERRES?(TESTNO%,mPE%)
8920 DORESX (REF%, COUNT%) = INTERRES%(TESTOO%,COUNI%)
8930 DORES$(REF%,TSTATUS%) = INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%)
8940 D0RES5(REF%,OUTCQME%) = INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES)
8950 DORES%(REF%,TIME%) = INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIMEX)
9960 CORE SX(REF%,PFAIIi%) = TESTE
8970 DORES%(R£F%,TNUM%) = TESTN0%
8980 TOTALTIME% == 0
8990 FOR TESTNOX = 1 TO MAXTESTX
9000 GET #5,ID
9010 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,0UTC0ME%) ■ "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 9020 ELSE GOTO 9050 
9020 DORES$(REF%,PSTATUS%) = "FAIL"
9030 ITR1 = CVI(DEFNUMBES$)+l
9040 LSET DEFNUMBER? = MKI$(ITR1) : PUT #5,ID
9050 ' endif:
9060 TOTALTIME% = TOTALTIMEX+INTERRES%(TESTN(tt,TIMEX)
9070 NEXT TESTNOX
9080 DORESX(REFX,PTIME%) = TOTALTIMEX
9090 GET #5,ID
9100 ITR3# = C VO(RUNTIME$)+TOTALTIME%
9110 LSET RUNTIME? = MKD$(ITR3#) : PUT #5,ID
9120 IF SAVER* = "Y" OR SAVER? »"y" THEN GOTO 9130 ELSE GOTO 9300
9130 REFX = REFX+l
9140 IF PRODUCTNOX = CNT%*25 OR PRODUCTNOX = CVI(SSIZE§)
THEN GOTO 9150 ELSE GOTO 9290 
9150 1 * Copy Data Output Resource to Random File #4 *
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FOR ITR2 = 1 TO (REH-l)
LSET TTYPES = D0R£S$(ITR2,TT/PE%)
LSET COUNT? = HKI§(DORES%(ITR2,COUNT%)) 
LSET TSTATUS? = DORES$(ITR2,TSTATUS%) 
LSET OUTCOME? =DORES§(rTR2,OUTCOME%) 
LSET TTIME? = MKI?(DORES%(ITR2,TIME%)) 
LSET TNUM? = MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,TNUM%)) 
LSET PFAIL? = MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,PFAIL%)) 
LSET PSTATUS? = D0RES?(ITR2,PSTATUS%) 
LSET PTIME? = bSCI? (DORES%( ITR2, PTIME%) ) 
PUT #4,((CNT%-1)*25+ITR2)
NEXT ITR2
CNTX = CNT%*1 : REF% == 1
I )
9310 RETURN
9320 REM End of Test Result Process ( TEST I 
9330 REM 6
9340 REM End of Sampling Process ( SAMPLING_PROCESS )
loooo rem
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G.3 BATCH INSPECTION PLAN SOFTWARE LISTING
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5200 rem %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%;i%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%m%m%%% 
5210 KEM Sampling Process ( Sampling_Process )
5220 'begin:
5230 ' put:
5240 PRINT " "
5250 PRINT " SAMPLING PROCESS "
5260 PRINT " "
5270 PRINT " 2 : Bun all test processes 11
5280 PRINT " 2 : Run an individual teat process "
5290 PRINT " 3 : Quit "
5300 PRINT " Select the required option and press <enter> "
5310 PRINT " "
5320 1 endput;
5330 ' get:
5340 INPUT IS1
5350 1 endget:
5360 IF IS1 < 1 OR IS1 > 3 THEN GOTO 5330
5370 IF IS1 = 3 THEN GOTO 5420
5380 ' get:
5390 INPUT " Save results (Y/N) " ; SAVER?
5400 * endget:
5410 IF SAVER? = "Y" OR SAVER? = "y" OR SAVER§ = "N" OR SAVER? = "n" 
THEN GOTO 5420 ELSE GOTO 5380
5420 ' case IS1 of
5430 ON IS1 GOTO 5440,5620,5810
5440 1 1 : *all tests*
5450 FOR ID = 1 TO IDTOTAI,
5460 GET #1,ID : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID : CNT% = 1
5470 LSET DEFNUMBER$ = MKI$(0) : LSET RUNTIME? = MKD§(0)
:PUT #5,ID 
:;4d0 ' initialise R_N R?S%
5490 OPEN PCFN$ AS #3 LEN=9
5500 FIELD #3, 6 AS PN0$, 3 AS TNO$
5510 IDC3 = CVI(PSIZE$)
5520 FOR IDC4 e 1 TO IDC3
5530 GET #3,1004
5540 SNRESX(IDC4,PNQ%) = CVI{PN0$)
5550 RNRES%(IDC4,TNO%) = CVI(TNO$)
5560 NEXT IDC4
5570 CLOSE #3
5580 ' call SAftPLING PLANS
5590 GOSUB 5850
5600 NEXT ID
5610 GOTO 5820
3620 1 2 : *individual test*
5630 ' get:
5640 INPUT " Enter the ID of the record ";ID
5650 1 endget:
5660 IF ID < 1 OR ID > IDTOTAL THEN GOTO 5630
5670 GET ill,ID : GET #2,ID : GET #5,ID : CNT% = 1
5680 LSET DEFNUMBER? = MKI$(0) : I,SET RUNTIME? = MKD$(0)
:PUT #5,ID 
5690 1 initialise R_N_RES%
5700 OPEN PCFNS AS #3 LEN=9
5710 FIELD #3, 6 AS PNOS, 3 AS TNO?
5720 IDG3 » CVI(PSI2E$)
5730 FOR IDC4 = 1 TO IDC3
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5740 GET #3,IDC4
5750 RNKES%(IDC4,PN0%) = CVI(PN0$)
5760 RNRES%(IDC4,TN0%) = CVI(TN0$)
5770 NEXT IDG4
5780 CLOSE #3
5790 ' call SAMPLING PLANS
5800 GOSUB 5850 : GOTO 5820
5810 1 3 : *quit*
5820 ’ endcase:
5830 ’end:
5840 RETURN
5850 ’Subroutine SAMPLING PLAN 
5860 "begin:
5870 OPEN D0FN$ AS #4 LEN=39
5880 FIELD #4, 5 AS PFAIL$, 5 AS PSTATUS?, 3 AS PTIME$, 7 AS OUTCOME?
, 6 AS TTYPBS, 4 AS COUNT?, 5 AS TSTATUS$, 2 AS TNUM$, 2 AS TTIME?
5890 VAR% = 1 : CNT% = 1 : REF% = 1 : FLAG1% = FALSE 
5900 CS1 = SPLAN? : IS3 = UVI(SSIZE$)
5910 IF GS1="100% " THEN IS2=1 : GOTO 5970
5920 IF CS1="CSP-F " OR CSl=”csp-f "
THEN 132=2 : SAMPLE%=1 : GOTO 5970 
5930 IF CS1*"WSP-1 " OR CSl="wsp-l "
THEN 1821=2 : SAMPLE%=2 : GOTO 5970 
5940 REM
5950 HEM
5960 REM
5970 ' case 182 of
5980 ON IS2 GOTO 5990,6120
5990 ' 1 : *100% Sampling*
6000 FOR PROWCTNOX = 1 TO IS3
6010 ' call ALGORITHM_A PROCESS ( ALGM^A PRO )
6020 GOSUH 6310
6030 ' call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T RES_PRC! )
6040 GOSUB 8610
6050 ’ put:
6060 PR3NT " Record USING
6070 PRINT " : Completed USING ’WW';PRODUCTNO%;
6080 PRINT " of USING "####"5IS3
6090 ’ sndput i
6100 NEXT PROD(JCTNO%
6110 GOTO 6250
6120 1 2 : *CSP and WSP Sampling*
6130 FUG2% = FALSE
6140 FOR PRODUCTNOX = 1 TO IS3
6150 ' call ALGORTHM B PROCESS ( ALGM B PRO )
6160 GOSUU 6610
6170 ' call TEST RESULT PROCESS ( T RESJPRO )
6180 GOSUU 8610
6190 ' put:
6200 PRINT " Record USING 'W;ID;
6210 PRINT " : Completed USING " # # # "  iPRODUCTNOX;
6220 PRINT " of USING "###";IS3
6230 ' endput:
5240 Next productnox
6250 ' endcase:
6260 LSET SSTATUS? « "TRUE" : PUT #2,10 :CL0SE #4 
6270 'end:
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REM End of Sampling Plans 
REM Algorithm^ { 100% Testing )
INT£RRE5$ (USTNOX, rr/PE%) = "PULL" 
1NTERRES%(TESTN0%,COUNTS) = 0 
INTERRES $ (TESTN0%, TSTATUS%) = "RUN' 
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIME%) = 0
INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "PASS" 
INTERRES% ( T E S I W , TIMEX) = PASSTIMEX
INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "FAIL" 
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIMEX) = FAILTIMEX
INTERRES? (TBSTN0%,0UTC0ME%) == "UNKNOWN"
REM End of Algorithm_A ( 100% Testing ) 
REM Algorithm_B ( GSP and Sampling j
THEN GOTO 6650
AOQLI = CVS(A0QL?)/MAXTESTX
AOQLt » (AOQLI*CVI(SSIZE?)), ,VI(F?)-1)
IF ACX)L! < 1
INTERRES?(TESTN0X,TTYPEX) = "FULL" 
INTERRES?(TESTNOX.TSTATUSX) = "RUN
INTERRES? (TESTNOX .nYPEX) • "PART" 
INTERRES?(TESTNOX.TSTATUSX) = "RUN" 
INTERRESX(TESTNOX,C0UNTX) * CVI(F?)
INTERRESX(TESTNOX,COUNTKX) = INT(AOQLl)
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6800 GOTO 6860
6810 ' else
6820 INTERRES?(TESTNO%,TTYPEX) = "FULL"
6830 INrERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = GVI(I$)
6840 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = '’RUN”
6850 INTERRESX (TESTNO%, TIME%) = 0
6860 1 er.dif:
6870 ’ call TBST_FAI1
6880 G03UB 7990
6890 ’ call INTER_UNIT
6900 GOSUB 8460
6910 IF STATUS* » TRUE
THEN GOTO 6920 ELSE GOTO 6950 
6920 INTERRES9(TESTNO%,OUTCOME*) - "PASS"
6930 INTERRES*(TESTNO%,TIMEX) = PASSTIMEX
6940 GOTO 7030
6950 ' else
6960 IF STATUS* = FALSE
THEN GOTO 6970 ELSE GOTO 7000 
6970 TNTERRES $ (TESTNOX, OUTCOME'!.) = "FAIL"
6980 INTERRES*(TESTNO%,TIMEX) = FA'ILTIME*
6990 GOTO 7020
7000 ' else
7010 INTERRESS(TESTNOX,OUTCOME*) = "UNKNOWN"
7020 * endif:
7030 ' endif;
7040 NEXT' TESTNOX
7050 FLAG2X - TRUE : GOTO 7930
7060 ' else
7070 FOR TESTNOX = 1 TO MAXTESTX
7080 1 call TEST FAIL
7090 GOSUB 7990
7100 ' case sstspleX of
7110 ON SAMPLE* GOTO 7120,7440
7120 ' 1 : *CSP-F*
7130 IF iNTERRESS(TESTNO%,OUTCOME*) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 7140 ELSE GOTO 7340 
7140 IF INTERRESX(TESTNOX,COUNT*) = 1
THEN GOTO 7150 ELSE GOTO 7250 
7150 IF INTERRES?(TESTNOX,TTYPEX) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 7160 ELSE GOTO 7200 
7160 INTERRES5(TESTNOX,TTYPEX) = "PART"
7170 INTERRES?(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) = "NORUN"
7180 INTERRESX(TESTNOX,COUNT*) = CVI(F$)-1
7190 GOTO 7230
7200 ' else:
7210 INTERRES?(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) = "RUN"
7220 INTBRRESX(TESTNO%,COUNT*) = CVI(F$)
7230 ' endif:
7240 GOTO 7330
7250 1 else
7260 IF INTERRESS(TESINOX.TTYPEX) = "FULL"
THEN GOTO 7270 ELSE GOTO 7290 
7270 INTERRES$(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) - "RUN"
7280 GOTO 7310
7290 ' else
7300 INTERRES $(TESTNOX,TSTATUSX) = "NORUN"
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7310 ' endif:
7320 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) =
INTERKES%(TESTNO%, COUNU) -1
7330 ' endif:
7340 1 endif:
7350 IF INTERRESS(TESTOO%,OOTCOME%) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 7360 ELSE GOTO 7390 
7360 INTERKES%(TESTNO%,COUNT%) = CVI(I$)
7370 - INTEKRES§(TESINO%,TrYPE%) = "FULL"
7380 INTEKRES$(TESTNO%,TSTATUS%) = "RUN"
7390 ' endif:
7400 IF INTERRES?(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "UNKNOWN"
THEN GOTO 7410 ELSE GOTO 7420 
7410 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS) =
INTERRES%(TESTNO%,COUNTS)-1
7420 ’ endif:
7430 GOTO 7700
7440 ' 2 : *WSP-1*
7450 IF INTERRES $(TESTNOS, TTYPES) = "PART"
THEN GOTO 7460 ELSE GOTO 7680 
7460 IF INTERRES $(TESTNOS,OUTCOMES) = "PASS"
THEN GOTO 7470 ELSE GOTO 7560 
7470 IF INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS) = 1
THEN GOTO 7480 ELSE GOTO 7510 
7480 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,COUNTS) = CVI(F$)
7490 INTERRES?(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN"
7500 GOTO 7540
7510 ' else
7520 INTERRESS(TESTNO%,COUNTS) =
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTS)-1 
7530 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "NORUN"
7540 ' endif:
7550 GOTO 7670
7560 ' else
7570 IF INTERRES?(TESTNOS,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 7580 ELSE GOTO 7660 
7580 IF INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) = 1
THEN GOTO 7590 ELSE GOTO 7620 
7590 INTERRES?(TESTNOS,TTYPES) = "FULL"
7600 INTERRES? (TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN"
7610 GOTO 7650
7620 1 else
7630 INTERRES$(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "NORUN"
7640 INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS) =
INTERRESS(TESTNOS,COUNTKS)-1
7650 ' endif:
7660 ' endif:
7670 ' endif:
7680 ' endif:
7690 GOTO 7700
7700 ' endcase:
7710 IF INTERRES?(TESTNOS,TSTATUSS) = "RUN"
THEN GOTO 7720 ELSE GOTO 7880 
7720 ' call INTER UNIT
7730 GOSUB 8460
7740 IF STATUSS = TRUE
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THEN GOTO 7750 ELSE GOTO 7780 
7750 INTERRES5(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "PASS"
7760 INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIMEX) = PASSTIMEX
7770 GOTO 7860
7780 ' else
7790 IF STATUSX == FALSE
THEN GOTO 7800 ELSE GOTO 7830 
7800 INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOME%) = "FAIL"
7810 INTERRES%(TFSTNO%,TIMEX) = FAILTIMEX
7820 GOTO 7850
7830 ' else
7840 INTEIRESSCTESTNOX.OUTCOMEX) = "UNKNOWN"
7850 ' endif:
7860 ' endif:
7870 GOTO 7910
7880 ' else
7890 INTERRKS$(TE37NO%,OUTCOMEX) = "PASS"
7900 INTERRESX(TESTNO%,TIMEX) « NOTIMEX
7910 ' endif:
7920 NEXT TBSTNOX
7930 ' endif:
7940 'end:
7950 RETURN
7960 REM End of Algorithm_B ( CSP and WSP Sampling )
7980 rem
7990 REM Test Fail Process ( TEST_FAIL )
8000 ’begin:
8010 IF TESTNOX o  8
THEN GOTO 8020 ELSE GOTO 8310 
8020 IF FLAGiX = FALSE
THEN GOTO 8030 ELSE GOTO 8290 
8030 NODEFX = CVI(PSIZE$)
8040 IF VARX <= NODEFX
THEN GOTO 8050 ELSE GOTO 8220 
8050 IF PRODUGTNOX < RNRESX(VARX.PNOX)
THEN GOTO 8060 ELSE GOTO 8070 
8060 TESTX = 0 : KEYNOX = &HFF : GOTO 8200
8070 1 else
8080 TESTX = RNRESX(VARX.TNOX)
8090 ' * Keyno does not correspond to test *
8100 ON TESTX GOTO 8110,8120,8130,8140,8150,8160,
8170,8180
8110 KEYNOX = &HFB : GOTO 8190
8120 • KEYNOX = &HFD : GOTO 8190
8130 KEYNOX == &HDF : GOTO 8190
8140 KEYNOX = &HFB : GOTO 8190
8150 KEYNOX = &HF7 : GOTO 8190
8160 KEYNOX = &HEF : GOTO 8190
8170 KEYNOX = &H7F : GOTO 8190
8180 KEYNOX = &HFF
8190 VARX = VARX+1
8200 ' endif:
8210 GOTO 8240
8220 ' else
8230 TESTX = 0 : KEYNOX = &HFF
8240 ' endif:
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8250 ’ put:
8260 OUT miL%,KEYN0% ' Interface Unit
8270 ' endput:
8280 FLAGU = TRUE
8290 ' eadif:
8300 GOTO 8410
8310 ' else
8320 IF TEST% = 8
THEN GOTO 8330 ELSE GOTO 8340
8330 KEYN0% = &HFC : GOTO 8360
8340 ’ else
8350 KEYNOX = &HFF
8360 ' eadif:
8370 1 put:
8380 OUT TFAIL%,KEYNO% ' Interface Unit
8390 ' endput:
C&OO FLAG1% = FALSE
8410 ' endif:
8420 'end:
8430 RETURN
8440 REM End of Test Fail Process ( TEST FAIL )
8450 rem m m m m m m m m m i m H H H H H H m m m m m m M m m m
8460 REM Interface Unit Process ( INTER_UNIT )
8470 'begin:
8480 OUT MDA%,TESTDAT%(TESTNOX)
8490 OUT SETRE%,&H0 
8500 IN% = INP(RBRC%) AND &H1 
8510 IF IN% <> &.H1 THEN GOTO 8500 
8520 INK = INP(RDRCX) AND &H1 
8530 IF IN% o  &H0 THEN GOTO 8520 
8540 STATUS* = INP(RDDATS)
8550 OUT SETRE%,&H0 
8560 'end:
8570 RETURN
8580 REM End of Interface Unit Process ( INTER_UNIT )
8590 rem m m m m m m m m m m m m w m m m m i m m m m M
8600 REM End of Algorithm Process
8620 REM Test Result Process ( TEST_RES_PR0 )
8630 'begin:
8640 IF SAVER$ = "Y" OR SAVER? = "y" THEN GOTO 8650 ELSE GOTO 8740
8650 TESTN0% = 1
8660 DORES$(REF%,PSTATUS%) = "PASS"
8670 DORES$(REF%,TTYPE%) = INTERRES§(TESTN0%,1TYPE%)
8680 DORES%(REF%,COUNTX) = INTERRES% (TESTN0%, C0tOT%)
8690 D0RESS(R£F%,TSTATUS%) = INTERRES$(TESTN0%,TSTATUS%)
8700 D0RES$(REF%,0UTC0ME%) = INTERRES?(TESTOOX,0UTC0ME%)
8710 D0RES% (REF%, TIME%) = INTERRES%(TESTO0%,TIMEX)
8720 D0RES% (REF%, PFAIL%) « TESTS6
8730 DORESX(REF%,TNUM%) = TESTNOfc
8740 TOTALTIMEX = 0
8750 FOR TESTNOX = -1 TO MAXTEST%
8760 GET #5,ID
8770 IF INTERRES$(TESTNO%,OUTCOMES) = "FAIL"
THEN GOTO 8780 ELSE GOTO 8810 
8780 D0RE5$(REF%,PSTATUS%) = "FAIL"
8790 ITR1 = CVI(DEFNUMBER$)+1
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8300 LSET DEFNUMBERS = MKIS(ITRl) : PUT #5,ID
8810 ' endif:
8820 T0TALTIME% = TOTALTIME%+INTERRES%(TESTNO%,TIMEX)
8830 NEXT TESTNOX
8840 DORES%(REF%,PTIME%) = TOTALTIKF.%
8850 GET #5,10
8860 ITR3# = CVD(RUNTIME$)+TOTALTIME%
8370 LSET RUNTIME? = MKD$(ITR3#) : PUT #5,ID
8880 IF SAVERS = "Y" OR SAVER? ="y" THEN GOTO 8890 ELSE GOTO 9060
8890 REF% = REF%+1
8900 IF PRODUCTNO% = C N W 2 5  OR PRODCJCTOOS = CVI(SSIZE$)
THEN GOTO 8910 ELSE GOTO 9050 
8910 ' * Copy Data Output Resource to Random File #4 *
8920 FOR ITR2 = 1 TO (REF%-1)
8930 LSET TTYPE? = DORES$(ITR2,TTYPE%)
8940 LSET COUNT? = MKIS(.OORES%(ITR2,COUNTS))
8950 LSET TSTATUS? = D0RES$(ITR2,TSTATUSX)
8960 LSET OUTCOME? =DORES?(ITR2,OUTCOMEU)
8970 LSET TTIME? = MKI$(D0RES%(ITR2,TIME%))
8980 LSET TNUM? = MKI$(D0RES%(ITR2,TNUM%))
8990 LSET PFAIL$ = MKI?(D0RES%(ITR2,PFAIL%))
9000 LSET PSTATUS? = CORES?(ITR2,PSTATUS%)
901:1 LSET PTIME? = MKI?(DORES%(ITR2,PTIME%))
9020 PUT #4,((CNTX-1)*25+ITR2)
9030 NEXT ITR2
9040 CNT% = CNT%+1 : REF% = 1
9050 ' endif:
9060 'end:
9070 RETURN
9080 REM End of Test Result Process ( TEST_RES_PRO )
9090 REM @@@@@@^@@@@@@@@@@@@@#@@^@@@^#@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
9100 REM End of Sampling Process ( SAMI£iING_PROCESS )
ioooo rem
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